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THE FARMERS’ CRUSADE 
Letters from George Cronyn, a Non-Partisan League Organizer 

Introduction 

S6\)\/ HAT is the Non-Partsan League?” suid « puzzled 
U. S. Secret Service man who came to THE 

Liserator for advice one day in July—“T can’t seem to 
find it in the telephone book.” Perhaps it is significant that 
this organization of farmers, which has ruled the state of 
North Dakota for two years, which will’ probably gain con- 
trol of the legislatures of South Dakota, Minnesota, Mon- 
tana and Idaho in November, and, according to Wall Street 
fears, will place 100 candidates in the next Congress, has no 
office in New York City, or any other city east of Chicago. 
This is an organization built by middle-western farmers 
for their own economic needs, independent of the East— 
financially, politically, intellectually. It will have a New 
York office when the New York State farmers are organized, 
not before. 

‘The political method of the Non-Partisan League is to 
select in each district its own candidate, pledged to its legisla- 
tive program, then to go in force into the primary of which- 
ever party has the best chance of winning in that district, 
secure the regular nomination of this candidate on the party 
ticket, and counting on the strength of the League plus the 
inertia of those who will vote the party ticket anyhow— 

to elect him. ‘Thus in one state the League is ‘“ Republican,” 
in another “ Democratic ”—and it varies in the same way in 
different districts of the same state. Nor is this the extent 
of its political flexibility, for if a League candidate fails of 
a majority at the primaries, the League may still endorse the 
candidate of another party, or run its own candidate as an 
Independent. ‘Thus the farmers have avoided the long slow, 
expensive process of building up a new political party with 
the inevitable combination of old parties against it as soon 
as it begins to look dangerous. Theirs is a shrewd practical 
method characteristic of the American farmer at his best, 
and it has already proved a short cut to political power. In 
North Dakota, for instance, where the Non-Partisan League 
secured its first member in February, 1915, it had won com- 
plete political control of the state 18 months later. 

‘An absolute idealist might regret this unholy com- 

              

      

    

promise with the corrupt two-party system, upon which the 
League has built its rapid success, But do not the farmers 
demonstrate, by their skilful use, here of one party ma- 
chine and there the other, their complete cynicism as to demo- 
cratic and republican professions of faith, and a healthy 
contempt for the whole political system? To ‘see through” 
political democracy and yet be keen enough to make imme- 
diate and effective use of its machinery for gaining economic 
ends, requires a high degree of economic-group intelligence. 

‘The League's program, concerned as it is with the imme- 
diate interests of the farmers as producers, varies in different 
states, It is never very much occupied with the century- 
worn slogans of political democracy; perhaps its central 
features are government ownership of the “Channels of 
trade” (terminal elevators, warehouses, flour mills, steck 
yards, packing houses and cold storage plants), rural credit 
banks operated at cost, and the exemption of farm improve- 
ments from taxation. In North Dakota these measures are 
toa large extent already accomplished. 

There is no hint of revolution in this program—nothing 
proposed here which has not already been tried in some part 
of the world, but, remember, this amazing class-conscious 
movement of farmers is already to a considerable extent off- 
ally allied with organized labor, its victories in the five 

states named have been won with the cooperation of labor 
in the cities. This, in America at least, is new—it chal- 
lenges the attention of those who fear and of those who pray 
for the sotial revolution. At the League convention in 
Idaho last July, six organized labor delegates were admitted 
with full powers, and all labor's immediate legislative de- 
mands were endorsed. It was in effect a joint convention and 
two out of the twelve candidates nominated were labor men, 
placed there at the dictation of the State Federation, 

‘The League farmer explains why he has made friends with 
labor by a simple bit of arithmetic: We grow wheat which 
we sell for 72 cents a bushel to the middleman who holds 
it in a privately owned grain elevator for four months after 
which he sells it for $1.46 a bushel. And it is labor in the 
city that pays that price—in the shape of 15 cent bread and 
thirteen dollar flour. Now if we farmers out here and those 

  

   

  

  

    

  

    



laborers in the city can get together, and take possession of the 
grain elevators, what's to prevent our gettihg $1.00 a bushel 
for our wheat? And, allowing a cent or two for the actual 
cost of handling, what's to prevent labor's buying it in the 
city for a fraction over $1.00 a bushel? Knowing all this, 
why on earth shouldn’t we get together? 

Strongest proof of our: claim that this Non-Partisan 
League is, consciously or unconsciously, one of the vital forces 
in the growing social revolt, is furnished by the opposition. 
Terrorism, only a few degrees less brutal and shameless than 
that practised against ‘the industrial unionists, has been 
adopted by the special interests in their efforts to overthrow 
these “embattled farmers.” And, as in the case of labor, 

jotism is the excuse. League meetings have been broken 
up, organizers have been beaten to unconsciousness, members 
forcibly deported, and one old farmer killed, by Home 
Guards and Loyalty Leagues, for no crime except belonging 
to the League. ‘The Bellingham Journal explains this vicious 
determined persecution of loyal American farmers in a word 
—" politics.” “Back of the politics are the profiteers, 
‘alarmed nationally over the growth of the farmers’ power 
in politics. They cannot handle the farmers’ organizations 
as in the past they have handled the Republican and 
Democratic organizations, and the breaking away of the 
farmer vote from the old-line parties, in combination with the 
growing labor vote, threatens their control of national 
politics. 

Te will not be surprising if the organized farmers, finding 
that Big Business uses the same desperate and unscrupulous 
‘methods to destroy them that it has always used against 
organized labor, draw conclusions of some consequence to 
the future of America. ‘The phrase “farmer-labor candi- 
date” appears about half a dozen times in a typical editorial 
page of the Non-Partisan Leader. It has a powerful sound. 
We are glad of the opportunity to publish this vivid per- 

sonal account of his experiences by one of the League's 
young organizers. There is a buoyancy and faith in these 
letters which is rare to-day, even among the youngest of vs, 

CE. 

  

  

  

  

  

EAR E- 
‘How very simple my life has grown all at once, a 

matter of corduroys and gray flannel shirts, of tin wash- 
pans, lumpy beds, fried potatoes and pork, and the Ford, my 
Constant companion ; of endless fields of young wheat, end- 
less miles of passable county roads, endless talks with keen- 
eyed, tanned countrymen. And always the League looms 
bigger and stronger, defying sherifis, the miserable yelping 
press, the howling chorus of politicians and the subtle erafti- 
ness of the Big Fellers, who work over-time through every 
organ they control, work desperately, insidiously, un- 
scrupulously—and vainly! For they are already beaten. 
‘The farmer and organized labor are shoulder to shoulder for 
the first time in our political history—and they are going to 
do the job. This, my friends, is revolution in action, out 
here. Revolution of the kind ‘that our slow-to-moye, pond: 
erous, and irresistible American farmer alone could produce, 
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‘As to organization, we have never seen its like before. 
Our campaign is as studiously and efficiently organized as 
a modern battle, In the home office a great map-marked 
with thousands of. pins, shows the daily gains. Each or- 
ganizer sends in a daily report, and no incident of his local 
effort is too slight to escape the attention of the command- 
ing officers. I think we will carry Idaho, Montana, 
So, Dakota and Minnesota, as well as No. Dakota, this elec- 
tion, and we have hundreds of letters begging us to enter 
other states. } 

, April 29th. 

IN Orllli the Seine along the Western Front. Bi 
Biz active with gas attacks and camouflage, but we're 

pushing ‘em steadily back. In some counties the Farmers 
ticket is joined with that of Organized Labor and the 
candidate for Governor is a straight Labor man. We have 
60,000 farmer members now and are putting them on at the 
rate of about a thousand a day. So I can’t see how we can 
Jose. Our last prominent court case, resulted in acquittal on 
first ballot. Our man, L. W. Martin, had as witnesses 
against him five officers of the peace, who swore that a speech 
he had delivered seven months ago was disloyal. 

‘My job is a sort of First Steps in the Study of Human 
Psychology. We need heavy financial backing to carry on 
the campaign, run our newspapers and support a small army 
of lecturers and organizers. We have to collect that money 
by making members, at $16.00 per. But the farmer, as you 
might guess, is loth to part with that $16.00. He will buy 
$100.00 shares in a fake copper mine in Utah, or an 
“almost ” Orange grove in California, but, no sir! he don’t 
see why he should have to pay $16.00 to vote. 

“Then we have to explain that the local grocers pay $32.00 

per annum for the privilege of organizing to arrange his store 
bill, the lawyers $35.00 to empty his pockets in, court, and 
the doctors $50.00, so that they can charge $1.00 a mile to 
visit him in sickness, And even the loathed I. W. W. pays 
(if a bonafide member) $3.00 initiation fee, and $8.00 annual 
dus. 

Oh, it takes hours of talking and a good booster along to 
do the job. But we get him at last. 

‘Once get him in and he will shout League propaganda 
from the housetop, he will pester his neighbors, jeer at the 
‘opposition, and get the vote to the polls. He will go out of 
his way to refute current lies about us. He will give his old 
League papers to the doubtful neighbors. And he will 
follow the light of that $16.00 into the jaws of hell itself. 

    

ie tea es 
May 34. 

I didn’t think I was a conspirator until a couple of days 
after six of us organizers arrived in this county. We came 
in separately. We did not hang around together. The town 
we landed in, Mankato, is a hustling little city of 15,000, 
the streets are full of strangers, farmers in cars, in wagons, 
afoot. ‘The arrival of our party certainly was not conspicuous 
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—but listen to this. I was eating breakfast one morning in 
the best cafe in town, alone, when two well-dressed men 
entered and sat down behind me. I could hear every word 
they said, and soon spotted one for the editor of a St. Paul 
paper, one of our bitterest enemies. I guessed the other to 
be a local editor. “What you here for, Bill?” said the 
local. man. 

“Important business,” quoth Bill. Then came the revela- 
tion. “Do you know, they've just put six organizers into 
this county?” I kept right on eating. 

“Yes, and those fellows are going around telling the farm- 
‘ers not to subscribe to the Liberty Loan.” 

T kept on eating, but kicked the tabl. 
“Why, they're regular I. W. W.'s. 

haystacks and poisoning cattle soon.” 
T bit deeply into the imitation plated silverware. The 

Mankato editor shook his head and allowed that he had al- 
ways known that League organizers were desperate 
characters. 

So here was a real live editor of a big paper eighty miles 
away, whose important business was to lie to a local editor 
about six scrubs who had just appeared in the vicinity. 
‘Thereafter we congregated even less, and our consultations 
were held in whispers behind locked doors! Gosh, talk about 
the Secret Police of old Russia, the Diplomatic Service and 
the sleuths of the Burns” Agency—They've got nothing on 
Big Biz in Minnesota, 

‘And the funny part is that the farmers enjoy it 
like being’ part of a great Conspiracy for Democracy. 

  

   hey’ll be burning 
  

  

‘They 

The pleasantest side of Organization work is the contact it 
brings with these so-fundamentally American types of farmer. 
‘We get close to their lives, eat of their fried eggs and potatoes, 
sleep on their not too downy’ mattresses; take ‘their families 
to town in our machines, haul theif cream if it lies in our 
direction. We hear their slow, unimpassioned indignation at 
the constant outrages practiced against their pockets and their 
intelligence; We see their complete disillusionment regarding 
the promises of the old’ parties, the news in the papers, the 
righteous asseverations of their once respected ‘leading citi- 
zens.” But most illuminating of all is the frequently- 
repeated’pronouncement, “ Without Labor behind us, we can 
do nothing.” 

‘The farmer has at last awakened here in the northwest to 
the fact (of such immense significance) that he is no longer 
a unit, that he must become a part of his class, and help 
carry on the struggle for the rights of that class; and fur- 
thermore that his class is only a part of a still larger class— 
of Labor the world over. 

can tell you that as I feel the heart-beat of this movement 
individuals, at close range, and see the innumerable 

feelers darting out in’ every direction from these six states 
toward the others, I get a profound conviction of irresistible 
pressure, of something which will alter the whole face of 
our American economic structure. No wonder money is 
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piling up against us, as it never did before against any other 
party that proposed Democracy! 

Here is one of my impressions:: Inside the barn a lantern 
throws a quivering spread of light, falling sharply against 
the heavy timbers, and drifting over the piled hay. There 
my farmer friend stands grayly, fork in hand, and we discuss 
the Great Change coming. He takes in each idea, handles 
it, turns it about carefully, and stores it away, as conscien- 
tiously as he did the corn crop. I can hear him say, ‘I was 
raised poor as dirt. I love my wife and my kids, and I ain't 
agoin’ to breed into poverty. No sire!” 

  

May 7th, 1918. 
URING this last week I have seen how our fighting 
farmers choose their candidates for the coming offensive. 

About 7 o'clock Friday night I got word to summon all 
the members in my district to a county caucus to be held 
secretly in the city of Mankato at noon of Saturday. 

It was in the loft of the Equity House that about fifty 
delegates met. We dropped in separately, casually, like con- 
spirators, searching each new face for a possible spy or in- 
former. We climbed a ladder to a room dimly lighted, and 
totally devoid of ventilation (it was a fine broiling day) and 
there, among cultivators, corn planters, drills, hoes, and what- 
not machinery, held session for two mortal hours, talking 
in low tones while the sweat poured from our aggrieved 
brows. ‘There was something immensely serious and deter- 
mined about that convocation. You felt the reservoirs of 
strength in these men, Not the “ farmer ” type as we imag- 
ine him, Mostly clean-shaven, cropped mustaches, alert and 
vigorous of mind} some young, others veterans of the plow 
who put in sixteen hours a day at an age when most men 
retire if they can. 

There was no wrangling ‘The meeting was informal, 
discussion open and general, and amazingly frank regarding 
the character of proposed, candidates. “These men didn't 
intend to be fooled; they had had too many years of that. 

Saturday night a committee of a dozen called on the man 
of our choice to persuade him to run. Imagine a barnyard 
with four cars lined up; the committee standing in a group. 
Henry comes slowly into the radius of the car lights, stoop: 
shouldered, gnarled and knotted with work, in old dirty 
jeans, and soiled shirt, and battered hat, a week’s stubble on 
his chin—slow, deliberate, taciturn—a man with a county- 
wide reputation for uprightness and intelligence. 

‘The neighbors do a little joshing first. 
“Come on, you old I. W. W. We got a rope for you.” 
“Make out your will, Henry,” and so on. 
‘Then they tell him that he is the unanimous choice of his 

neighbors. After a long pause, he says, “Sorry, gentlemen, 
bue”— 

‘Well, the battle raged. Henry didn’t want to leave the 
place, two hundred acres and no help! The boys all away, 
to school or teaching or out in the professions. For two 
hours we argued. It seemed we were up against a stone 

    

   

  

    



wall. Finally, an organizer from Dakota, a little middle- 
aged farmer, turned loose with a powerful plea, winding up: 

“Henry, are you going to have your boys and their chil- 
dren be the slaves we've been?” 

Henry said he'd have to ask the old woman. So he went 
in and woke her up, and three of the committee went in 
and talked to her. They told her that this thing was for 
the children, that it was safeguarding democracy for them. 
‘And she said Henry could do it. 

‘When the news was brought out, we whooped and rushed 
in to shake Henry's hand. At the door we stopped. They 
were reading something to Henry, the declaration of prin- 
ciples that he had to affirm before accepting the endorsement 
of the League. I wish I had a copy of that document. It 
is a solemn pledge to support in its entirety the platform 
of labor, to work for those who produce. 

When I think back over that moment I realize that this 
is not a campaign, it's a Crusade. 

fener   Weeteut by J. J. Lenker     
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'Y dear-Eis May 15. 
The great winds of Spring do blow with much the 

same abandon that they did on the whistling plains of N. 
M. in our ranching days. And the sun hangs keen and 
bright as God's new-minted penny over fields almost pain- 
fully green—so green they seem to ache with eagerness of 
growth. But behind this lovely mask of spring, and within 
this extreme beauty of the world, the battle for future lives, 
hopes, and pleasures and loves is being fought to a finish, 
with ever increasing violence. ‘The decisive moment, as 
momentous to my mind, as that election of 1860, lies only 
a month off. On June 17 come the Minnesota primaries 
and the fate of democracy at home hangs in the balance. 

Yesterday I heard a long argument between the priest of 
this parish, a very important man, and G.—one of our very 
best organizers—who was taking him to task for preaching 
against the League. 

“T have the greatest respect for the Law, and for the 
Constitution,” said the Reverend Father finally 

“Yes,” said G., with a kind of a grim humor, 
“So have I. I have wished we had just a 
little more of it.” And he went on to describe 
what he had experienced in one county of South 
Dakota. 

‘The town hall had been hired for a League lec- 
ture, and paid for. Five organizers entered the 
place with their cars and found a considerable crowd 
of farmers to hear the speaker. ‘The door was 
locked. When they went to the house of the of- 
ficial who had the key, that gentleman was found 
to have left town, mysteriously. ‘They were in- 
formed, however, that if they returned to the hall 
they would receive their money back. 

On arriving, they discovered the Home Guard, 
flanked by patriotic citizens, some in masks, and 
otherwise garbed and armed as Defenders of the 
Constitution (and right of free assemblage) drawn 
up in order, facing infuriated farmers. The lat- 
ter were for “ putting it to ’em” then and there, 
but, acting under strict orders from headquarters, 
‘our men dissuaded them, and advised their retire- 
ment from town, until a more favorable opportu- 
nity for speech-making. 

After the farmers had left, the organizers went 
to get their cars, That privilege of departure was 
denied them. At the point of the rifle they were 
driven out of town, on foot, through eight miles 
of winter mud and slush. “Their suitcases were 
opened and rifled. ‘They were relieved of their 
cash, without receiving receipts. They were clouted 
cover the head with the butt end of guns, jeered at and vilified. After a time, one of them, a cripple, ould go no further. A rig was hired to take them 
the remaining three miles, for which $18 was sub- 
tracted as payment, 
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‘They were lodged in the town jail, without-warrant or 
complaint. Their captors graciously allowed them a few 
pieces of mouldy bread for supper, charging them only 75 
cents a plate (or a handful) for the meal. In the morning 
tickets were bought for them into Nebraska, out of the 
funds erstwhile pooled! and some of the change was re- 
turned to these “bad citizens.” 

‘Then the Home Guard tried to put the cars up at auc- 
tion for the Red Cross. 

‘The League could get no complaints filed in that county, 
nor warrants sworn out against these “patriots,” and it 
was weeks before the cars could be restored to their owners. 

“Yes,” said G., “I believe in Law and Order, too. And 
Tod like to see a little more of it.” 

    

'Y DEAR E- 
Do you remember the look of the average farmer at 

the stranger entering his gateway? Suspicion, distrust, hos- 
tility—a challenge, the look of one who had had to deal 
with many “a slippery customer,” insurance agents, stock- 
investment solicitors, dealers in “ good propositions,” clever 
and oily:talkers, sly inveiglers of the credulous. Well, the 
Organizer, if he travels alone, receives the samé incurious, 
hard stare. He has to break the crust of old disillusionment, 
of bitter experience, paid for by hard-earned dollars and 
notes that fell due and mortgages called in. The Organizer 
has to restore some degree of faith to the Farmer. 

‘The worst cases to tackle are those who no longer believe 
any good of their fellow-men, or even of their neighbors. 
They will tell me, with a sour smile: 

“Oh, it won't make no difference who you send up there 
to St. Paul, they'll all be alike. Everybody's got his price, 
farmers same as the rest. They're after the office, that’s all.” 
And I have to tell them of how we got the wife of our 

nominee for representative out of bed to get her consent to 
his running; and how, when she was finally won over, ene 
‘of the committee said earnestly: 

“Mrs, H., this here’s going to be a great honor to your 
husband.” 

And “The Missus” answered, with a kind of strange, 
sharp candor: 

“Te ain't honor Henry's going up there for, it's to serve 
the people!” 

  

  

Henry came past our place yesterday with a load of wheat 
for the Farmer's Elevator in town, and stopped to pound the 
tire of his wagon wheel into place. I ran down to get the 
news about his recent trip to the convention of candidates at 
St. Paul. Henry stopped pounding, looked up out of breath, 
and shook hands. The man has knocked ten years off his 
age! Yes, those years of taciturnity, stooping to the milk 
pail and bending to the plow, have dropped from his shoulders 
under the stimulus of this great new effort. He was full of 
lively enthusiasm. He beamed and twinkled with the zest 
of opposition and related campaign plans with gusto. We 
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because of the anti-league sermons of his pastor these last two 
weeks. No such thing! 

“°Twould take more than that to change my mind,” said 
Henry.“ Guess I'll stick!” 
We are all in to stick—can 

‘They can employ viol 
feathers—we're in to stick. 

“For the good of the farmers!” 
How often that phrase has been abused! “How many 

movements toward justice have stumbled and failed, or 
proved only partially successful. I see a generation or two 
struggling blindly and vainly to meet the changed conditions 
of modern organized life. There was the Populist Party. 
Very good—until the politician got aboard. And the Farm- 
ers’ Alliance. ‘The same story. And the Grange. Still 
going strong—here and there. And the Equity, successful— 
sometimes. 

Always the endeavor on the part of the shrewd “ leaders 
of the people” to prevent organization on a large scale. 

For instance, after N. Dakota had carried the League, 
and S. Dakota started an afiliated organization, a banker 
from the latter state approached one of the state’s committee 
men, and the following conversation took place. 

Banker: “This movement is 2 good one, but why don’t 
you fellows break away from N, Dakota? Don't let them 
dictate to you up there.” 

Com. Man (innocently): “That might be all right. 

  

tes, members, organizers. 
, slander, press and pulpit, tar and 

    

  

  

  

Wouldn't it be even better if each county had its own sepa- 
ate organization? ” 

Banker: “Yes, that would be better.” 
Com. Man (still grinless): “And even each township?” 

“Yes, that’s a good plan, too, but the unit's most 

  

jon, ch? That would be best of all. No, my 
friend, I reckon you can’t swing us out of the National 
Nonpartisan.” 

‘This battle front in Minnesota has been extended, through 
the thousand ramifications of Big Biz, to every state in the 
union. Already, the state papers far away from the struggle 
are being coached and prodded, if they need it, to attack the 
League. Distorted and sensational stories are afloat céticern; 
ing us, a thousand and more miles away. Bankers are 
warning their depositors, threatening them too, on occasion. 
“Loyal” citizens are preparing to organize mobs against us. 

Tt looks like Someone was “kinda scairt!” 
“We'll stick!” 

Yours, to make America safe for democracy! 

      

» Cua, June 3. 
'Y DEAR E— 

‘A weeR of continuous rain and storms! Conceive 
the situation of the Organizer, who is paid to keep right on. 
Freshets, rivers, seas of mud, until the faithful Ford, plough- 
ing along on low, resembles nothing more than a lumbering 
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mud turtle or some new variety of submersible just come to 
the surface for breath. Remember how the ‘dobe used to 
cling lovingly to the soles of the rancher, wet days in old 
New Mex? Well, Minnesota mud doth even likewise cling. 
And thro’ it all, pushes, trudges, wriggles the Organizer, 
acconipanied by his still more faithful Booster. Think of the 
man Who will leave his warm seat by the fire where he has 
been toasting shoeless. feet, and reading the Minnesota 
Leader, this man to whom the unwelcome rain has given 
brief vacation’ from 18 hr. days of labor; think, I say, of 
such a person accompanying the Organizer gratis and will- 
ingly, on his oozy rounds! Yet they do it! 

‘That's what we call Putting-It-Over-in-Minnesotal 
‘The worst night of all, when the rain beat on the front 

glass of the car until one had to guess the road, I saw my 
last man at 9 p. m. then an hour into the little city for gas, 
and another sixteen miles out home agai 

I reached the service station at 10, and there spied 
another car, loaded with four passengers and. four hundred 
pounds of mud. Wherewith, knowing that only dire neces- 
sity could induce the outgoing of travelers on such a night 
T hailed the occupants.of the other Henry F. Out of the 
gloom came two pairs’ of hands, and two hearty voices 
shouted: 

* Hello, old scout!” 
“Where you bound?” quoth I to them. 

  

   

    

“ Twenty-eight miles out—to bed! Meet our Boosters!” 
Boosters and I fervently join hands. One Booster is at 

the wheel. Says he: 
“T've been playing chauffeur to these cusses for a week. 

Some booster, eh? Got any like me in your territory?” 
“Nop-wish Thad!” 
“Well, so long. Don't ditch yourself! 
“We'll stick!” 
“ Bet your life—we'll stick!” 
Off, into the night again with that watchword ringing in 

my ears, Welll stick! 
‘The rain cleared Saturday, ‘and Sunday was one of those 

days that make poets do their worst. 
June burst suddenly upon us, still—and_warm—and 

wonderfully clothed in’fullness.of growth. ‘The low hills 
tucked away and folded in a blue haze, and even the nearer 
wood # deep blue green against the sun, with the inevitable 
red barn and straw piles, half eaten away:as foils. Barley 
and Rye, coming to blossom, and across fields of them, con- 
tinuous ripples of wind. 

A kind of immense, singing quietness, 

  

Stick to 

In my car [have my good friend and host, and my fellow 
organizer, G. G., with his ridiculously vast crumply hat, 

is Gcimmeigar projecting like a turret gun from one corner of 
his mouth, mud-spattered clothes that no amount of brushing 
can clean, and minus collar, but all his 5 ft. 4"in. one battery 
of grit and energy. 

As Chairman of the Committee of South Dakota, he will 
affect to some extent the destiny of one great state. He is 
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worth some $25,000. He doesn’t have to work if he don't 
want to. He can rent his farm and live on the income. 
‘Well, he rented it, and is giving a year to the League. 

He looks thin and worn, and his eyes are feverishly bright, 
for it is only days now to Primaries, when the fate of the first 
great advance against our American Junkers will be 
decided. But G. has a new crop of stories. For instance: 
“New arrival in heaven sees an angel with ball and chain 

on his leg. 
“« Hello, Saint Peter, what's this? I thought all angels 

were free to come and go.’ 
“That one’s. from North Dakota where they have the 

League, We got to put a ball and chain on him to keep 
hhim from going back.” 

    

'Y DEAR E. 
I am back in St. Paul, my particular job finished. 

‘This has been one week of thrills. The farmers of this 
state have awakened. ‘They have been beaten and prodded 
and hounded awake. I really believe that no such large 
class of peaceful and law-abiding citizens, men of such 
weight and measure in their own communities have been 
<0 conspicuously mauled and manhandled since the famous 
days when taxation without representation first became an 
issue on this continent, 

‘We Organizers have always expected trouble and fre- 
quently got it. We have grown accustomed to warnings, 
dodgings, pursuits, narrow escapes, situations where only. 
nerve carried ‘us through, But the farmers. No. That 
sort of treatment was to be reserved for I. W. W. and Pro- 
Germans, not for men who had vastly oversubscribed all 
loans and money drives, who had planted wheat when other 
gtains are bringing better money, who had given their sons 
to the struggle. . ‘An orgy of violence, unchecked 
and in some cases openly encouraged by sheriffs and pol 
officers. Let me tell my story. 

Last week, the last before the Primaries, was given over 
to League picnics and auto parades. The moment was 
crucial, weather favorable; work in the fields so far under 
way that the corn cultivating could be safely let go a day 
or so. This is what happened. 

On Wednesday a parade of over 200 cars from an adjoin- 
ing county, having been given permission by the Mayor to 
pass through the streets of our county-seat, was promptly 
set! upon, and its banners, including the American flags on 
each car, torn off while a free fight raged on the running 
boards of various machines. There were no serious casual 
ties. 

‘The next day our own county parade was scheduled to 
take place. Knowing the temper of the large-town folks 

   

    

  

wwe decided to avoid the county-seat, so as not to precipitate 
rash action on their part or ours. A file of some hundred 
cars, spread over two or three miles of roads. It was our 
first really hot day, and in: spite of the driving, summer 
gusts rolled in across the wide steaming fields and beat 
against our burning faces. 
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We passed, without incident, through a number of vil- 
lages and arrived greatly scattered, at the edge of a some- 
what larger town, suspected to be hostile. Sure enough, 
the usual kind of cheap badiniage was passed by the town 
loafers as the first group of forty cars or so passed through. 
‘There were no signs of unusual trouble, however, and the 
cars in the lead, without halting to fill up the gap between 
them and the group following, sped on to the next town 
some miles away where we were scheduled to stop. There 
we waited—and we waited. And after a time we got just 
a little uneasy. ‘There happened to be a fork in the road 
several miles back and we feared the rest had gone astray 
And as it was already late in the afternoon, most of our 
cars pulled out for home, where chores were still to do, 

‘Then the rumor came that something had: gone wrong, 
And pretty soon a car hove into sight, roared up the road 
and sputtered dead in front of us. ‘There were women and 
children in the car, and the driver was a middle-aged farmer, 
a man of “broad acres.” His face was grim—and his shirt 
front was stained red all up and down. He had been hit 
with a rock. 

After a while a few more cars came in. And 
they were all. The rest didn’t get through. And 
shortly the deputy's car roared past from the coun 
try-seat, bound toward the scene of the trouble. 

Ie seems that the fire hose, in fact all available 
fire hoses had unlimbered immediately after our 
successful passage of the main street. The other 
ars had pulled in and their occupants were just 
preparing to buy a liberal amount of candy and soda 
water when the local patriots got busy, cheered on 
by the local preacher. 

Do you know the pressure behind the nozzle of 
the usual fire hose? Do you know the iciness of 
that water after its deep caverns have been drawn 
upon by a little running? Do you conceive a group 
‘of men, armed with axes, shotguns and clubs, ram 
ming those powerful streams of icy water into the 
faces of perspiring men and women and children, 
‘of women with babies in their arms, until they were 
fairly suffocated, drowned—while the women 
sereamed vainly and children gasped and turned 
their heads down any place to escape the frightful 
deluge? That's what happened. And more. 

An ex-constable, in the performance of his duty 
as representative of the law, attacked an old man, 
who was attempting to retreat into his car, attacked 
him with the butt end of an axe, until the old fel- 
low was knocked almost senseless. Then our dis- 
trict manager, unarmed, jumped to the rescue, and 
the guardian and defender of the peace, went after 
him also bent on simple murder. 

The district organizer’s wife leaped from the car 
with a gun to protect her husband. And both of 
them were promptly arrested for carrying concealed 
weapons! Our local paper (servant of truth that 
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it is) would have it that the lady was under the influence of 
drink, and threatening to blow up an innocent and harm- 
less town. Had not this man been removed from the local 
jail to the county prison he would undoubtedly have suf 
fered the extreme penalty mobs inflict. 

‘One woman was torn from a rapidly moving car and 
fell to the pavement on her knees before her husband could 
stop. And while she lay there helpless and faint the towns- 
men called her names unimaginably foul. Her husband 
went for the crowd with his tool hammer, and got her into 
the car again. 

Another old man who was outside the protection of the 
cars was tortured by the water; they played it on him, like 
boys will do with some small beast, until he got behind a 
telegraph pole and could stand up again. 

Fourteen or fifteen cars, in. attempting to escape from 
town were purposely misdirected up a blind alley, and there 
besieged until rescued by the sheriff. The road was barri- 
caded against their exit and an armed crowd taunted the 
weaponless farmers. The sheriff's only comment when he released the group was: 
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Well, Pll get you out this time, but you should ’a all 
stayed to home and worked your corn.” 

June 25. 
OSH you should have heard the tales our Minnesota 
‘organizers spun, when they returned to the home 

roost after two months of campaigning. Tales of wide- 
spread, of protected violence everywhere prevalent, through- 
out the state. I believe that never was a state so completely 
at the mercy of mob rule as during the last two months of 
our campaign. 

They beat us, oh, yes! 
For three days we could get no returns from half the 

election districts. In the county where I worked we had 
over 1,800 members, and a sentiment of 3 to 1 in favor of 
the League outside of the members, and absolute assurance 
of the support of organized labor in the county-seat; all of 
which should have guaranteed us at least 3,000 votes. And 
the returns gave us 1,300! 

Oh, they beat us! 
But if the government of a state engages in the sort of 

campaign this one has engaged in, and encourages the sort 
of sabotage this has encouraged, do you think it would be 
squeamish about the: handling of ballots? 

Election night, with reports out that we had lost by 50, 
000, we had a Jollification banquet. I never attended a 
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party where there was less of gloom and despondency. 
‘The wife of a naval officer, who has been one of our 

stanchest supporters and strongest advocates, reminded us 
that primary day was the anniversary of another defeat, the 
Battle of Bunker Hill; and she reminded us that we also 
‘were organized in just thirteen states. 

Well, we polled over 140,000 votes which ordinarily 
would have been ample to carry the Republican primaries, 
(the last Republican vote was only 179,000) but the two 
parties, the One Old Gang, combined against us. Never- 
theless, we got a considerable number of legislators. 

‘And we gave friend Big Biz. the worst scare he ever ex- 
perienced in the great state of Minnesota. But, above all, 
this campaign was the awakening of the farmers. They 
can’t sleep again. They know now what the alignment of 
forces in our government is. ‘They have felt the lash of 
the masters—and they won't Forget. I seem to hear a 
great silent cry from a thousand, ten thousand, a hundred 
thousand farms: 

Weill stick! 

Now it’s all peace and a cool wind and clear untroubled 
sunshine, 

Thirteen states. . . « 
The Original Thirteen. 

Here We Are Again 
FAVS secised that Henry Ford is 2 first-rate Demo- 

crat and a second-rate Republican, Michigan will 
now take up the larger question: Is he a manufacturer or 
a politician? 

NEW bill prohibits child Jabor under the war power 
clause of the constitution and attempts to get around the 

Supreme Court yeto. Yes, but suppose the Supreme Court 
declares the war unconstitutional ? 

ENGLAND'S low deparament has decided that women 
are not eligible to Parliament. Obviously the govern- 

‘ment was just having its little joke when it promised equal 
suffrage. 

T is fashionable these days to poke fun at German eff- 
ciency, but those fellows who write the official daily report 

are certainly masters of the art of changing the subject. 

PAIN is said to be asserting the right to seize interned 
ships to pay for those sunk by German submarines. 

‘Thereby raising the old question of the freedom of the seize. 

E do not claim to know anything about finance, but we 
have an idea that the incomes of everybody between 

‘eighteen and forty-five should be drafted by the government. 

OHN SPARGO has discovered that the French and 
British radicals are not in favor of losing the war. Now 

Gompers has gone over and when he has time he will make 
the same discovery. “These'explorers have excellent precedent. 
Columbus discovered America, but there are reasons for 
suspecting that it was here all the time, 

ERMAN junkers point to Henry Cabot Lodge's speech 
as a justification of their position. It is hard to explain 

to an ignorant foreigner that Lodge is not a representative 
American when Massachusetts, the Senate, and the news- 
papers keep acting as if he were. 

UNDAY motoring and Senator Vardaman have been 
abolished and Congress is thinking some of restricting its 

speeches in the Congressional Record. 

OLR inefcency has had an siring if our biplanes haven't 

[7 tons like business! 
Howarp Brusaxer,  
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Less Than Equal 
A Story by Elsa Unterman 

IMELINESS is the keynote of many a success and so it was in the wooing of Maria 
‘There had been a strike in Lynn during which men, wom- en and children stood together, at first exultantly, and later, as the strike fell lower and lower toward failure, all the more tenaciously to keep together the remnants of their hope. In the last days the old and unmarried had first gone hungry, offering their morsels to those who had little ones. ‘Then it began to be whispered that the children were cry- ing, and they knew the end was not far off. Just before the 

collapse Carlo, Maria's brother and only relative, had been killed by gunmen, and so she was left in the midst of the hunger and desolation of defeat with the greater desolation of her bereavement, the fever of an unaccustomed hate flaring in her who before had been only patient and mother-hearted, Tt was then that Louis came to her with his practised love. making and the lure of a bandits life in the fastnesses of New York City. He could have found no moment more ‘opportune. 
A strange thing happened to Louis when he made the con- 

quest of Maria. He himself was conquered—by jealousy Neither his days nor his nights knew a surcease from the 
plague of the conqueror. The Louis who had been a crude Don Juan, living on the assumption that women, -like the world’s goods, belong to him who is clever enough to take them, came to feel passionately that he alone had a right to Maria, and that any man who attempted to take her from 
him was a scoundrel. 

And yet, perhaps it was not so strange after all. For she 
‘was seventeen and a fresh wildflower, while he was thirty- four and already frayed. He was keenly aware of the fact 
that love is not as easily suborned by a jaded man as by a heavy-haired young lance, He knew it was sheer luck that 
he had plucked a fresh young bloom and in possession of it suffered all the agonies of a miser who fears that thieves will 
ob him of his thievish hoard. All his life he had poached on other men’s preserves and now he feared that in the New 
York he knew, someone would out-poach him. 

Louis was nondescript. He had been of the police and had 
been hunted by the police. But he had too much heart to be 

good detective and not enough nerve to be a good criminal. So, before he found Maria he had worked on the fringe of ‘mediocrity and safety, content to be paramount in the con- Quest of women, in which much heart was an asset and nerve needed only to be feigned. 
But now his jealousy spurred him beyond the petty safe games he had played so long to others which were at once ‘more lucrative and more dangerous. What he wanted now above all things was a house on some country hillside, with a hedge around it; and he wanted her within the house behind 

  

        

  

the hedge, a baby in her arms so that she could not run away. But he wanted the baby for his own sake too. He felt hi 
self slipping to the end of his manhood, perhaps to oblivion, without a child to carry on the spark that was in him; and that thought was shriveling, Because he felt all this he was sure that he loved her as no man like him had ever loved be- fore: her dark, heavy hair, her solemn little face with the 
shy fawn’s eyes that were his guarantee that he alone had loved her; her firm little body’; her soul too, at least that part of it concerned with her chastity. But at best her soul was secondary. The wonder of courage and tenderness he took as a matter of course. It was the wonder of white arms that intoxicated him, 

Of the house and the baby he had not yet spoken to her, again awaiting the opportune moment. And, hoping in the meantime to bind her to him doubly, by terror as well as by love, he pictured the streets and alleys surrounding the flat to which he took her as an inferno of ghoulish men and un- chaste women. But in spite of his grim sketches, Maria was not afraid, only curious. At seventeen one is as curious about Hell as about Heaven, She met the glances of passers-by squarely, and when one smiled at her, smiled confidently in Teturn, unconsciously keeping his jealousy in a ferment. One evening as they dined in a squalid Third Avenue restaurant, a young man eyed her with admiration that was unmistakable and drew from her a smile of childlike friend- liness. It was a spontaneous greeting from youth to youth that left Louis shivering beyond the pale of its warmth. He led her out with undisguised haste, and a braggart, possessive air. Outside he drew her arm through his, saying peevishly “You want to take hold of my arm sometimes as if you were proud to walk with me.” After walking a few blocks in morose silence, he came out with a dogged, “ You've got to dress yourself to look older,” and turned about to retrace their steps until they came to a little Jewish shop that was ‘open at night, where he bought a stuffy black suit But it did not dim her youth in an altogether assuring manner, and as they walked along he decided that he would Wait for the opportune moment no longer. When they reached home and he had lighted the grate, he seated him. self in the big hearth chair, drew her into his arms and told her about the house on the hill. 
“There'll be just you and me, Maria; you and me and a baby,” he said huskily, and stooped to kiss her fingers. And Maria, still a thin-hipped maiden, but already mother- hearted, felt a great warm flood well up in her. ‘Through misty eyes she saw a new Louis, bound inextricably with the future as with the present. For a rapt moment she looked at his head bowed over her hands, and then she bent and brushed the thinning hair with a timid caress. 
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After that she entered into the bandit’s career with new 
zest. It was no longer prompted only by the hatred which 
Carlo's murder had aroused. ‘There was fine justice, thought 
Maria, in the fact that the diamonds of parasitic women 
would buy @ garden where a little child might some day 
grow. 

‘Within another week they “spotted” the next apart- 
ment they intended to loot. She secured employment there 
as a domestic, and on the first occasion when she was left 
alone, signalled to the waiting Louis that their chance had 
‘come. He came up slinking and furtive and began to work 
with feverish haste. The sudden ringing of the telephone 
bell brought a cold sweat of fear to his brow and his face 
became ghastly. Having recovered from that shock, he 
followed her into the dining room and began to pack the 
silverware, but his unsteady hands knocked down a cut-glass 
bowl, the crash startling him so that he leaned against the 
wall weak with terror. It was only the greater terror of 
remaining that roused him. And so they fled—he precipi- 
tately, she reluctantl)—with only a third of the booty which 
might have been theirs. And Maria, who had slaved there 
and borne insults and nursed her hatred, mourned. 

He seemed to forget the ignominy, and, when their booty 
‘gone through the crucible of the murky pawnshop and 

been transformed into money, even made jokes at the expense 
of their victims. But she did not forget. Sometimes when 
hhe came near her the face of the lover seemed to fade into 
the haggard, twitching face of the craven, so that she shrank 
from him, 

“The next haul, which seemed an easy one, she attempted 
alone, hoping to surprise Louis. She thought she had her 
‘opportunity when her mistress, a well-to-do Jewess, an- 
nounced one day that she was going shopping for the after- 
noon. But having forgotten something, the woman re- 
turned before Maria was a block away with the cram-full 
suitcases, As she plodded along unmindful of her surround- 
ings, secure in the belief that she had hours to spare, the 

elevator man, silent leader of the hue and cry 
behind him, rushed up and pinioned her arms 

She was led back to the apartment, into which swarmed 
all the neighboring women; and detectives were summoned 
who held her in an unnecessarily fierce grip, while the woman 
unpacked the suitcases. In rummaging among them she came 
‘upon some silk shirts, which Maria had stuffed in, thinking 
that Louis would like them. She held them up with a cry of 
rage: 
“My husband’s shirts! She's been taking shirts! She's 

got a man!” 
‘There was a curling of lips among the women spectators. 

One of the detectives shook her and snarled, “ Of course. 
We'll get him too!” The other wheedled with repulsive 
familiarity, ‘Tell us who he is and we'll let you off easy.” 

But Maria, remembering Louis's precautionary advice, 
stifiened herself against the shaking and replied, “There 
isn’t any man. The shirts were just with the other things, 
and I took ’em.” Inwardly she scored herself with the 
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thought that it served her right for being such a petty thief. 
“AIL right,” the detectives assured her “ You'll get 

yours!” 3 
“They confined her in a district station for the night. After 

several hours, during which she sat on the edge of her cot 
in a fruitless effort to escape the vermin and endeavored not 
to understand the ribald oaths or to hear the drunken maun- 
dering and laughter, which came to her from other cells, a 
colored girl “ trusty ” came with her supper, and while Maria 
ate, crouched outside the grating and tried to make conver- 
sation. 

“Don’t you all want to sen’ a Jettah to yuh man, Honey?” 
she coaxed. “He'll be worryin’ "bout yuh. I'll git yuh a 
pencil and some papeh, an’ won't nobody know nothin’ "bout 
it” 

Got no man,” Maria denied wearily, slipping the emptied 
plate below the grating. She had eaten everything that had 
been brought to her, saying to herself that to be strong, she 
would need to eat. 

But the colored girl lingered, talking of her own man. 
“ Ah reckon he'll have anotha gal by the time Ah gits out,” 

she opined, “A man jes natchally has to have a gal. Ah 
s'pose yoah man’ll git anotha gal while yoh all’s doin’ time.” 

“Got no man,” Maria reiterated with assumed simpleness, + 
and the colored girl went away huffy. ‘The “easy money” 
she had anticipated would not be forthcoming. 

In the morning Maria was transferred to the Tombs, and 
there, among prisoners and officials alike, it was taken for 
‘granted that she “had a man.” She soon perceived that this 
was not merely because of the shirts. The prison world 
seemed to consider it the natural order of things. And evi- 
dently the man was the arch-fiend at whom the police aimed 
their chief efforts. In the majority of cases the girl seemed 
to be merely a barricade between him and them—a barricade 
not to be beaten down by: the same means as a barricade of 
stones; but there were means. 

‘During the day when the prisoners awaiting trial were 
taken from their individual cells and were allowed the free- 
dom of the large common enclosure, Maria received much 
advice from other women. Most of them were young. 
girls hardly out of their ’teens. There were few older wom- 
fen and they were close-mouthed. But the young girls’ were 
talkative and inquisitive. When Maria repeated to them her 
assertion that she was manless, they winked knowingly or 
said: 

“We're on, Kid. When we get in front of the High 
Jinks, we ain’t got no man either. We don't know no more 
about a man than if we'd been brought up in a Ladies’ 
Seminary.” 

‘And then they went on with their sage advice. 
‘There was frail little French Helene, who was like a 

transplanted wildrose, wearied by the dust of cities, With 
animation that revived her freshness, she boasted that. on 
the night when the police came for her man, she flirted with 
them, showing how beautifully she could dance, and while she 
danced, kicked out the lights, so that her man escaped. 
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she urged Maria.   “You stick by your man, little one,” 
“That's how a woman should do.” 
+ Louise, who was from an Ohio farm, and whose man was 
a Chinaman, echoed the sentiment, and immediately there- 
after told how he had twice broken her nose. She laughed as 
she said, “I wouldn't of minded it the second time if he'd 
broke it the other way. But both times he knocked it in the 
same direction.” 

Lithe Irish Katie dilated on the “ fine education and swell 
manners” of her man. To look at him you'd never guess 
he was a pimp,” she said, preening herself.‘ He looks like a 
literary guy.” 

Then there was Anna from Philadelphia. In Katie's 
words, she had “a high school education, swell folks and 
everything.” Her folks were pleading with her to give up 
her man and come home and be forgiven. 

“Will I do it?” she exclaimed. “Not much!” And 
added a streak of profanity against persons who thought she 
had it in her to squeal on her man, and another against other 
girls who might squeal on theirs, 

Maria was now aghast, now wondering at their tenacious 
loyalty. 

‘The older women were terse in their advice. “You'd be 
a fool to let yourself be sent up to save his skin,” was the 
substance of it. “ Some women think they've got a soft heart 
when all they've got is a soft brain.” 

Between the two camps was Adelaide, who was neither 
‘ld nor young, perhaps twenty-seven. Her man was already 
in the hands of the police, but they had little evidence against 
him and were bribing her with a promise of liberty if she 
would divulge more. She lurked in a corner apart from the 
‘others and wept and brooded, battling with her problem, 
and occasionally a priest came to assuage her tears and urge 
her, for the good of her soul, to confess her man’s sins 
Once, as Maria sat near her, she heard her mutter, “A 
skunk of 2 man that’s never brought me anything but 
trouble. 2.2” 

And that brooding figure, too, was woven into the skein of 
Maria’s thoughts. 

After two interminable weeks of waiting Maria was at 
last arraigned. She was hazily aware of her accuser in the 
background with her husband sitting beside her. ‘The little 
Blonde husband regarded Maria almost with pity, but the 
‘woman's eyes were hard and seemed to glare, * You would 
have put my husband’s shirts on your man—Shiksah!” 

The judge demanded sternly that Maria give up her ac- 
‘complice, When she insisted that she had none, he made an 
impatient gesture and exclaimed testily to the bailiff: 

“Take her back! We'll see what thinking it over a while 
onger will do for her.” 

Tt was such an old story to him, it was getting to be a 
bore. She didn’t look like the kind who would hold out; 
why couldn’t she give up in the first place and save time? 
He couldn't know, of course, that Maria's antecedents were 
not those of Louise and Adelaide. He had not seen Maria 
taking care of a whole brood of children while their mothers 
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worked in the mill, nor heard those mothers say gratefully, 
“Little Maria, she’s got the heart of, the Virgin Mother 
herself.” ‘The judge had never been in a strike, and knew 
nothing of the staying power one acquires from fighting with 
a group—nor the Honor that one learns from it. And the 
judge did not know of Carlo’s death, nor the manner of it. 
He had only a faint idea of Louis. 

But Maria “ thought it over ” back there in the women’s 
section. She had never heard of Figaro, the canny barber of 
Seville, and his assertion that merely to live he required more 
knowledge and talent than were exercised by the nobility in 
governing Spain for a hundred years. But unconsciously she 
paraphrased him in the foreboding that merely to be honor- 
able she was going to need more courage and determination 
than were mustered on the whole police force of New York. 

During the nights most of all she thought it over, as she 
turned sleeplessly on her cot, or lay still, staring at the blank 
ceiling, painting it with images. ‘These girls—Helene and 
Louise and Katie and Anna—these girls whose youth, frail 
and eager, peered through their drabbled outer selves, were 
the unchaste women of whom Louis had spoken with a loath- 
ing that he had tried to rouse in her. ‘The men they shielded 
were the ghouls against whom he had warned her. The girls 
were seemingly so like her, she wondered if the men were not 
like him, or rather, he like them. 

And yet, she felt there was a difference between her and 
the others. ‘They were holding out, with blind loyalty, for 
aman. But that was not why she was holding out. She 
reviewed all the memories of her man: the Louis who had 
come té her at first in the gloaming—wind and flame and the 
fragrance of lotus blooms; the Louis who had whispered to 
her of a baby and a house on a hill (and it troubled her in 
retrospect that he had been bowed over her hands when he 
spoke, so that she had not seen his face) ; the craven Louis 
with his-sweaty brow, ashen lips and furtive rat's eyes; the 
Louis who came home in the evenings, eagerly bounding up 
the stairs, always bringing gifts for her—slippers, gloves, 
gorgeous kimonos, manicure sets, an endless array of things 
which would enhance the lure of her flesh for him, and some- 
times whimsical things like the big pincushion doll; the 
jealous Louis who regarded her out of smouldering eyes. 

‘And when the memories were summed up, there was still 
something. aside from them, something stronger that made 
her hold out. It was right; that was all. One did not accept 
freedom that involved treachery. She knew that Carlo 
would have acted as she was acting. It was honorable. 

But it was not easy. Once the cell walls and the ceiling 
seemed to crowd together in an attempt to smother her. And 
as she beat against the suffocation, there came a mocking 
vision of the craven Louis and the thought that Auburn 
prison would be like that, or the reformatory if they sent her 
there—black days of repression throttling her in an endless 
chain, Oh, it would be hard! And then came echoing the 
cynical advice of the older women. “You'd be a fool. 

«Not a soft heart but a soft brain!” She flung back 
the challenge, “ Even if it was somebody I hated, I'd act the 
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same!” In the neighboring cell Adelaide was weeping loud- 
ly and lest she, too, should betray her shameful weakness, 
she stifled ther face in the pillow and gripped hard the iron 
sides of the cot. 

‘And then one day the matron sent the priest to Maria, 
The prison had not quite shriveled the matron’s heart; she 
was still touched when young girls came through her gates 
‘Though she flayed them with her Irish tongue as they passed 
before her, her Irish blue eyes dimmed, and she remembered 
them, and later sent the priest, for the door of the confessional 
often led into the anteroom of liberty. She did not fail to 
notice that Maria used no oaths; that she hung back timidly 
and listened to the other girls with the wonder of a novice. 

“ She's no bawd,” she said to the priest, “but that scum’ll 
make her one if they keep pourin’ their vileness into her ears. 
You make her give up her man and the Judge’ll let her out 
‘on probation.” 

But the priest came back sorrowfully and reported failure. 
‘Then the matron ordered that Maria be brought before 

her and when she had been led in, barked at her angrily, 
“You little pig-head! « Don't ye know what's good for ye?” 
And then with sudden shrewdness, “Is it that ye don't want 
your folks to know the divilment ye've been into that makes 
ye sich a clam!” 

Maria shook her head in denial. 
got nobody.” 

“You're a liar!” fumed the matron 
of aman. Git out iv me sight!” 

After another interval Maria was again arraigned. At her 
still, earnest denial that she had an accomplice, the Judge 
said to the prosecutor standing near him: 

“Look at her—not a sign of insincerity! You'd almost 
believe her if you didn't know it was impossibl. 

And then he sent her back again, less confidently 
‘When she was returned to the women’s section, she was 

left for a while in the dining hall adjoining the matron’s 
office, and as she sat there, waiting to be put into her cell, 
Adelaide was brought in, escorted by the matron, the priest 
and a young woman who was a charity worker. ‘They were 
bringing her from the Court where she had just turned 
state's evidence against her man, and as they came in spoke 
of her approvingly among themselves. 

She sat down dazedly, while the matron stood nearby hold- 
ing her hat, which meant that she was ticketed for the out- 
side world again. The priest patted her shoulder and 
driveled, “God will reward you for this, my daughter. Be 
‘of good cheer.” The charity worker stood behind him look- 
ing, in her own estimation, like Justice. Adelaide's. dull 
eyes, wandering aimlessly, encountered Maria’s, which were 
aglow with sympathy. Maria essayed a wan smile of fellow- 
ship and before that smile Adelaide's self-control went down 
and she burst into an agony of tears. 

“The look he give me when they took him out!” she 
wailed. “What have I done! Oh God! What have I 
done!” 

Her lamentations echoed through the grim interlacings of 
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bars like the cries of a victim tortured on the rack, and they 
tore through Maria making grievous wounds. She knew 
what Adelaide was feeling. They had defeated her. So 
would she have felt if she had given in to the attacks. With 
an incoherent cry she flung herself on her knees beside the 
penitent, tears springing to her eyes and streaming down her 

nfolded her in an embrace. ‘They 
clung together, the firm young face against the sallow, 
painted one, Maria pleading, “Don't Adelaide! Don’t!” 
in a vain attempt to calm the racking sobs. Finding no 
words adequate to express her sympathy, she took up Adel- 
aide’s hands, poured kisses upon them and bathed them with 
her tears—the first tears she had shed in prison—sacramental 
tears for a defeated one. 

The charity worker, the priest and the matron looked on, 
awed, not by the abandonment of grief—that was a common- 
place—but by the abandonment of sympathy. The Christ 
spirit was in their midst and it laid hands upon them. They 
huddled closer together, the better to endure the radiance. 

When at last Adelaide's grief was exhausted and the 
matron led her away, the priest and the charity worker re- 
mained, uncertainly regarding the still weeping Maria from 

‘The woman first approached, diffidently offering 
her a handkerchief. And while Maria dried her eyes, as- 
suming thereby a more earthly aspect, the other lost some of 
her awe, only to be charmed by the little wildflower figure 
and the soft fawn’s eyes. The priest came nearer, and pres- 
ently the three were regarding each other almost as equals. 

In Maria's mind there echoed the clanging of the door 
that had announced Adelaide's release. She felt a breath as 
from things outside, and with a rush the desire was upon 
her to be free, by any means, except those Adelaide had used. 
Looking at the two who stood above her, momentarily friend- 
ly, the sixth sense of intuition glimpsed a way. Perhaps, if 
she made a confession of a sort 

She looked down again, waiting for them to address her, 
and while she subtlely enhanced the shy youthfulness of her 

mien, her heart beat in a wild tumult of daring. 
“ Maria,” began the priest solemnly, ‘If you would only 

‘open your heart and let God help you. You are so young— 
Tell me, what made you do it.” 

“Hate,” said Maria, looking up and forcing herself to 
weep again. She was so hard on me—that woman. And 
she was rich, and I had nothing—and I wanted things too. 
T hated her. That's why I did it. But it’s come 
over me how wicked T've been ——” 

She broke off to choke down the sobs, and the priest patted 
her hand and agreed, “ Yes, larceny is a serious crime.” 

“The hate, I mean,” Maria went on, mastering herself. 
“Te’s terrible, It makes you all black inside and—and 
twisted. I've been thinking what the Bible says—to love 
everybody. And I want to. I don’t want to hate—it hurts. 
V'm afraid God won't forgive me. And I want to feel 
g-g00d to everybody!” 

So intensely did she’ throw herself into the role that she 
herself all but belfeved that she was what she pretended to 
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be. The tears flowed profusely and she looked up at him im- 
ploringly as though he could help her. 

He seemed taken aback by her outburst and looked help- 
Iessly at the charity worker and then back at her, murmuring, 
“II should say—don’t take it so hard, the hate. The lar- 
ceny, now, that's more serious. . . .” Ard under his 
breath he muttered, “An unusual spirit, unusual 

‘The charity worker, feeling her precise categories slipping 
into disarrangement, motioned to him anxiously. 
“Come aivay,” she said in an undertone, “ We'll talk it 

over. 
As they went out he turned round to look again at Maria 

and continued to murmur, “ Unusual, unusual As 
he held open the door for the charity worker Maria heard 
him say, With the right enviror ”” and then 
it closed upon him and left her w: 

‘Three days later she found herself again before the Judge, 
while the priest and the charity worker hovered in the bacl 
ground. And the Judge said to her with a sternness that 
was hardly maintained, “ So—we're going to have to release 
you on probation!” 

Her hopes and fears overcame her and she began to weep 
a little, silently, in earnest. And the bailiff who had grown 
friendly in escorting her back and forth, cautioned in alarm, 
“Sh! can the weeps! You'll spoil everything. He'll 

ink you're bluffing; they all do it.” 
So she straightened herself and with compressed. lips 

stared ahead unblinkingly 
Her probation was consignment into the care of a for- 

bidding housewife who had no silverware or jewelry, but 
many floors to scrub. She was to keep Maria under lock 
and key until the authorities were convinced that she had 
no male accomplice. But it was an easy matter for Maria 
to elude the woman's vigilance. Within twenty-four hours 
she was on her way to the flat in the ques 
which for her and Louis was home; free again, with noth- 
ing to prove that the past weeks were not a nightmare ex- 
cept a bleeding hand and a gash in her leg which she had 
inflicted on herself in dropping from a window to the rough 
lagstones of the court below. 

Te was after ten o'clock at night, and a cold November 
rain fell in stringy currents, buffeted by conflicting winds. 
She had to change cars a number of times and between waits 
was drenched to the skin. When at last she reached home, 
Louis was not there, but the door was unlocked. 

He had eee would come some time unex- 
pectedly. . 

She limped into the room and even through the darkness 
its familiarity enveloped her in a grateful warmth. When 
she had fumbled for the matches and lighted the grate, she 
sank into the big chair, which stood on the hearth as al- 
ways. A stupor overcame her, compounded of the dampness 
in her clothing, sudden heat from the grate, and the playing 
of fantastic shadows in the semi-darkness. And presently 
through its mazes, she heard him coming up the stairs with 
aggard ‘steps wholly unlike his usual eager home-coming, 
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He had missed her then. 
In another moment he had crossed the threshold, and 

after an unbelieving pause and a most believing cry, he held 
her again—the Louis of wind and flame and the fragrance 
of lotus blooms. 

But when his first joy was a little calmed and he had 
turned on the light and faced her in its glare, she saw with 
a faintness at her heart that,his face was haggard and his 
eyes more than ever furtive 

In removing her wet wraps and shoes he discovered the 
torn, bloody stocking and the wounded leg and with so- 
licitous haste brought hot water and bandages. He was al- 
ways solicitous about her flesh. 

When he had dressed the wound, he kissed her foot, ex- 
claiming, “Maria, little doll, if I had lost you!” And 

in, half whimpering child, half passionate man, he flung 
his arms about her and cried, “ You don’t know how I've 
suffered! Night after night, when I've dared, I've walked 
around the Tombs, wondering just where you were behind 
those many bars, wondering if they'd ever give you back to 
me. And once I cried, Maria, like a kid, thinking of those 
bars holding you like vulture’s claws; thinking maybe they 
were reaching out for me too. I didn't know whether you 
loved me enough not to tell. I thought you might give me 
away. I was living in your trust, Maria, I didn’t want 
to stay here, and I just couldn't leave.” 

While he held her and talked on of his suffering, she 
mechanically soothed the child, and strove, against the touch 
of him, to think clearly of the man. So that was why his 
face was haggard and his eyes rat-like. He had been afraid 
that she would squeal! The faintness at her heart returned 
and the weight of his head on her breast seemed to stifle 
her. She struggled with sudden questions that came too 
jumbled to pass her lips. 

When he had walked round and round those barred 
walls, holding her like vulture’s efaws, had he ever wished 
to release her at a cost to himself? Had that thought ever 
occurred to him? Not that she would have wished him to 
give himself up! But if the thought had never occurred to 
him. . . . Had he not known that it might have been 
possible for him to free her? But of course he knew. Had 
he not taught her all she knew! Until, this moment she 
hhad not thought that there was a question of honor for him 
too. But now with her fingers in his hair, as he clung to 
her, his joy at her rélease perhaps not as great as his relief 
that she had not betrayed him, she thought of it. If he had 
not had that wish, if it had not occurred to him, he 

She shrank from thinking the word, and faltered aloud, 
“Louis! 

But the sound of some one coming up the stairs sent him 
to the door with a feline spring. When he had locked it 
and turned the inside catch, he crouched there, tense, nos- 
trils aquiver, until the steps passed on to the flat across the 
hall. Then he slipped to the windows to make sure that 
the blinds were down. 

  

  

    
        

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   



   

Anyhow, we'll “Nobody followed you? You're sure! 
move first thing to-morrow. We won't take any chances. 

After that she could not ask him, and though when his 
composure returned he walled her about with attentions; 
prepared her bath, saying as he did so that she should take 
it hot because her soaking might give her a cold, and that 
would make her ugly; and though he delighted in bringing 
her things to her, even the silly Chinese slippers, which he 
hhad bought because he liked the colors, she was leaden 
against him. Long after he was asleep, she lay awake con- 
fronting those haunting questions. Had he been afraid? 
Or had it simply never occurred to him? If he had been 
afraid, that would be excusable. But if it had never even 
occurred to him. 4 

Fatigued by the ceaseless questioning, she slept late, and 
when she awoke he was already dressed for the street. He 
came to her, hat in hand, more easy and masterful than she 
had ever seen him. 

“Well, Dolly! I’m going to look for a new place. 
‘We'll move when I get back. And then new days, ch?” 

He looked ‘so clear-eyed as he bent over her that she 
leaned to him with sudden courage and the question came. 

“Louis, if I had been sent up— ” 
“Yd haye waited for you—years.” A note of gratifica- 

tion crept into his voice. “I never was sure you loved me 
before. But since you've held out against the bulls for me 
—you wouldn’t have done that if you didn’t love me. I 
‘won't have to be afraid any more. And when we have that 
house, we'll only need to wait for the baby; then you'll be 
all mine.” 

He kissed her gaily, less hungrily, with more assurance. 
“T'm going now.” At the door he turned round to shake 
a finger at her. “I know you love me now. You don't 
ever need to pretend you don’t. I won't believe you!” 
‘Then he was off, jauntily. 

And Maria, staring unseeingly at the door through which 
he had just passed was suddenly overborne with a feeling 
that the sheets which covered her, the tawdry room, the 
grubby neighborhood with its many paths leading to the 
‘Tombs, were all part of a marshy wilderness in which this, 
her first love, was rooted, not a lotus but a weed. He had 
not wished it. It had not occurred to him. He said, “I 
would have waited for you—years.” Said it smugly. He 
‘was more cowardly than she would have been if she had 
given in, She had been brow-beaten and verily tortured 
with uncertainty, to wean her from the honorable course 
And to him the honorable course had not even suggested 
itself. He was not like Adelaide, She had gone down 
against heavy odds. But he had not even desired to give 
battle. 

‘And such a one spoke to her of motherhood; one who 
‘was less than her equal. A weakling, to father her chile 
dren! She felt an inward shrinking from him and from 
phantom children with eyes like his, rat-like and furtive. 
She seemed to hear the voices of the men and women who 
had been Carlo's comrades in the strike, cry in scorn, “A 
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weakling to father your children!” ‘That would be the 
reat dishonor. 

BTlong before he returned to find the farewell note which 
she had made half apologetic in anticipation of the pain it 
would cause, she was wandering through a labyrinth of un- 
familiar Brooklyn streets; a little form bowed under the 
weight of a suitcase, certain of nothing except that she must 
go on. 
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QUE corer desien for this month i a reproduction of a 
wood-cut by John Storrs, sent to us from Paris. Tt is 

an anticipation of a monument that he has been making in 
memory of Walt Whitman, “If it conveys to you,” he 
writes, “some idea of the play of line and color and the 
firm balance of the large forward moving masses which, 
for me, the original composition contains—ca peut aller. 
‘The spirit I tried to give in this group is expressed by Walt 
in these lines 

“Of life immense in passion, pulse and power— 
‘The modern man, I sing.” 

X Rays 
YOUR eyes wore gemike in that dim deep chamber 

Hushed and sombre with imprisoned fire, 
With yellow ghostly globes of intense «ether 

otent as the rays of pure desir 

  

  

  

    
‘Your voice was startled into vivid wonder 

When the winged wild whining mystic wheel 
Took flight, and shot the dark with frosty crashings 

Like an iceberg splitting to the keel. 
Your flesh was never warmer to my passion 

‘Than when, moving in that umor green, 
We saw with eyes our fragile bones enamoured 

Clasping sadly on the pallid sereen. 

  

You seemed so virginal and so undreaming 
Of the burning hunger in my eyes 

To peer more fever-deeply in your being 
Than the very death of passion lies. 

‘The subtle-tuned shy motions of your spirit, 
Fashioned through the ages for the sun, 

Were dumb in that green lustre-haunted cavern, 
Where you walked a naked skeleton— 

Slim-hipped and fluent and of lovely motion, 
Living to the tip. of every 

And ah, too exquisitely vivid-emoving 
Ever to lie wanly down alone— 

  

To lie forever down so still and slender, 
‘Tracing on the ancient screen of night 

‘This naked and pale writing of the wonder 
Of your beauty breathing in the light. 

  

Max Eastman. 
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A Suffrage Trial in Washington 
By Lucy Burns 

ORTY-EIGHT women were arrested in Washington 
for holding a suffrage meeting near the White House. 

‘They appeared in court, as ordered, at half-past nine the 
next day. Newspaper men, circling about the prosecuting 
attorney to learn the probable fate of the accused, brought 
us back his candid and: bewildered comments: 

“T can’t go on with this case,” he said. ““T have had no 
orders. . . . “I can’t find any precedent for a case like ¢ 
Lhave nothing to go on. So far I have only one precedent— 
the case of Coxey's Army.” 

“As I remember,” said a reporter discreetly, his eyes danc- 
ing, ‘‘those people were arrested for walking on the grass.”” 

“They were,” said the Prosecutor. “It is not like this 
‘case; but it is the nearest I can find.” 

‘At eleven o'clock the judge, wrapping all his dignit 
about him, announced very seriously that he would have 
to continue ‘the forty-eight cases for a week in order to 
determine “with what offence, if any, the defendants would 
be charged.” 

We, who constituted the forty-eight cases, swarmed out 
of court, half suffocated with bad air and gasping with sur- 
prise. We had come to Washington from all parts of the 
United States. We were to remain in town a week, after 
‘an ignominous public arrest, while the police determined 
what they had arrested us fo 

"That they had arrested us for no offence at all was very 
plain in our own minds. We had held a meeting from the 
base of the Lafayette statue, just opposite the east gate of 
the White House, to protest against the continued obstruc- 
tion of the suffrage amendment in the Senate aid to demand 
that the President and his party give it the support neces- 
sary for its passage. We had no permit for the meeting. 
‘This year all permits have been refused the Woman's Party 
except at two remote points where no crowd could be 
assembled—on the ground that Washington was too “con- 
gested” for public meetings. Other meetings have gone on 
unchecked. A huge Liberty Loan meeting was held in 
‘Washington at the very corner we had chosen for our pro- 
test; and if it was proper, we reflected, for the government 
to ask women for their money there to carry on the war 
for democracy, it was proper for women to ask the govern- 
‘ment for democracy in the same pla 

Before our trial was over, therefore, we endeavored 
again and again to continue our interrupted meeting. Four 
times our speakers assembled at the Lafayette monument; 
each time the meeting was roughly broken up and all the 
participants—speakers and bystanders carrying suffrage ban- 
ners—were arrested. 

‘After the second arrest, we refused to give the bail de- 
manded of us at the police headquarters. We did not 
to be held indefinitely in Washington by the surrender of 

          

  

    

      

  

  

  

large sums of our money, while the Court continued our 
cases until a charge could be drawn up. 

‘The Chief Clerk at the Municipal Building, greatly non- 
plussed by this change of strategy and evidently terrified at 
the prospect of holding some forty determined women per- 
‘manently in charge, capitilated. 

“J will release you all on your own recognizance,” he said 
“you are ordered to appear in court on Wednesday 
morning.” 

“Please understand,” said a civil spokesman from our 
group, “that we do Nor give our word to reappear. This 
arrest is unjustifiable, as the first and we will take 
no further notice of it.” 

“You are dismissed,” said the Chief Clerk, shortly. 
“Ts it quite clear,” said we, “ that we will not appear in 

court on Wednesday morning?” 
“Tr is,” said the Chief Clerk, exploding. So we marched 

forth, free as air, in single formation, and proceeded instantly 
to the base of the Lafayette Statue, to, continue the meeting 
so illegally interfered with. Again we were arrested, and 
again released, without giving bail, or‘leaving our addresses, 
or promising to appear in court; and this solemn farce was 
four times enacted before the day of our trial, It was evi- 
dent that the Court's search for an appropriate charge was 
not encouraging the police authorities to undertake fur- 
ther legal proceedings against us. Their plan evidently was 
to break up an orderly political meeting on the ground that 
it was illegal, hold us in a police court till the crowd was 
dispersed and then casually dismiss us from custody 

‘There is a simplicity and directness about police pro- 
cedure in Washington rarely practiced with such frankness 
in other cities. “You obey the law, as we read it,” the 
police seem to announce, ‘and we will do as we please.” 

On Tuesday, and again on Thursday, August 13 and 15, 
our case came before the court for settlement. ‘The charges 
fixed against us by that time were, first, “ climbing a statue 
in a public park,” and secondly, assembling without a per- 
mit in a public park for-the purpose of holding a meeting. 

‘On Tuesday we defended ourselves singly against the 
charge of climbing a statue, Helena Hill Weed, of Con- 
necticut, presented a grave and elaborate legal defense of 
our action ; of which the essence was that we had not climbed 
the statue, but had stepped upon its base; that it was cus- 
tomary for citizens—usually workmen and small boys—to 
stand, sit, or lean on the base of the same statue without 
interference from the police or protest from the public, at 
all hours of the day; and finally that there was no regulation 
in existence covering the use of the statue even for climbing 
purposes, since Congress gave the President control over 
the public parks, and he had never issued regulations for 
the District parks nor authorized any subordinate to do so. 

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

   



  

  

‘The court reserved its decision on this matter until Thurs- 
day, when the collective charge of assembling in the park 
without a permit was to be brought against the entire group. 

At this point the defendants took a sudden united stand 
+ and resolved to speak out the truth from their hearts. ‘They 

could have brought up again the technical point that the 
President had not issued or authorized regulations forbidding 
‘meetings in a park without a permit, But they felt, more 
deeply, that their rights of free speech had been outrageously 
denied and their just protest against disfranchisement 
broken up by a police force appointed by and under the orders 
of the very political authority—the President of the United 
States—against whom their protest was directed. If the 
President had forbidden a meeting opposite the White House 
a thousand times to protest against his laxity in permitting 
the Senate tofblock a measure for the enfranchisement of the 
people, we should continue to hold such meetings so, long 
as one free-spirited American woman was left out of jail. . 
When our names were called on Thursday, we dutifully 

answered. It was necessary to answer in order to recover the 
large sum of money deposited by our lawyer as bail. ‘That 
practical detail over, Alice Paul made an announcement for 
all; “ As members of a disfranchised class,” she said, “we do 
not recognize a court established by a political officer from 
whose election women were excluded. We do not admit the 
authority of the court, and we shall take no part in the court's 
proceedings.” 

Federal Judge McMahon heard this restatement of the 
Declaration of Indepéndence with unaffected. indifference 
T have never scen a judge less moved. What we respected 
of what we admitted was evidently of no concern to him. He 
went on placidly with the morning’s business. ‘The de- 
fendants will rise,” he said, Not a defendant stirred 

Tt was 2 most curious illustration of the superior moving 
power of action over words, that the Judge was utterly 
staggered. He commanded us to rise, We continued to sit. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

     

  

  

  

  

e pleaded with us, out of courtesy to him, to stand up. 
We sat quite still. Then the Judge was wroth, “I will 
give you fifteen minutes to think over this position,” said he, 
“while I look into the question of contempt.” 

He withdrew, leaving us margelling, 
We had complained to him of the d 

zen can suffer. 
officers, 

  

pest injustice a citi- 
We had denied the authority. of political 

ind the police and judges they appoint. We had 
cut ourselves off, as we felt ourselves cut off, from the politi- 
cal institutions of our country, and the Judge heard us with 
an eye of stone. But when we sat down where it was cus- 
tomary to-stand up, he turned pale with agitation and left 
the room to consider penalties which would bring this dis- 
franchised group to their feet before an autocratic court. 

Milder counsel must have played upon him in his retire- 
ment. After fifteen minutes, he returned, still ster 
you stand?” said he. We remained seated, 
will go on,” said the Judge. We thought it very evident that 
the government did not wish to throw the light of its angry 
attention upon a protest from a great disfranchised group, in 
the midst of a war for democracy 
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‘The case went on its absurd way. We did not answer 
again to our names, nor question the glib testimony of the 
police, nor make a plea in our defense. This had the un- 
expected result of throwing upon the police the task of 
identifying the accused, and it was an instructive picture to 
see policemen wandering up and down between rows of 
women, misidentifying us in a state of bewilderment. 

‘One young girl was accused of “climbing a statue” as 
Miss Purcell, and of “holding a meeting” as Miss Purtell. 
The gravest confusion reigned while this problem was dis- 
entangled—everything being finally smoothed out by the 
sentencing of Miss Purtell and the honorable exoneration 
and dismissal of ‘Miss Purcell. Seven women were not 
identified at all; one of them being closely acquainted with 
a number of the policemen who arrested us. Even a poli 
man has a heart 

‘The composure of the accused while the trial was proceed- 
ing was partly due, it must be admitted, to their tranquil 
belief that they would be all acquitted; the charges were so 
frivolous, and the sections of the law authorizing arrest of 

ich dubious validity. We believed that the court would 
find us guilty, to protect the White House from any fur 
ther protest from suffragists; and would then dismiss us 
with a paternal warning. The women who had held the 
four meetings following us had been dismissed—somewhat 
informally, it is true—by the police. It was quite clear 
to us that we would be dismissed by the court, 

‘To our intense astonishment, we were sentenced to fifteen 
days in jail. ‘The federal court farce turned suddenly to 
bitter earnest. There was no mirth in the icy-cold cellar-like 
workhouse, abandoned for many years, where we were sep- 
arately imprisoned, nor in the dark, foul-smelling cells, 
hardly touched by the air and never reached by the sun, 
Darker than all was the injustice of denying women the 
right of self-government and heaping prison punishment on 
them when they insisted upon free speech. 

Our protest in jail, we were determined, should be as 
vivid, a5 vigorous, and as persistent as we could make it. 
We used the political * weapon of the hunger 
strike—the blessed hunger strike, which makes the prisoner 
stronger against his oppressors, the weaker his body grows. 
On our sixth day of imprisonment, when many of our num- 
ber were already very ill, the warden affably informed us 
that we were free. “And I may tell you now,” he said, 
“that a permit has been issued by the assistant chief of 
engineers for your next meeting in Lafayette Park.” 

In this bungling and cruel manner the United States 
government. capitulated to a demand for justice. It re- 
treated from its second effort to suppress our protest against 
its failure to pass the federal suffrage amendment. We 
had to battle with the most powerful administration this 
country has ever, known for the right of free speech; and we won. We will use this ri sd, to keep up a storm of agitation under the very eyes of the Administra. 
tion for the right it fights for abroad and denies at home— 
the right of the whole American people to a democratic form 
of government, 
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“We” 

“Say, Bill, whadd'ye know about this?—We've got to 
raise eight billion dollars in the next Liberty Loan!” 

“RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT 
INTERNAL LOAN COUPONS 

With the shortly expected overthrow of Bolshev 
ism and with the military and economic 
of the Allies, law and order should 
lished in Russia, resulting in the consequ 
tion in value here of RUSSIAN BONDS and 
CURRENCY of the old regime. Quotations on 
which we will be pleased to give upon application. 

   
  

         

    

    
  

  

due Aug. 14, 1918, will be cashed upon presentation 
at this of 

  

RUSSIAN AMERICAN LINE 
Broadway, N. Y | 

A. JOHNSON & CO.” 

Reprinted trom the New York papers, as a contribution to, the 
‘economte interpretation of histor. 

Innocent Peter 

SOV EF are giving a lunch for the Belgians,” 
id Mrs. Peter to Pete: : 

“How nice,” said the 
“And what will the 

   

  

jocent Peter, 
at? 

  

  

    “Why we eat the lunch for the Belgi 
Just salad and Liberty Bread 

And nd coffee, 
ad!” 

    

the innocent Peter, 
lames would adore. 

“They'd have jammed it through in a jiffy, 
If they only had thought it before. 

   
   

  

“Let them take all their luncheon-money, 

  

So the Belgians can eat their own lunch! * 
Helen A. Salz.  
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Brest-Litovsk—A. Brigands’ Peace 

By Nikolai Lenin 
  

  

    
  

- Nikolai Lenin 

HE history of mankind is today recording one of the 
‘greatest and most difficult crises, a crisis which has an 

enormous—we can say without the least exaggeration a 
world-widerliberating significance. It is not surprising 
that at the most difficult points of such a crisis, when every- 
where around us the old order is crumbling and falling 
apart with tumult and crash, and a new order is being born 
in indescribable torments—it is not surprising that some 
are becoming bewildered, some become victims of despair, 
and others, to escape from the bitter reality, are taking cover 
behind beautiful and enchanting phrases. 
We have been forced, however, to see things clearly, as we 

pass through the sharp and painful experience of this most 
difficult crisis of history which turns the world from im- 
perialism towards communistic revolution. In a few days 

    

    Translated from Pravda, offclal organ of the Bolshevik 

    
we destroyed one of the oldest, most powerful, barbarous 
and cruel monarchies. In a few months we passed through 
a number of stages of compromise with the bourgeoisie and 
got over the petty bourgeois illusions, in the grip of which 
other countries have spent decades. In a few weeks we 
have overthrown the bourgeoisie and crushed her open re- 
sistance in civil war. We passed in a victorious and tri- 
timphant procession of Bolshevism from one end of an 
enormous country to the other. We aroused to freedom and 
independence the most humble sections of the toi 
‘oppressed by czarism and: the bourgeoisie. We 
and firmly established the Soviet republic—a new type of 
state—infinitely higher and more democratic than the best 
of the bourgeois-parliamentary republics. We established 
the dictatorship of the proletariat, supported by the poorest 
peasantry, and have inaugurated a comprehensively planned 
system of Socialist reform. We awakened self-confidence 
and kindled the fires of enthusiasm in the hearts of millions 
upon millions of workers of all countries. We sent broad- 
cast the clarion call of the international working class revo- 
lution. We challenged. the imperialistic plunderers of all 
countries. 

‘And in a few days an imperialistic brigand knocked us 
down, attacking those who had no arms. He forced us to 
sign an incredibly oppressive and humiliating peace—a 
penalty for our daring to break away, even for as short a 
time as possible, from the iron grip of the imperialistic war. 
And the more threatening the spectre of a working class 
evolution in his own country rises before the brigand, the 
more furiously he oppresses and strangles and tears Russia 
to pieces. 

We were compelled to sign a “Tilsit” peace. We must 
not deceive ourselves. We must have courage to face the 
unadorned bitter truth. We must realize in full to the 
very bottom, the abyss of defeat, partition, enslavement and 
humiliation into which we have been thrown, ‘The clearer 
we understand this, the firmer, the more hardened and in- 
flexible will become our will for liberation, our desire to 
arise anew from enslavement to independence, our firm de- 
termination to see at all costs, that Russia shall cease to 
be poor and weak, that she may become truly powerful and 
prosperous. 

She can become so, for we still have left sufficient expanse 
and natural resources to supply all and everyone, if not 
with abundance, at least with sufficient means’ of sub- 
sistence. We have the material in the natural resources, in 
the supply of human energy, and in the splendid impetus 
which the creative spirit of the people has received through 
the great revolution, to create a really mighty and abundant 
Russia, 
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Russia will become so, provided she frees herself of 
all dejection and phrase-mongering; provided she strains her 
every nerve and every muscle; provided she comes to under 
stand that salvation is possible only on the road of the in- 
ternational Socialist revolution, which we have chosen. To 
move forward along this road, not becoming dejected in case 
of defeats, to lay, stone after stone, the firm foundation of 
a Socialist society, to work tirelessly to create discipline and 
self-discipline, to strengthen everywhere organization, order, 
efficiency, the harmonious cooperation of all the people's 
forces, universal accounting and control over production and 
distribution of products—such is the road towards the crea- 
tion of military power and Socialist power. 

Ie is unworthy of a true Socialist, if badly defeated, either 
to deny that fact or to become despondent. It is not true 
that we have no way out and that we can only choose be- 
tween a “disgraceful” (from the standpoint of a feudal 
Knight) death, which an oppressive peace is, and a “glori- 
ous” death in a hopeless battle. It is not true that we have 
betrayed our ideals or our friends when we signed the 
“Tilsit” peace. We have betrayed nothing and nobody, 
we have not sanctioned or covered any lie, we have not 
fused to aid any friend and comrade in misfortune in any 
way we could, or by any means at our disposal. A com- 
mander who leads into the interior the remnants of an army 
which is defeated or disorganized by a disorderly flight and 
who, if necessary, protects this retreat by a most humiliating, 
and oppressive peace, is not betraying those parts of the army 
which he cannot help and which are cut off by the enemy. 
Such a commander is only doing his duty, he is choosing 
the only way to save what can still be saved, he is scorning 
adventures, telling the people the bitter truth, “yielding 
territory in order to win time,” utilizing any, even the short- 
test respite in order to gather again his forces, and to give 
the army, which is affected by disintegration and demoraliza 
tion, a chance to rest and recover. 
We have signed a “Tilsit”” peace. When Napoleon I. 

forced Prussia in 1807 to accept the Tilsit peace, the con- 
queror had. defeated all the German armies, occupied the 
capital and all the large cities, established his police, com- 
pelled the conquered to give him auxiliary corps in order to 
wage new wars of plunder, dismembered Germany 
an alliance with some of the German states against other 

  

  

  

   

    
   

   

  

German states. And nevertheless, even after such a peace’ 
the German people were not subdued. 

To any person able and-willing to think, the example of 
the Tilsit peace (which was only one of the many oppres- 
sive and humiliating treaties forced upon the Germans in 
that epoch) shows clearly how childishly naive is the thought 
that an oppressive peace is, under all circumstances, ruinous, 
and war the road of valor and salvation. ‘The war epochs 
teach us that peace has in many cases in history served as a 
respite to gather strength for new battles, The Peace of 
‘Tilsitz. was the greatest humiliation of Germany and at the 
same time a turning point to the greatest national awaken- 
ing. At that time the historical environment offered only one 
outlet for this awakening—a bourgeois state. At that time, 
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over a hundred years ago, history was made by a handful of 
noblemen and small groups of bourgeois intellectuals, while 
the mass of workers and peasants were inactive and inert. 
Owing to this history at that time could crawl only with 
awful. slowness. 

Now capitalism has considerably raised the level of cul- 
ture in general and of the culture of the masses in particular. 
‘The war has aroused the masses, awakened them by the 
unheard of horrors and sufferings. ‘The war has given im- 
petus to history and now it is moving along with the 
speed of a locomotive. History is now being independently 
made by millions and ten of millions of people. Capitalism 
has now become ripe for Socialism, 

‘Thus, if Russia now moves—and it cannot be denied that 
she does move from the “Tilsit” peace to a national 
awakening, and to a great war for the fatherland—the issue 
of such an awakening is not the bourgeois state but the in- 
ternational Socialist revolution. We are “resistant” since 
November 7, 1917. We are for the ‘' defense of our father- 
land,” but the war for the fatherland towards which we are 
moving is a war for a Socialist fatherland, for Socialis 
wwe being a part of the universal army of Socialism. 

EDITORIALS 
E notice, to our disappointment, even in the New 
Republic, an allusion to “the pro-German leader- 

ship of the Socialist Party.” ‘The most powerful leaders of 
the Socialist Party in America are no more pro-German than 
Ramsay McDonald or Robert Smillie in England, or Jean 
Longuet or Henri Barbusse in France. Both the leaders and 
the rank and file of American Socialists, so far as I know 
them, rejoice in the success of the Allied arms on the western 
front—as I believe Liebknecht and Haase and Ledebour and 
Rosa Luxembourg, and all true comrades of the’new inter- 
national, rejoice—because it brings us forward toward that 
equilibration of national forces which will enable the peoples 
of Europe to win possession of their governiments and estab- 
lish a democratic peace. 

            

  

    

The Campaign Issue 
T seemed two months ago as though the Socialists would 

‘occupy a vague and weak position in the preseint political 
mpaign. Aside from their ultimate goal of social revo- 

lution, and their appeal to working-class solidarity as the 
power that can alone enact a“ program of the world’s peace,” 
it promised to be hard to distinguish their attitude on the 
day's problems from that of the President. Their strongest 
demand, it seemed, would be for a right to say the same 
things he says, and say them a little better, without being 
arrested. So it seemed then, For, although the question of 
the class to whose interest and power one appeals is in reality 
the crucial question, and therefore the division between the 
Socialists and the administration was absolutely vital, never- 
theless the American mind thinks in terms of programs, and 
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it would be difficult to make that vital division clear, so 
long as the programs sounded so much alike. 

‘The programs sounded alike so long as nothing happened 
to mar the effect of the President's offer of helpful friend- 
ship to the Soviet Government in Russia—so long as he 
stood alone among all the bourgeois powers, an eccentric, ob- 
durate idealist, resisting their logical and entirely economical 
determination to crush the Socialist republic even if it cost 
them the hope of crushing Germany. So long as he stood 
there, the strategy of a campaign against him, before a con- 
stituency interested most deeply in that very problem, was 
difficult indeed. It seemed as though the Socialist Party 
would have to conduct a literary campaign again, with Bco- 
nomic Interpretation of History as the live issue, and Karl 
Marx as the candidate. 

Now it seems different. ‘The ineffectiveness of a detached 
idealism, which fails to appeal to the power of the only eco- 
nomic class which wants to give reality to that ideal, is re- 
vealed in good season. The situation changed on August 3rd, 
with the announcement ffom the Department of State that 
this country would co-operate with Japan in sending a force 
of “a few thousand men” to Viadivostok, with the purpose 
of “safeguarding, so far as it may, the country to the rear 
of the westward-moving Tchecho-Slovaks,” and that the 
United States would interpose no objection to more ex- 
tended movements of a similar nature on the part of her 
other Allies. 

‘These Tehecho-Slovaks are a band of fifty or sixty thou- 
sand ‘soldiers who deserted from Austria at the beginning of 
the war, and fought with Russia on the side of the Allies. 
When the war between Russia and the Central Empires was 
declared at an end, they set out for Vladivostok with the ad- 
mirable determination to sail around the world and join the 
Alllies on the western front, where it was still possible to 
fight the battle of their own nationality against Austrian 
domination. The Bolshevik government gave them every 
assistance in this project, until they began to be so trouble- 
some as to compel an attempt to disarm them. ‘The Tchecho- 
Slovaks are chauvinistic bourgeois nationalists, utterly out 
of sympathy with ithe new Bolshevist state in which they 
found themselves; and when the disorganization of the rail- 
‘way system and the food supply impeded their own nation 
istic enterprise, they became marauders and pillagers upon 
a population which they despised.* “The attempt to disarm 
them failed; and when their final departure from Vladi- 
vostok was further delayed by lack of tonnage, they formed a 
disaffected body of armed malcontents, who were promptly 
used by foreign imperialistic interests as the nucleus for a 
counter-revolutionary attempt against the life of the Soviet 
Republic, Under such foreign encouragement they have now 
given up the attempt to reach Vladivostok and sail round the 
world to fight Germany, and are, as the President’s an- 

“The assertion that, bands of armed German and Austrian prisoners ze operating in thir distct was afew Months ago denied ‘by ‘out own ‘uerleaa mlitarycommiesion to, Russia aiter_« thorough persoeal we ‘estgation, in ‘which the Bolsheviki sastied them. Their detial compels Us to believe the renewed denial of such a state of affairs by the Del Slevik‘goveramene 
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nouncement declares, “westward moving "—that is, moving. 
against the Soviet Government—with Vladivostok in their 

» Or, in the more candid words of Lloyd-George, 
ave become the center of activities hostile to the 

Bolshevik government.” ¥ 
‘The fact of intervention in their behalf, despite a reitera- 

tion of the idealistic phraseology of non-intervention, can 
hardly fail to impress upon the Socialist mind the view that 
the present administration has fatally yielded, in practice 
if not necessarily in theory, to the pressure of the reactionary 
forces among the Allies. It is well known that these reac- 
tionary forces, equally with those of Germany, are bent on 
taking full advantage of what appears to be their opportunity 
to crush Socialism out of the world. Whatever its declared 
intention and professed limitations, the present act of inter- 
vention necessarily marks the beginning of a new crisis in the 
world-war, and a correspondingly new and clear alignment 
of the forces of democracy and reaction in our own national 
politics. 

The issue in the campaign of American Socialist candi- 
dates against the candidates of the administration for Con- 

this fall is, therefore, concrete, immediate and sharp. gres 
ists cannot be denied the And it is an issue which the Soci 

right of presenting, under any q 
the Socialist demand for an immediate recogni 
Soviet government is manifestly consistent with the demand 
for a“ more vigorous prosecution of the war.” In attacking. 
the experiment of economic democracy in Russia, the Allied 
governments are not only weakening the morale of their 
cause against Germany, but they are weakening their military 
position. “They are withdrawing their outposts. Every dic- 
tate of principle and expediency—even the dictate of purely 
military patriotism—is against an attack upon the Soviet 
Government. 

President Wilson has used so generously the language of 
democracy and social freedom, and even of industrial free- 
dom and democracy, that it may be difficult for the So- 
Gialists to persuade a growing body of voters that he is in 
act a representative of the bourgeoisie, and that the farmers’ 
movement and the movement of the workers for control of 
industry, cannot look to him for anything more dynamic than 
this language. It will be difficult because this Russian situa- 
tion, which is a very Simple test of realistic democracy and 
faith in the self-determination of peoples, has been so colored 
and obscured by censors and press-agents the world over that: 
it does not seem simple to people who learn about it from 
the newspapers. They are studiously induced to believe that 
the Bolsheviki signed the unfortunate peace of Brest-Litovsk 

-y were pro-German or craven, and not because, 
being denied the help and co-operation of the Allies, they 
were compelled to sign it. Lloyd-George, for instance, in 
his attempt to defend President Wilson against English 
critics of his action in support of the Tchecho-Slovaks, makes 
the assertion: “If the Tchecho-Slovaks now are the center 
of activities hostile to the Bolshevik government, the latter 
have only themselves to blame and nobody else.”  
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But, as we now know, it was not the fault of the Bol- 
sheviki that they were compelled to make peace with Ger- 
many and submit to her duress. It was the fault of the 
Allies—and primarily, it unfortunately appears, of America. 

‘The fact has been published in the Manchester Guardian, 
and also more directly conveyed to Socialist leaders in the 
United States, that before the ratification of the Brest-Litovsk. 
treaty Lenin and Trotsky and the other leaders of the Soviet 
Government made an official proposal to the United States 
Government, the substance of which was that if we would 
co-operate with them in supplying food, munitions, imple- 
ments and some technical railroad assistance, the Soviets 
would refuse to ratify the Brest-Litovsk treaty and continue 
the war against Germany. They no doubt remembered our 
President's elevated and convincing assertion of January 8th, 
that “Whether their present leaders believe it or not, it is 
our heart-felt desire and hope that some way may be opened 
whereby we may be privileged to assist the people of Russia 
to attain their utmost hope of liberty and ordered peace”; 
his solemn notification to the Allied governments that “The 
treatment accorded Russia by her sister nations in the months 
to come will be the acid test of their good will, of their 
comprehension of her needs as distinguished from their own. 
interests, and of their intelligent and unselfish sympathy ”; 
his extraordinary declarations in favor of public diplomacy 
and “absolutely open ” dealings of one government with an- 
other. And so they turned to us, as the most friendly and 
candid among all the nations that are fighting against Ger- 
man autocracy, and said in effect: “If you will give us the 
special economic and scientific assistance that we need, we 
will continue to hold the eastern line.” ‘This offer, which 
exists in writing in three languages with signatures, was 
cabled to Washington and received, but it was never made 
known to the American people and it was never answered. 

Unless the President’s message to the Congress of Soviets 
that did finally ratify the Brest-Litovsk peace, may be con- 
sidered an answer. This is what he sa 

“Although the Government of the United States is, un- 
happily, not now in a position to render the direct and ef- 
fective aid it would wish to render, I beg to assure the peo- 
ple of Russia, through the Congress, that it will avail itself 
of every opportunity to secure for Russia once more complete 
sovereignty and independence in her own affairs, and full 
restoration to her great rdle in the life of Europe and the 
modern world. The whole heart of the people of the 
United States is with the people of Russia in the attempt to 
free themselves forever from autocratic government and be- 
come the masters of their own life.” 

‘We thought that this message was a spontaneous utter- 
ance of sympathy from a student of politics toward that 
Soviet Government which is the greatest and most growing 
political thing mankind ever created. We must assume 
now that it was a belated and inconfident answer to a su- 
preme opportunity—both political and military—to serve and 
save the cause of democracy throughout the world. There 
is no doubt that Lenin and Trotsky and the people's com- 
missaries could have swayed the Congress of Soviets against 
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a ratification of the Brest-Litovsk treaty, and that if America 
and the Allied governments in their zeal for democracy could 
have forgotten for a moment the menace of Socialism, a 
battle-line of fervent and genuine freedom would now exist 
on the eastern front. But in obedience to economic forces 
little understood, and still less acknowledged or candidly 
dealt with among political men, they decided to ignore—or, 
as they would doubtless express it, distrust—the Bolsheviki, 
and treat their proposal of military co-operation as if it had 
not been. It seems to me that as the clouds clear away from 
the dark passage of these years, and acts that were important 
stand up against the horizon for those who look back, this 
act, blending as it does with the whole contemporary fortune 
of the war, will be one of the most definitely visible. Te will 
have to be judged as to its specific causes and moral texture 
by every man who writes the history of these times. 

Tt cannot be so judged now, and it need not be. But one 
fact is sufficiently plain, that another detached political 
idealist who undertook to utter great and terrible promises, 
‘was nevertheless compelled to act in accordance with the 
economic interests of those who possess the world. And 
this truth, expounded with temperate and sober and Amer- 
ican language by the Socialist candidates for political power, 
must give a contemporary and practical weight to their 
campaign that will surprise the American bourgeoisie, It 
will bring new thousands of poor people to see the folly 
of allying themselves politically with any social or democratic 
idealism, however “sincere,” which is not brave enough or 
hard-headed enough to declare in advance that it docs oppose 
the economic interest of those who. possess the world—the es- 
sence of it being a determination to take the world away 
from those who possess it and make it the property of the 
whole people. 

The Socialist Platform 

HE Socialist Congressional Platform is a blue-print of, 
revolutionary reconstruction. It is the work of able 

and technically trained minds. It is a platform to stop the 
mouths of those who tell us we “have nothing constructive 
to offer.” And at the same time it is a platform which clearly 
and cogently describes the alignment of economic interests 
which is the basis of the class-strugele in politics. 

Even more important than the platform is the manifesto de- 
manding recognition of the Soviet government of Russia. 
Ie is the single Supreme duty of Socialists in this country, as 
in all countries, to declare their identity with that govern- 
ment. Such a declaration is the clearest and surest and most 
popular way to put before the “ working people and poorer 
peasants” of other lands the clarified truth of what inte 
national Socialism is. ‘ Socialism, Utopian or Scientific” — 
the distinction has become a thousand times deeper and more 
fraught with meaning since put to the test of experiment, 
and there should be embodied in every declaration of our 
principles unmistakable evidence that our socialism is scientific 
and not Utopian. Max Eastman. 
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THE THIRD DEGREE 

IN THE MIDDLE WEST 

“Are you a Republican?” 
“No.” 
“Axe you a Democrat?” 
“No.” 

“Then you're’a traitor!” 

 



   

  

OMETIMES it seems that all we are doing—we who 
call ourselves radical or revolutionary—is continually 

putting ourselves at the point of view of posterity. By some 
peculiar impulse of imagination we insist upon seeing the 
present as others will see it when it is past. I am moved 
to this reflection by the veering of newspaper opinion toward 
our view of Nicolai Lenin, even in the two days elapsing 
since the report that he was dead. 

Te was to us—and still is, as the news wavers— alto: 
gether too black to believe that, following Bebel and 
Taurés, this third leader—greater by far in that super-politi- 
cal strength and wisdom upon which our hopes rest—should 
be stolen from us at the very climax of capitalist history. 
We must believe that he will live, and that these agile new 
papers, who, thinking he was safely gon¢ into the past, had 
begun already to give grudging admission to some truth about 
his character and purposes, will be compelled to redouble 
their calumny in order to blot it all out, and make their 

lers ignore again what posterity will so easily know. 
Meanwhile let us employ what they have given us. We 

can almost adopt as a preface to the continuation of our own 
praises of this statesman, a portion of the too eager obituary 
which appeared in the New York Times: 

By many he has been regarded as the mere paid agent 
of Germany. Of this no proof has ever been forthcoming, 

“Paid agent, political tool or plain fanatic, there is no 
doubt of the man’s ability or the strong impression he made 
upon those with whom he came in contact. An Ameri 
more or less in sympathy with his doctrines, who had rare 
opportunities of studying Lenin at close range in the midst 
of the Russian turmoil, described him on returning here 
as “The greatest living statesman in Europe.’ It was a strik- 
ing tribute to the personality of the man. Even his en- 
emies admitted his ability. They spoke of him as clever— 
at worst as ‘slick.’ 

“With his death the doctrine of Bolshevism ‘loses 
strongest intellectual exponent. While most of the world 
has regarded him as working solely in the interest of his 
country’s enemies, he undoubtedly during his brief tenure 
of power endeavored to put into practice theories which he 
had been preaching for many years before the Russian revo- 
Tution came to pass.” 

  

    

  

  

      

  

  

   

          

     

We were discussing, as remarkable in a professional agi- 
tator and leader of armed rebellion, Lenin’s freedom from 
fixations of mind and emotion, his ability to refocus his 
powerful will, and readjust his wealth of ideas, to new 
states of fact. Unlike most scholars, and most idealists, 
and above all perhaps, unlike most Marxian Socialists,     

  

   Lenin—A Statesman of the New Order 

By Max Eastman 

  

I. 

he knows how to think in a-concrete situation. We 
find him, for instance, in the article which we are quoting 
from Pravda, singing the praises of “The Taylor System, 
showing that from being an enemy under capitalism it has 
become a friend under Socialism—where an increase of the 
productivity of labor is, after the development of account 
ing and contral, the leading problem. It is needless to say 
that a Socialist who was guided by dogmatic generalities 
or emotional prepossessions would not begin the millenium 
with kind words for the Taylor System! 

“The Russian,” says Lenin, “is a poor worker in com- 
parison with the advanced nations, and this could not be 
otherwise under the regime of the Czar and the remnants 
of feudalism. To learn how to work—this problem the 
Soviet authority should present to the people in all its com- 
prehensiveness. The last word of capitalism in this respect, 
the Taylor System, combines the refined cruelty of bour- 
geois exploitation with a number of most valuable scientific 
attainments in analyzing mechanical motions during work, 
in dismissing superfluous and useless motions, in determin- 
ing the most correct methods of work, the best systems of 
accounting and control, etc. The Soviet Republic must 
adopt every valuable scientific and technical advance in this 
field. The possibility of Socialism will be decided by our 
success in combining the Soviet rule, and the Soviet organi- 
zation of management, with the latest progressive measures 
of capitalism. We must introduce into Russia the study 
and the teaching of the Taylor system.” 

‘The next thing to be done after that—and here we see 
of the ancient disputes between Socialists and anti- 
lists coming to the test of experiment—is to organize 

ulation. Will Socialism destroy initiative? Is not capital- 
istic rivalry the motive that keeps up the forces of production 
and invention? We have not yet the answer of experiment, 
but we see in Lenin’s discussion how this heretofore academi 
argument has shifted to the plane of facts and practical de- 
vices. I quote two paragraphs—inadequate except to give 
the flavor of his discussion 

“ Among the absurdities which the bourgeo fain to 
spread about socialism is the statement that Socialists deny 
the significance of emulation. In reality only socialism, 
destroying classes and hence the enslavement of people, opens 
the field for emulation on a really mass scale. And only the 
Soviet organization, passing from the formal democracy of 
a bourgeois republic to the actual participation of the labor- 
ing masses in management, puts emulation on a broad basis. 
It is much easier to organize emulation on the p 
‘on the economic field, but for the success of 
latter is the important thing. 
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October, 1918 

“Let us take publicity as a means for the organization 
of emulation. A bourgeois republic establishes this only as 
a matter of form, actually subjecting the press to capital, 
amusing the ‘mob’ with spicy political trifles, concealing 
the occurrences in the factories, commercial transaction 
etc., as a‘ business secret,’ protecting ‘sacred property.’ ‘The 
Soviets have abolished commercial secrecy and entered on a 
new road, but have done almost nothing to make use of 
publicity in.the interests of economic emulation. We must 
systematically endeavor that—along with the merciless sup- 
pression of the thoroughly falsé and insolently calumnious 
bourgeois press—there shall be created a press'which will not 
amuse and fool the masses with spicy political trifles, but 
will bring to their attention, and help them to study seri- 
ously, the questions of every-day economics. Every factory, 
every village, is a production and consumption commune, 
having the right and duty to apply the general Soviet regu- 
lations in its own way (not in the sense of violating the 

  

  

  

    

    

regulations, but in the sense of a diversity of forms in carry- 
ing them out) to solve.in their own way the problem of ac- 
counting in production and distribution. Under capitalism 

  

this was the of the individual capitalist or 
and owner. Under the Soviet this is not a private aff 
but the most important national affair. 

here is one thing that I miss in Lenin’s discussion of 
means for increasing the productivity of Iabor—I miss a 
reference to the means of decreasing, and intelligently con- 
trolling, the production of people. ‘The pressure of popu- 
lation upon the means of subsistence” is an academic formu- 
ation of a natural danger that may, if it is not brought 
within the control of intelligence, render a free and happy 

yy impossible through mere excess of numbers. Our 
istic system discourages the fertility of people and 

kills off their children, but even under éapitalism the birth- 
rate in Russia was enormous—higher than in any other great 
country of Europe—and under the revolution it will, if un- 
controlled, almost certainly be higher. And this high birth- 
rate, just as it was a boon to capitalism, is a danger to so- 
cialis. The Socialist movement will surely, before long, 
awake to the enormity of the population problem, and the 
‘crucial importance of birth-control, and I cannot but wish 
the awakening might be now, and in Russia, where the 
tendencies of the movement in the immediate future are to be 
crystallized 

The Problem of Dictatorship 
When the Constituent Assembly was dissolved and the 

government of the Soviets formally assumed the power, we 
published an editorial in THe Liperator defending that 
act as in the interests of industrial democracy, a democracy 
far more democratic than that of the Constituent Assembly. 
We maintained that even if the working-class which had ai 
complished this conquest of power were in the minority, its 
dictatorship was justifiable. It is justifiable for a working- 
class assuming the reins of government to say to the people, 
“This is a government of the proletariat, by the proletariat 
and for the proletariat, and if you wish to participate in 
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the democracy of this government you will have to re- 
ounce your capitalistic privilege and become a member of 
the proletariat. And moreover if you do not renounce it, 
we will in the course of time relieve you of it. We intend 
to have a republic of workers, and we intend this really and 
truly, and as a matter of fact, and so seriously, indeed, that 
nothing can stop us, not even ‘ justice,’ nor the ‘ principles 
of democracy,’ nor the ‘rule of the majority,’ nor any 
other of those slogans of the ancient morality. Only when 
we have a republic of workers will justice be just; only 
then will democracy be democratic; only then will the rule 
of the majority cease to be the Tule of the power and influ- 
ence of capital.” So we argued. But so far as Russia was 
concerned we proved more than was necessary, for the 
Bolsheviki, besides representing the proletariat, did have the 

of the peasants behind them, and spoke for the true 
jority of the Russian people. Russia was more alive than. 

we realized. 
Nevertheless, against the gentle prophets of evangelical 

Socialism, Lenin is compelled to defend a dictatorship even 
of the majority. He defends it as necessary for the-pur- 
pose of transition to the proletarian state. 

“The resolution,” he says, “of the last Congress of 
Soviets advocates, a8 the most important problem at present, 
the creation of efficient organization and higher discipline 
Such resolutions are now readily supported by everybody 
But that their realization requires compulsion, and com- 
pulsion in the form of a dictatorship, is ordinarily not com- 
prehended. And yet, it would be the greatest stupidity and 
the most absurd opportunism to suppose that the transition 
from capitalism to Socialism is possible without compulsion 
and dictatorship. The Marxian theory has long ago criti- 
ized beyond misunderstanding this petty bourgeois-demo- 

and anarchistic nonsense. And Russia of 1917-1918 
confirms in this respect the Marxian theory so clearly, pal- 
pably and convincingly that only those who are hopelessly 
stupid, or who have firmly determined to ignore the truth, 
can still err in this respect. Either a Korniloff dictatorship 
or a dictatorship of the proletariat—no other alternative 
is possible for a country which is passing through an un- 
usually swift development with unusually difficult transi- 

and which suffers from desperate, disorganization 
‘most horrible war 

In the first place, it is impossible to conquer and destroy 
capitalism without the merciless suppression of the resist- 
ance of the exploiters, who cannot be at once deprived of 
their wealth, of their advantages in organization and knowl- 
edge, and who will, therefore, during a quite long period, 

ably attempt to overthrow the hateful (to them) au- 
thority of the poor. In the second place, every great revolu- 
tion, and especially a Socialist revolution, even if there were 
no external war, is inconceivable without an internal war, 
i. e,, a civil war—which means even greater disorganization 
than external war, thousands and millions of cases of waver- 
ing and of desertion from one side to the other, and a state 
of the greatest uncertainty, instability and chaos. And of 
course all elements of decay of the old order, inevit 
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Very numerous, especially among the petty bourgeoisie (for the petty bourgeoisie is the first victim of every war and every crisis) cannot fail to appear during such a profound transformation. And these elements of decay appear in: the increase of crimes, hooliganism, bribery, speculation and other indecencies. It takes time and an iron hand to get rid 
of this. . 

“This historical experience of all revolutions, this uni- 
versal economic and political lesson, was summed up by ‘Marx in his brief, sharp, exact and vivid formula, the di 
tatorship of the proletariat. And that the Russian revolu- 
tion did correctly approach this universal historical experi- ence has been proven by the victorious march of the Soviet 
organization among all peoples and tongues of Russia. For the Soviet rule is nothing else than the organized form of 
the dictatorship of the proletariat, the dictatorship of the 
advanced class arousing to new democratism, to independent 
participation in the administration of the state, tens and tens 
of millions of exploited workers, who through their experi- ence are discovering that the disciplined and class-conscious 
vanguard of the proletariat is their most reliable leader. 

“But ‘dictatorship’ is a great word. And great words 
must not be used in vain, A dictatorship is an iron rule, with revolutionary daring, swift and merciless in the sup- pression of the exploiters as well as of the hooligans. And 
our rule is too mild, quite frequently resembling jam rather 
than iron, We must not for a moment forget that the 
bourgeois and petty bourgeois environment is offering ré- 
sistance to the Soviet rule in two ways: on the one hand 
by external pressure—by the methods of the Savinkoffs, 
Getz, Gegetckooris and Kornilofis, by conspiracies and in. 
surrections, with their ugly ‘ideologic’ reflection, by tor- 
ents of falsehood and calumny in the press of the Cadets, 
right Social-Revolutionists and Mensheviki; on the other 
hand, this environment exerts internal. pressure, taking ad- 
vantage of every element of decay, of every weakness, to 
bribe, to increase the lack of discipline, dissoluteness, chaos. 
‘The nearer we get to the complete military suppression of 
the bourgeoisie the more dangerous become for us the petty 
bourgeois anarchic inclinations. And these inclinations can- 
not be combatted only by propaganda and agitation, by the 
organization of emulation, by the selection of orgariizers; 
they must also be combatted by compulsion. 

“To the extent to which the principal problem of the 
Soviet rule changes from military suppression to administra- 
tion—compulsion will, as a rule, be manifested in trials, 
and not in shooting on the spot. And in this respect the 
revolutionary masses have taken, since October 25, 1917, 
the right road, and have proven the vitality of the revolution 
in that they organized their own—workmen’s and peasants'— 
tribunals, before any decrees were issued dismissing the 
bourgeois-democratic judicial apparatus. But our revolu- 
tionary and popular tribunals are excessively and incredibly 
weak.- It is apparent that the popular view of courts— 
which was inherited from the regime of the land owners 
and the bourgeoisie—as not belonging to the people, has 
ot yet been completely destroyed. It is not sufficiently ap- 

* “Labor Discipline.” 

THE LIBERATOR 

preciated that the courts serve to attract all the poor to the 
task of administration; that the court is an organ of the 
rule of the proletariat and of the poorest peasantry; that 
the court is a means of training in discipline. 

“There is a lack of appreciation of the simple and ob- 
vious fact that, if the chief misfortunes of Russia are famine 
and unemployment, these misfortunes cannot be overcome 
by any outbursts of enthusiasm, but only by thorough and 
universal organization and discipline in order to increase 
the production of bread for men, and bread for industry 
(fuel), to transport it in ‘time and to distribute it in the 
right way. ‘That therefore responsibility for the tortures 
of famine and unemployment falls on everyone who violates 
the labor discipline in any enterprise and in any business, 
‘That those who are responsible should be discovered, tried 
and punished without mercy.” 

Labor Discipline 
And so the last problem, and perhaps the severest, that 

Lenin takes up with his people in this article is that of 
Te will be a hard lesson for revolu- 

tionists to learn that the productive labor of a free society 
must be strictly organized, and that strict organization re- 
quires subordination of individuals to authority during work; 
but it will have to be learned. Socialism is not a revolution 
backward to the age of the individual artisan; it is a revolu- 
tion forward to the age of almost completely’ social produc- 
tion. And what we have to do is to organize social production 
so that it will produce all the individual liberty that is possible 
in a highly industrial life. ‘That is what Lenin and his fol- lowers are setting out to do, and hence the powerful emphasis, 
and again the complete candor and absence of sentimentality, observable in his discussion of the problem of discipline, 

“The state,” he says, “for centuries an organ of oppres- sion and robbery of the people, has left us as a heritage the greatest hatred and distrust among the people for everything connected with it. To overcome this is a very difficult task, which only the Soviets can master, but which requires even with them considerable time and tremendous perse- verenee. 
“All the habits and traditions of the bourgeoisie, and especially of the petty bourgeoisie, are also opposed to state control, are for the inviolability of ‘ sacred” private property and of ‘sacred’ private enterprise. 
“Te is clear to us now how correct is the Marxian proposi- tion that anarchism and anarcho-syndicalisin are bourgeois tendencies, irreconcilable with Socialism, with a proletarian dictatorship, and with communism. ‘The struggle to ine still into the masses the idea of the Soviet, of state control and accounting; the struggle to break with the accursed ast, which accustomed people to look upon the work of getting food and clothing as a ‘ private’ affair, and on pur- chase and sale as something that ‘concerns only myself" this is the most momentous struggle, a struggle of Socialist consciousness against bourgeois-anarchistic ‘freedom.’ We have introduced labor control as a law, but it is barely be- ginning to penetrate the consciousness of the masses,  
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“That the dictatorship of individuals has very frequently 
in the history of revolutionary movements served as an ex 
pression and means of realization of the dictatorship of the 
revolutionary classes, is confirmed by the undisputed experi- 
vence of history. With bourgeois democratic principles, the 
dictatorship of individuals has undoubtedly been compatible. 
But this point is always treated adroitly by the bourgeois 
critics of the Soviet rule, and by their petty bourgeois aides 
“On one hand, they declare the Soviet rule simply something 
absurd and anarchically wild, carefully avoiding all our 
historical comparisons and theoretical proofs that the Soviets 
are a higher form of democracy; nay, more—the beginning 
-of a Socialist form of democracy. On the other hand, they 
demand of us a higher-than-the-bourgeois democratism, and 
argue that with Bolshevist (i. e., Socialist and not bourgeois) 
democratic principles, individual dictatorship is absolutely 
incompatible. t 

“Extremely poor arguments, these. If we are not anar- 
chists, we must admit the necessity of a state; that is, of 
compulsion for the transition from capitalism to Socialism. 
“The form of compulsion is determined by the degree of de- 
velopment of the particular revolutionary class; then by 
such special circumstances as, for instance, the heritage of 
a long and reactionary war, and then by the forms of re- 
sistance of the bourgeoisie and the petty bourgeoisie. There 
is therefore absolutely no contradiction in principle between 
the Soviet (Socialist) democratism and the use of the dic- 
tatorial power of individuals. ‘The distinction between a 
‘proletarian and a bourgeois dictatorship consists in this: 
that the first directs its attacks against the exploiting min- 
-ority in the interests of the exploited majority and, further 

this—that the first is accomplished (also through indi- 
viduals) not only by the masses of the exploited toilers, but 
also by organizations (the Soviets) which are so constructed 
that they arouse these masses to historical creative work.” 

‘The translation from which I am quoting is so obscure 
at this point that I substitute in my own words what I 
judge to be the transition here. Lenin has been talking 
about unlimited power or “individual dictatorship ” in in- 
dustry as essential to the period of transition from bourgeois 
to Socialist production; he now proceeds to discuss the 
amount and kind of such delegated authority which will be 
mnecessary to the continuance of Socialist production, and 
how far therefore the present state of affairs in Russia can 

‘be regarded as a “ precedent.” 
“Every large machine industry,” he says, 

chine industry is the material productive source and basis 
of Socialism—requires an absolute and strict unity of the 
will which directs the joint work of hundreds, thousands and 
tens of thousands of people. This necessity is obvious from 
the technical economic and historical standpoints, and has 
always been recognized as its prerequisite by all those who 
hhave given any thought to Socialism, But how can we secure 
a strict unity of will? By subjecting the will of thousands 
to the will of one. 

“This subjection, if the participants in the common work 
-are ideally conscious and disciplined, may resemble the mild 
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leading of an orchestra conductor, but may take the acute 
form of a dictatorship if there is no ideal discipline and 
consciousness. But; at any rate, complete submission to a 
single will is absolutely necessary for the success of the 
processes of work organized on the type of large machine 
industry. This is doubly true of the railways. And just 
this transition froin one political problem to another, which 
in appearance has no resemblence to the first, constitutes 
the peculiarity of the present period. ‘The revolution has 
just broken the oldest, the strongest, and the heaviest chains 
to which the masses were compelled to submit. So it was 
yesterday. And today the same revolution—and, indeed, 
in the interest of Socialism—demands the absolute sub- 
‘mission of the masses to the single will of those who direct 
the labor process, It is self-understood that such a tran- 
sition cannot take place at once. It is self-understood that 
it can be realized only after great upheavals, crises, returns 
to the old, only through the greatest exertion of the energy 
of the proletarian vanguard which is leading the people to 
the new order.” 

    

  

A Conscious and Voluntary Discipline 
Persons who have not seen enough to trust the ultimate 

purposes of this statesman might take alarm at so insistent 
a use of the word dictator, if it were not for what follows— 
‘an equally vigorous insistence (against equally scornful oppo- 
sition from the Bourgeoisie and the half-heart Socialists) 
upon continual meetings of the workers as schools of self- 
defence and ultimate self-discipline. ‘The warm sympathy, 
the fatherly, or teacherly, human understanding of Lenin’s 
heart, is as distinguishing where it appears in this pamphlet, 
as the obdurate clarity and practical realism of his mind. He 

a democrat by ature, and not by presbyterian reasoning. 
He speaks with a stern and lofty-certain mind of the absolute 
necessity of submission to authority during work, because 
he believes that the revolution will survive or perish accord- 
ing as it succeeds in producing goods beyond the amount 
that were produced under capitalism. But he speaks not 
condescendingly or tolerantly, but with affectionate appre- 
ciation, of these disorganized and disorderly assemblies of 
the masses, which are the beginnings of their whole and ulti- 
mate liberation. 

“Te is natural,” he says, “that for a certain time all the 
attention [of the average worker], all his thoughts, all his 
energy are turned in one direction—to breathe freely, to 
straighten out, to expand, to take the immediate benefits of 
life which can be taken, and which were denied to him by 
the overthrown exploiters. It is natural that it must take 
some time before the ordinary representative of the masses 
will not only see and become convinced, but also come to 
feel that he must not just simply seize, grab, snatch—and 
that this leads to greater disorganization, to ruin, to the 
return of the Kornilofis. A corresponding change in the 
environment (and, hence, in the psychology) of the rank 
and file of the toiling masses, themselves, is barely begin 
ning. And we, the Communist Party (the Bolsheviki), 
which gives conscious expression to the aspiration of the ex- 

    

     
  

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      



    
ploited masses for emancipation, should fully comprehend 
this change and its necessity, should be in the front ranks 
of the weary ma ich are seeking a way out and should 
lead them along the right road—the road of labor discipline, 
harmonizing the problem of holding meetings to discuss the 
conditions of work, with the problem of absolute submis 
sion to the will of the Soviet director, of the dictator, 
during work. 

“The ‘meeting holding’ ig ridiculed, and more often 
wrathfully hissed at by bourgeois, Mensheviki, etc., who see 
only chaos, senseless bustle, and outbursts of petty bourgeois 
egoism. But without the ‘meeting holding’ the oppressed 
masses could never pass from the discipline forced by the 
exploiters to a conscious and voluntary discipline. ‘ Meet- 
ing holding’ is the real democratism of the toilers, their 
straightening out, their awakening to a new life, their first 
steps on the field which they themselves have cleared of rep- 
tiles (exploiters, imperialists, landed proprietors, capitalists) 
and which they want to learn to put in order themselves in 
their own way, for themselves, in accord with the principles 
of their ‘Soviet’ rule, and not the rule of the nobility and 
bourgeoisie. ‘The October victory of the toilers against the 
exploiters, was necessary, and it is necessary to have a whole 
historical period of elementary discussion by the toilers them- 
selves of the new condition of life and of the new prob- 
lems, to make possible a secure transition to higher forms 
of labor discipline. . . .” 

Not only, however, must this ‘absolute submission ” to 
authority during the hours of work be offset by the en- 
couragement of meetings of the masses, but it must be offset 
by an absolute and continual control by the masses of the 
persons in whom that authority is vested, It is significant 
that Lenin concludes his chapter about’ Labor Discipline 
upon this note, and to me it was the highest of all the 
joyful surprises that this great document contains to see 
combined with that, a prompt and instinctive recognition 
of the necessity of fluidity and of provisions even in the 
socialist commonwealth for continual future change 
“We must work unceasingly to develop the organization 

of the Soviets and the Soviet rule. There is a petty bourgeois 
tendency to turn the members of the Soviets into ‘parlia- 
mentarians’ or, on the other hand, into bureaucrats. This 
should be combated by attracting all members of the Soviets 
to practical participation in management. ‘The depart- 
ments of the Soviets are turning in many places into organs 
which gradually merge with the commissariats. Our aim i 
to attract every member of the poor classes to practical par- 
ticipation in the management, and the different steps leading 
toward this end (the more diverse the better), should be 
carefully registered, studied, systematized, verified on 
broader experience, and legalized. It is our object to obtain 
the free performance of state obligations by every toiler 
after he is through with his eight hour ‘lesson’ of productive 
work. The transition will secure the definite realization 
of socialism. ‘The novelty\and the difficulty of the change 
naturally causes an abundance of steps which are made, 50 
to speak, in the dark, an abundance of mistakes and hesita- 
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tion, Without this, no sudden movement forward is pos- 
sible. The perplexity of the present situation consists, from 
the standpoint of many who consider themselves Socialists, 
in this—that people have been used theoretically to contrast 
capitalism and socialism, and between one and the other they 
have profoundly put the word ‘Ieap’ (some, recalling 
Engels, quote even more profoundly his phrase, ‘a leap from 
the kingdom of necessity to the kingdom of freedom.’) - ‘That 
the word ‘leap ” was used by the Socialist teachers to denote 
the crisis of a historical transformation, and that leaps of 
this kind comprise periods of ten or more years—this can- 
not be understood by most of the so-called Socialists, who 
study Socialism from books, but have never given serious 
thought to the reality. Tt is natural that the so-called ‘ in- 
telligentzia’ furnishes during such times an infinite number 
of riers after the dead; one bewails the Constituent As- 
sembly, another the bourgeois discipline, a third the capitalise 
order, a fourth the cultural aristocrat, a fifth the im- 
perialistic ‘ greater Russia.’ and so on and so forth. . . . 

“Te is not enough to be a revolutionist and an adherent 
of socialisin, or in general, a communist. One must be able 
to find at any moment the particular link in the chain of 
development which must be grasped with all strength in 
order to hold the whole chain and to assure the passage to 
the next link. And the order of the links, their form, their 
connections, their distinction from one another, in the his- 
torical chain of events is not as simple and obvious as in an 
ordinary chain which is made by a blacksmith. 

“The struggle with the bureaucratic distortion of the 
Soviet organizations is assured of success by the firm bond 
between the Soviets and the ‘people’ (in the sense of the 
exploited toilers) by the flexibility and, elasticity of this 
bond. The bourgeois parliaments even in the most demo- 
cratic capitalist republic are never looked upon by the poor 
as ‘their’ institutions. But the Soviets are for the masses 
of the workers and peasants, ‘their own,’ and not alien in- 
stitutions. ‘The modern ‘social democrats’ of the Scheide- 
mann kind, or, what is almost identical, of the Martoff kind, 
are just as averse to the Soviets, are just as attracted to the 
well-behaving bourgeois parliament, or to the Constituent 
Assembly, a Turgeneff was attracted sixty years ago to a 
moderate monarchist and aristocratic constitution, as he was 
averse to the peasant democracy of Dovrulucoff and 
Chernyshevsky. 

“This proximity of the Soviets to the toiling ‘people’ 
creates special forms of recall and other methods of control 
by the masses which should now be developed with special 
diligence. For instance the councils of popular education, 
as periodical conferences of the Soviet workers and their 
delegates to discuss and to control the activity of the Soviet 
authorities of the particular region, deserve the fullest sym- 
pathy and support. Nothing could be more foolish than 
turning the Soviets into something settled and self-sufficient. 
The more we now have to advocate a merciless and firm 
rule and dictatorship of individuals for definite processes of 
work during certain periods of purely executive functions, 
the more diverse should be the forms and means of mass con. 
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October, 

trol, in order to paralyze every possibility of distorting the 
Soviet rule, in order to repeatedly and tirelessly remove the 
wild grass of bureaucratism.” 

Lenin understands his followers, the toiling people of 
Russia. And he also understands his enemies, the evangelical 
reformers and the softcheaded Socialists who would again 
lead the workers of the world off on the emotional chase 
after vapors attending the political apparition of democ- 
racy. He understands them so well that his triumph over 
them in the heart and mind of the majorities is not difficult 
to understand. I quote his “Conclusion ” in full: 

  

  

Conclusion 
“An unusually grave, difficult and dangerous interna- 

tional situation: the necessity to be cautious and to retreat, 
a period of waiting for new outbursts of revolution on the 
West, which are painfully slow in ripening; within the 
country, a period of slow constructive work and of merci 
less rigor; of long and persistent struggle of the proletarian 
disciple with the threatening elemental petty bourgeois disso- 
luteness and anarchy; such, in brief, are distinctive 
features of the special stage in the Socialist revolution that 
we are passing through. Such is the link in the historical 
chain of events which we must now grasp with all our 
strength, and come out with honor before we pass to the 
next ring—which draws us by a particular glow, the glow 
of the victory of international proletarian revolution. 

“Compare with the ordinary, popular idea of a ‘ revolu- 
tionist,” the slogans which are dictated by the peculiarities 
of this present situation: to be cautious, to retreat, to wait, 
to build slowly, to be mercilessly rigorous, to discipline stern- 
ly, to attack dissoluteness. Is it surprising that some ‘ Fevo- 
Tutionists,’ hearing this, become full of noble indignation 
and begin to attack us for forgetting the traditions of the 
October revolution, for compromising with bourgeois spe 
ists, for compromising with the bourgeoisie, for petty bour- 
‘geois tendencies, for reformism, ete., etc 

“The trouble with these woe-revolutionists is this—that 
even those of them who are actuated by the best motives in 
the world, and are absolutely loyal to the cause of Socialism, 
fail to comprehend the particular and ‘particularly un- 
pleasant’ stage that must inevitably be passed by a bacl 
ward country which has been shattered by a reactionary and 
ill-fated war and which has started the Socialist revolution 
Tong before the more advanced countries. “They lack firm- 
ness in dificult moments of a difficult transition. 

“Te is natural that this kind of ‘ official " opposition to our 

party comes from the left Socialist-Revolutionists. Of course 
there are, and always will be, individual exceptions to 
group and class types. But social types remain. And in a 
country where the petty bourgeois population is vastly pre- 
dominant in comparison with the purely proletarian, the dif- 
ference between the proletarian and the petty bourgeois 
evolutionist will inevitably appear, and from time to time 
very sharply. ‘The petty bourgeois revolutionist hesitates 
and wavers at every turn of events, passes from a violently 
revolutionary position in March, 1917, to a lauding of 
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‘coalition’ in May, to hatred against the Bolsheviki (or to 
bewailing their ‘adventurousness’) in July, to cautiously 
drawing away from them in the end of October, to support- 
ing them in December, and lastly, in March and April 1918, 
such types most of them turn up their noses scornfully and 
say, (Tam not of those who sing hymns to organic work, to 
practicalism and gradualism.” 

“The social source of such types is the small proprietor 
who has been maddened by the horrors of the war, by sud- 
den ruin, by the unheard of torments of starvation and dis- 
organization ; who is tossing hysterically, seeking a way out, 
seeking salvation, hesitating between confidence and support 
to the proletariat on the one hand, and fits of despair on the 
other. We must clearly comprehend and firmly remember 
that Socialism cannot be built on such a social base. Only 
a class that marches along the road without hesitation, that 
does not become dejected and does not despair on the most 
difficult and dangerous crossings, can lead the toiling and 
exploited masses. We do not need hysterical outbursts. We 
need the regular march of the iron battalions of the prole- 
tariat.” 

Moscow, April, 1918 

  

A Message from Chicago 
  WWE cs undesizned commine, ae instructed by the 

100 Industrial Workers of the World now in the 
Cook county jail at Chicago, where we have today been 
returned following an adverse verdict, to send to The Call 
an expression of our deep appreciation for the fairness which 
that paper has shown in its columns during the long months 
of trial. We wish especially to express our thanks for the 
kind and sympathetic understanding exhibited by The Call 
correspondent, David Karsner, through the columns of The 
Call 

We send to those organizations and individuals who have 
given time and funds to our defense our grateful thanks 
for their efforts. 

  

   

  

‘Through the columns of The Call we also extend to the 
Liberator, the New Age, the Public, the New Republic, 
‘Truth and to the other papers which have shown a spirit 
of fairness in the face of unbridled reaction our thanks for 
their efforts in our behalf. 

  

  

Although in this dark hour injustice seems triumphant, 
we of the Industrial Workers of the World are exalted 
in the dignity which knows no defeat, and we pledge to 
the working class of America and of the world our efforts 
in jail and out of jail and our undying allegiance to the 
cause of their emancipation from the system of wage slavery. 

  

  

We send to Tom Mooney and to other prisoners of the 
class struggle our greetings and fraternal good wishes. 

‘Tue Commirree oF Five. 
John J. Walsh, Chairman,   



Spring 

PALIN hung on me like a thick, wet robe 
And dragged me down, 

And sickened me with cold and numbness 
‘When I longed for the poignant health of spring. 

‘Then fever came, 
Fever that drove me from room to room, 
‘That turned me restlessly from books to music, 
Away from music to the open window, 
But always back again to cankering doubt. 
Till I could no longer fail to understand 
Your wistful and unwilling step 
‘That seemed to cross our threshold, looking back; 
Nor evade the wounds of your empty caresses, 
Rituals without faith. 
Your sudden kindnesses and sudden angers 
Crumpled the hope in my heart, 
And were confessions reflecting my fear: 
“Who was she? What was her bearing? 
Was she unlike me? Was she golden, tall? ” 
Half-adoration filled me for her unknown graces, 
A trembling exaltation that is beauty’s due. 
And then rage, mounting cruel, revengeful, 
Shook me with its fierce hunger. 
Till my flayed soul fell, 
Gasping and scarred, 
After imagined tortures. 
And fear again—cold fear. 

    

  

  

‘That night came—and I had 
And something in me dramai 
For I had dressed in black. 
And you came in, blind to my trembling, ‘ 
And shuflled, halting to my arms; 
Blurting out your story, half thrilled, half shamed; 
At once thankful for the safety of my sure love, 
Yet clutching, childishly, the frayed ends of your 

Till I had soothed you, 
And rewarded your belated loyalty 
With tenderness, until you slept. 
And I fought hotly through the night 
With my cold pain, 

  

nsed the moment, 
zed my pain, 

  

  

  

‘The days of healing came 
And you gathered renewed ecstasy with each hour, 
And clothed me with your dreams again, 
And shook off our tears with a careless gesture, 
And walked about with the face of a child. 

   

  

And I went lamely through twelve questioning months, 
Answering you with uncertain smiles, 

MODERN LOVE 
And wept in secret hours _ y 
‘Till I could test our happiness with Spring. 

‘Then Spring came Z 
And you made the season my mirror, 
Confidence came back, 
And my wild love! Gea 
But when I grow most insolent with joy 
An old fear mocks me. 

‘A cold fear: 
Spring. 
pe Jean Starr Untermeyer. 

Two Sonnets 

L 

NE thing I may not give you; two I must— 
‘And these you have, and that you'll not be wanting: 

So bright this beauty moulded from the dust, 
So careless-trampled in the high God’s hunting — 
‘Trampled so eruelly back into the sod, 
Broken at last as beauty must be, yet 
So bright that even the careless-trampling God 
Shall lift and cherish, having broken it! 

‘Two things I give you, one I dare not. Why, 
In this sweet, terrible interlude that is 
Between what was and shall be, why should T 
Proffer a third thing you will never miss, 
‘Two being pity and wonder: these I'm granting, 
And these you have, and that you'll not be wanting. 

. 

  

  

CAN you not let me sleep? Why for your sake, 
Who neither wake nor weep, must I still lift 

Wet eyelids over aching eyes, awake 
And watching the wrecked fantasies that drift 
Down the slow dark? Will you not let me he? 
Thave kept watch through a long night of 
And still keep watch. Why do you claim of me 
This vigil and this foolish gift of tears? 

  

   
  

You sleep, I know, softsmiling, lulled deep— 
In a kind darkness. Why torment me so? 
You that are free, that neither wake nor weep, 
Give me back sleep. Let me go. 

Let me shut eyes against this dreadful stream 
Of drifting sticks that were brave ships of dream, 

Floyd Dell. 
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Unity 
‘OUR love is terrible. 

O do-not love me so much! 

Sometimes there are moments 

mes to me because of our love; 

‘That it is a prison about me, 
Holding me in; 
That it owns me, 

Fear 

  

‘Owns the separateness of me. 

0 let us be two again! 
We who have been so intri 
Let us be two. 
For finally there is never one, 
And unity is but annihilation. 
Dissolve me from this closeness; 
Give me back to myself, 
Myself to my own self again. 
0 let us be two. Two! 

ately one, 
  

  

Beloved! 
Helen Hoyt. 

Severance 
N the fierce rhythm of love we two were swung 

As though to hidden music, while the flood 
OF our insurgent passion throbbed and sung 

To the staccato thrilling of our blood. 
AI] ele was silence: silence in the trees, 
Deep silence in the meadows, and the sky 

One vast dark arch of silence. All the: 
Quiet before our close-locked bodies’ ery. 

‘Yet a rebellious brain could question still, 
‘Weaponed with fear and with proud reason, come 

To thwart and torture love’s blind-lidded will, 
‘To sunder those strained limbs, quivering and dumb. 

‘And I could taste estrangement in your kiss: 
Embraced, we could yet seck, and seeking, miss. 

Babette Deutsch. 

The Lost Heart 
$ there a Jost child erying in the night 
‘And wandering through mists that never lift? 

Nay, this is nothing, nothing: close your bright 
Desirous eyes and into slumber drift. 

    

  

  

    It is not any child beneath dull 
‘That eries and wanders in a place apart. . . 

‘This thing that troubles you and wakes your eyes 
Is my heart Iost and erying to your heart. 

Herbert S. Gorman. 
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The Wall 
HE: In this garden aro many fruit 

He: Over it moonlight lies. Will you give me 
of the fruit of this garden? 

She: You should not walk with me here. 
He: I walk by the light of you. The beating of your 

heart speaks to me. 
She: At the coming of you the garden blossoms—the 

blossoms of the garden exhale their perfumes for me 
when you are near. I cannot give you of the fruit of 
the garden. 

He: And of that that you give to him, that you eat 
with him in the silence of the garden in secret? Is that 
bitter to you, or is it sweet? 

She: Under the law of earth hunger is stilled in our 
need. I cannot see you in the mist. 

He: The mist is woven of tears. 

    

Paul Girasch. 

A Praiseful Complaint 
OU love me not as I love, or when I 
Grow listless of the crimson of your lips, 

And turn not to your burning fingertips, 
‘You would show fierce and feverish your eye, 
And hotly my numb wilfulness decry, 
Holding your virtues over me like whips, 
And stinging with the visible eclipse 
OF that sweet poise of life I crucify! 

  

How can you pass so proudly from my face, 
With all the tendrils of your passion furled, 
So adequate and animal in grace, 
‘As one whose mate is only all the world! 
‘You never let me taste the exceeding thought 
‘That you might love me though I loved you not. 

Max Eastman. 

Smiling 
nod and wave to you 

‘As you went marching past? 
you had said be brave and true— 
And smile to the very last! 

ID you se 

  

   

I turned and went out in the day; 
I was not smiling then— 

I think if I must smile that way 
T'l never smile again. 

  

Hazel Hall.  



Were You Ever a Child? 
A Discussion of Education by Floyd Dell A 

     
TI—Magic and Caste 

OU ha   re heard that favorite speech of the condemned 
“T never had no education.” 

He does not refer to moral education; he is not complain- ing that he was never instructed as to the sacredness of life and private property. He means that he never studied arith- metic and geography and spelling—or not enough to mention, He means that geography, etc., would have saved him from a life of crime and a finish behind the bars. 
And you have heard some unlettered parent, come from a foreign shore, repeat over and over 

My boy, he get education. I no havé education. 
my boy—he get education.” Or words to that effect. ‘True; his boy will have a better chance than he had; he may become President of the United States or of a Fruit ‘Trust. And it is equally true of the other man, that if he hhad learned arithmetic in school instead of sneak-thievery 
from the Carmine street gang, he would probably now be making shoes in a factory instead of in Sing Sing. ‘There is much plain common sense in both these views of education, 

But there is more of plain folk-mysticism. Both speakers think of themselves as having had to struggle along in the ordinary natural way, in the one case by day-labor and in the other by petty larceny; and they contrast their lot with that of the fortunate ones who by means of an esoteric kind of knowledge have found an easy way of life. This knowl- edge, they believe, is reposed exclusively in certain difficult and officially designated books, which can be made to yield their secrets only through a process called going-to-school, and by the aid of a kind of public functionary called a teacher. 

   

  But      
  

       
  

  

The Magic Theory of Education 
This mysterious and beneficent procedure is the popular conception of education. 

teacher 
The school building and the are the later and more external elements of the cult. 

one might call it the   

  

Now the essence of the belief in magic is the wish of the weak person to be strong—magic being the short straight line in the wish-world from weakness to strength. 
‘Think for a moment of some childhood fairy tale, and remember “that was the way they argued in the Early Eocene.” The Hero is not the strong man. It is the wicked Giant who is strong. The rdle of brute force is always played by malevolent powers.. The Hero, stripped of his magical appurtenances, is not much to look at. Almost-in- 

  

  

  

riably he is the youngest of the family, and is often repre- 
ile maine Wee cesarean oem 
fairy tale, the more physically insignificant he is. It is only 
later, when the motif of romantic love enters into folk-fiction, 
that the hero must be tall and handsome. At the earlier 
period he is frankly a weakling, as Man in primitive times 
no doubt felt himself to be, in comparison with the mastodon 
and the ichthyosaurus; and frequently he is regarded at the 
outset by the rest of the family with contempt, as no doubt 
Man was by the other animals when his great Adventure 
began, Like Man, the fairy-tale hero is confronted with an 
impossible task—sometimes by a whole series of them, which 
hhe must somehow perform successfully if he wishes to sur- 
vive; and, by no superior strength, but by some blessed help 
from outside, a singing bush, a talking bird, by the aid of 
some supernatural weapon, and, above all, by the use of 
some talismanic Word, he achieves his exploits. “Thus does 
the weakling, the youngest child, the harassed prey of hateful 
powers, become the Giant-Killer, the Dragon-Slayer, the 
Conquering Hero! 

Ie is very human, this pathetic assertion that weakness 
‘must turn into strength. And, if it had not been for such a 
confidence, primitive Man might very well have given up 
the game, surrendered the field to his contemporaries 
of the animal kingdom. And this confidence might, somewhat fancifully, be described as a_previsionary 
sense in early Man of the larger destinies of his race. In very truth, the weakness from which it sprang was the thing which made possible these larger destinies. For the un limited adaptations of mankind are due precisely to this weak- Tt is because Man lacked the horns of the bull and the teeth of the tiger that he was forced to invent the club, the spear, the sword, the bow-and-arrow; it was because he lacked the fleetness of the deer that he had to tame and teach the horse to carry him; because he felt himself to be intolerably inferior to bird and fish that he could not rest content until he had invented the airplane and the subma- ine. In short, because he was the weakest of all the crea- tures on earth, he had to take refuge from the terrible truth in a childish but dynamic wish-dream of becoming, by some mysterious help from outside, the lord of creation, Fairy tales are a record of the 
of mankind to the miracle 
served that childish wish; 
of language, 

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

     

  

  

ancient awe and gratitude 
sof human adaptation which 

and in particular to the le which more truly even than that unnatural and 
sakest crea 

And writing, that mysterious 

  

hence supernatural weapon, the club, made the we: ture on earth the strongest     
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October, 1918 

silent speech, holding in leash the unknown powers of the 
magic word until it met the initiate eye, must have had for 
mankind a special awe and fascination, a quality of ultimate 
beauty and terror. 

This flavor of magical potency still clings to the Book. It 
is the greatest of the mysterious helps by which Man makes 
his dream of power come true. Who can blame the poor 
jailbird who thinks that there was, in the dull, incompetent 
pages of the text-books which you and I carried so unwill- 
ingly to school, an Open Sesame to a realm of achievement 
beyond his unaided power to reach! And who can blame the 
poor immigrant parent if he regards the officially designated 
Books which his children bring home from school as a talis- 
man against those harsh evils of the world which he in his 
ignorance has had to suffer! 

But the magic theory is not the only popular theory about 
There is another, even more deeply and stub- 

bornly rooted in the human mind—the caste theory 

  

  

    

  

The Caste Theory 

Now what has Caste got to do with Education? Quite 
as much as Magic. You shall see. 

From the point of view of the student of education, thie 
Caste system appears as a method of simplifying the heredi- 
tary transmission of knowledge—in short, as a. primitive 
theory of education—This will be the more readily apparent 
if we glance for a moment at its prehistoric origins. 

Before man was man, he was an animal. He relied, like 
them all, on a psychically easy—and lazy—mode of adapta- 
tion to reality. He had a specific set of “ instinctive” reac- 
tions to familiar stimuli. Doubt had not entered his soul 
He had no conflicting impulses to torment him. His bag of 
instinctive animal tricks sufficed: 

But something happened to mar the easy perfection of 
his state. Some change in environmental conditions, perhaps, 
made his set of definite reactions inadequate. For the first 
time he didn’t know exactly how to meet the situation, 
Conflicting impulses shook his mind; doubt entered his soul— 
and Thought was born. Man thought because he had to think. 
But he hated to, because it was the hardest thing he had ever 
done! He learned more and more about how to live; he in- 
creased the number and the complexity of his adaptations but 
he sought always to codify these adaptations into something 
resembling the bag of tricks which he had had to leave be- 
hind, And when it came to passing on the knowledge of 
these new adaptations to the younger generation—when it 
came, in short, to education—he did the job in as ea 
way as he conscientiously could. 

‘You have seen a cat teaching her kittens how to catch 
mice, or a pair of birds teaching their young ones to ly. It 
is so simple! ‘The thing to be learned is easy—easy, because 
the cat is formed to catch mice and the bird to fly. And, 
‘once mastered, these tricks and a few others as simple con- 
stitute the sum of animal education. ‘There is no more to 
learn; these equip the animal to deal successfully with reality. 
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How a human parent must envy Tabby the simplicity and 
certainty of her task! She has only to go on the theory that 
a cat is an animal which lives by catching mice in order to 
fulfill her whole educational duty. And human parents 
do desire, consciously or unconsciously, such a simplification 

heir task. Primitive mankind wanted to pass on to the 
new generation a simple bag of tricks. Of course, there is 
no specific bag of tricks which suffices man to live by; he is 
what he is precisely by virtue of a capacity for unlimited 
adaptation to environment. If the bag of monkey-tricks had 
sufficed, about all we know now would be how to climb trees 
and pick cocoanuts. Our ancestors learned because they 

1d they passed on what they had learned to their 
suceessors—but in a form dictated by their wish to keep 
human behavior as near as possible to the simple and easy 
character of animal life. They put on the brakes. 

Because mankind already knew more than it thought one 
animal species ought to have to know, it started to divide 
itself into sub-species. ‘The division into the male and_fe- 
male sub-species came first—and has lasted longest. The 
young men were educated for war and the chase, and the 
young women for domestic duties. And this is essentially 
a division not of physical but rather of intellectual Iabor. 
Tt was a separation of the burden of knowing how to behave 
in life's emergencies—a separation which by its simplicity 

gave such satisfaction to the primitive mind that he hated and 
feared any disturbance of it. To this day a man is not so 
much ashamed of doing ‘woman's work” as of seeming to 
know how to do it. It is no disgrace for a man to sew on a 
button—provided he docs it clumsily; and the laugh with 
which men and women greet each other's awkward intru- 
sions into each other’s spheres of effort.” is a reassurance to 
the effect that the real taboo against knowing how has not 
been violated. It is for this reason that women had so much 
harder a time to fight their way into the “ masculine” pro- 
fessions to which a preliminary education was necessary than 
to enter the factories, where only strength was supposed to 
be required; and why (aside from the economic reasons) they 
have so much difficulty in entering trades which must be 
learned by apprenticeship. An interesting echo of this primi- 
tive taboo is to be found in New York City, where a tele- 
phone girl who wanted to study the science which underlies 
her labors would find in certain public schools that the elec- 
tricity classes in the public schools are for Boys exclusively. 

The other social and economic groups into which man- 
kind divided itself tended to perpetuate themselves as 
simulated sub-species by the transmission of special knowl- 
edge along strict hereditary lines. Crafts of every sort— 
whether metal-working or magic, architecture or agriculture, 
seafaring or sheep-breeding, even poetry and prostitution— 
‘came more and more to be inherited, until among some of 
the great ancient peoples the caste system became the founda- 
tion of society. 

Ultimately the caste system per se wa 
demand of the process which we call ci 
Variously adaptable creature- 
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for human beings. But it 
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survives almost intact in certain class educational institutions, such as the finishing schools for girls—institutions devoted to teaching the particular bag of tricks which will enable those who learn them to occupy successfully and without further adaptation a hereditary (or quasi-hereditary) posi tion in society—to be a “ finished ” and perfect member of a definite and unchanging human sub-species, 
‘The most potent harm which the caste theory of education effected, however, is in its stultfication of the true Magic of the Written Word. Let us see how that came about, 

The Canonization of Book-Magic 
Tr was inevitable that the particular kind of knowledge which is represented by books should become the property of a certain caste; and it was inevitable that this caste should confine the hereditary transmission of that knowledge chiefly to such works as had been transmitted from the Previous generation, Fortunately, the literate caste could not extinguish literature. For the presumptively less sacred writings which had been denied entrance to the canon because they were new were, so to speak, allowed to lie around loose where everybody could get at them. ‘Thus the true magic of book-knowledge was released from the boun- daries of caste, and became more and more a universal prop- erty. But nobody had any great respect for this growing body of “profane” literature. Popular awe was reserved for the body of sacred literature in the possession of the specifically literate caste. Frequently the distinction, w: marked by a deliberate difference in the languages or char- acters in which the two kinds of literature were written— sacred literature being written in the older, hieratic writing which nobody not of the literate caste could read Note the result at this stage of the process: it is precisely those books which are, on the whole, least likely to be of Present value to mankind, which are regarded with supersti- tious reverence. The most striking example is found in pre- Tevolutionary China, where the relics of an age utterly out of touch with the newer achievements in human adaptation were learned by heart in the schools and made the civil-service examinations. 

At this point of our ideal, but not at all fanciful, sketch, a new factor enters—class jealousy. ‘The literate caste is found to be associated and partly identified with the leisure class. Sacred literature has become leisure class literature, and the aspirations of the less fortunate classes toward leisure class prerogatives include a special desire, tinged with the old superstitious reverence, for the forbidden books. ‘These were more or less unconsciously supposed to be, if not actually responsible for, at least bound up with, leisure class power. And finally the great democratizing movements in which some enterprising lower class wrests from some moribund leisure class its possessions, siezes triumphant hold on. its “classics ” and makes them a general possession, This sketch is so pieced together from all times and places 

  

  

  

     

  

  

  

is of 

  

    

  

    

  

that it may decidedly seem to need the reinforcement of evi- dence. Let us therefore call to the stand that young man 

  

THE LIBERATOR 

over there who looks like an Intelligent Young Immigrant, 
He comes unabashed, and we proceed to question him: 

Q. Do you buy books? 
A. Yes, of course. 5 
Q. Admirable! You need a new pair of shoes, and yet 

you buy books! Well, what books do you buy     
   A. Havelock Ellis, Edward Carpenter, Zola, 

‘Nietzsche — 
Q. See here, you must be a Socialist! 

  

es, I’m a Socialist. What of it? 
é What of it Why, I’m talking about Reverence, 

and you haven't got any. You're not looking for the noblest 
utterances of mankind, you're looking for weapons with 
which to cut your way through the jungle of contemporary 
hypocrisies! 

A. Yes, sir! 
Q. Well, how do you expect me to prove my theory by 

you? You are excused! 
“We'll just have to try again. . . . There's another 

one. Eager Young Immigrant, thirsting for the treasures. 
locked in our English tongue. . . . Come here, my lad. 

Q__ What books do you read? Shaw and Veblen, by any 
chance? 

A. No, si 

  

    

   Tm going to the English Literature class. 
at the social settlement, and I’m reading the “ Idylls of the 
King.” I’ve read Addison's Essays and Shakespeare, and! 
T'm going to take up the Iliad. 

Q. The classics, ch? 
    Yes, sir. All the things they study at college! 

H'm. Ever hear of Dr. Eliot's Five-Foot Shelf? 

  

Yes, sir—t own it. 
How much do you make a week? 
Eighteen dollai 

. Thank you. That's all! 
And there you are! But don’t misunderstand me. Dis paragement of the classics as such is far from being the point of my remarks! One may regard the piano as a noble instru~ ment, and yet point out the unprecedented sale of pianos since the beginning of the war as an example of the influence of class jealousy in interior decoration. For observe that it is Not the intrinsic merit of book or piano which wins the regard of the class long envious of its “betters” and now able by a stroke of luck to parade its class paraphernalia it is the stamp of caste that makes it desirable. ‘That boy who owns Dr. Eliot's Five-Foot Shelf does not want mere vulgar enlightenment; he wants an acquaintance with such. books as have an aura of hereditary academic approval, And it is for the same reason that Latin and Greek have 0 apparently fixed a place in our public education, They Were part of the system of educating gentlemen's sons in England; and what was good enough to be threshed into: the hides of gentlemen's sons is good enough for us! 
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The Conquest of Culture in America ‘The first organized schools in America were theological! seminaries. This was due to the fact that the New Eng-    
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and colonies were theocracies, church-states, No one not 
a member of the church had any political rights. And the 
heads of the church were the heads of the state. In this 
-special kind of class government it naturally followed that 
theology was the prime study of ambitious youth, But as 
the colonies grew more prosperous and the rule of the more 
‘godly became as a matter of fact the rule of the more rich, 
the theological seminaries of New England changed by 
degrees into more easily recognizable imitations of the great 
gentlemen's sons’ schools in old England. Such, in particular, 
‘was the theo-aristocratic genesis of Harvard and Yale. 

‘The gentlemen's sons’ school was thus our first, and for 
a long time our only, educational achievement. ‘The humble 
‘theocratic beginnings of these institutions did indeed 
eave a quasi-democratic tradition which made it possible for 
not only the sons of the well-to-do, but for the ambitious 
son of poor parents, to secure the knowledge of Latin and 
Greek necessary to fit them to exploit and rule a virgin con- 
tinent. But beneath this cultural perfection, to meet the 
needs of the great mass of the people, there was no organized 
‘or public education whatever.’ The result was a vast il- 
Titeracy such as still exists in many parts of the South today. 
‘The private and pitiful efforts of the lower classes to secure 
an education took the form of paying some old woman to 
teach their children ‘the three R’s.”—Of these three R’s 
the last has a significance of its own. It is there by virtue of 
‘a realistic conviction, born of harsh experience. A man may 
not be able to “figure,” and yet know that he is being 
cheated, And so far as getting along in a buying-and-selling 
age is concerned, ’Rithmetic has an importance even more 
fundamental than Readin’ and 'Ritin’. Yet in the list it 
stands modestly last—for it is a late and vulgar intruder 
into sacred company. Even in a young commercial nation, 
the old belief in the rescuing magic of the Word still holds 
its place in the aspiring mind—But why, you ask, quarrel 
with this wholesome reverence for books? Well—suppose 
the working class acquired such a reverence for books that 
it refused to believe it was being Educated unless it was 
being taught something out of a book! Suppose it wor- 
shiped books so much that when you offered its children 
flowers and stars and machinery and carpenters’ tools and 
a cook-stove to play with in order to learn how to live— 
‘suppose it eyed you darkly and said: “Now, what are you 
‘trying to put over on me?”—But that is to anticipate 

Te was due to the organized effort of the working class that 
public education was at last provided for American children. 
ur free public school system came into existence in the thir- 
ties as a result of trade union agitation. Its coming into 
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“existence is a great good upon which I need not dwell. But 
its subsequent history needs to be somewhat elucidated. 

The public school system was founded firmly upon the 
three R’s, But these were plainly not enough. It had to be 
enlarged to meet our needs—and to satisfy our genuine demo- 
cratic pride in it. So wings were thrown out into the fields 
of history and geography. And then? . . . There was still 
an earth-full of room for expansion. But no, it was 
builded up—Up! And why? The metaphor is a little 
troublesome, but you are to conceive, pinnacled dim in the 
intense inane, or suspended from heaven itself, the gentle- 
men’s sons’ school, And this was what our public school sys- 
tem was striving to make connections with. And lo! at last 
it succeeded! ‘The structure beneath was rickety—fantastic 
—jerry-built—everything sacrificed to the purpose of pro- 
viding a way to climb Up There—but the purpose was ful- 
filled. 

‘The democratic enthusiasm which created the public school 
hhad in fact been unaccompanied by any far-secing theory 
of what education ought to be. And so that splendid enthusi- 
asm, after its initial conquest of the three R's, proceeded to 
a conquest of Greek and Latin and the whole traditional 
paraphernalia of aristocratic education. Every other purpose 
‘of public education was, for the time being, lost sight of, 
forgotten, ignored, in the proud attempt to create a series of 
stairs which led straight up to the colleges. ‘The high school 
became a preparatory school for college, and the courses were 
arranged, rearranged and deranged, with that intent. Final 
examinations were systematized, supervised and regulated to 
secure the proper penultimate degree of academic achieve- 
ment—as for instance by the famous Regents’ examinations. 
‘The public school lost its independence—which was worth 
nothing; and its opportunity—which was worth everything. 
Tt remains a monument to the caste ideal of education. 

For the theory which underlay the scheme was that every 
“American boy and girl who wanted an education should have 
the whole thing in bang-up style. What was good enough 
for geritlemen’s sons was none too good for us, That there 

    

  

  

   

  

_ might be no mistake about it, the states erected their own 
colleges, with plenty of free scholarships to rob ignorance of 
its last excuse, These state colleges, while furnished with 
farious realistic and technical adjuncts, and lacking in the 

authentic hereditary aura of their great Eastern predecessors, 
were still echoes, sometimes spirited and more often forlorn, 
of the aristocratic tradition of centuries agone. With the 
reluctant addition of a kindly scheme for keeping very 
young children in school, the system now stretched from 
jinfaney to full manhood, and embraced—in theory—the 
whole educable population of the United States. 

In its utter thoroughness of beneficent intention, the system 
was truly sublime 

‘The only trouble 

  

    

as that it didn't work. 
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International Labor and 

Socialist News 
By Alexonder Trachtenberg 

Argentina 
A series of strikes, culmit 

occurred in Argentin: 
ffected and sympathe 

    ting in a general strike, have 
Nearly all important industries are 

ic strikes are of common occurrence. 

  

    

Uruguay 
‘The same spirit seems to be stirring in Uruguay. An im- 

portant strike of the traction workers in Montevideo has 
spread to other industries. ‘The government was forced to 
use the military to combat the strikers, and in the clashes 
which resulted there were many wounded. ‘The transport 
workers of Buenos Aires refused to handle cargoes which 
came from Montevideo loaded by scab labor. 

  

    

Australia 
‘The triannual interstate conference of the official Labor 

Party held at Perth, West Australia, in August, is of ex- 
treme significance in present labor history. (The prefix 
“official” is used to distinguish the party from the National 
Labor Party, a conservative minority which separated from 
the party on account of its radical attitude on the conscrip- 
tion question.) 

‘The conference declared for an early, negotiated and 
democratic peace based on the Russian formula; and an 
Allied statement of willingness to negotiate such a peace was 
made a condition of further assistance in recruiting. Com- 
pulsory military training was approved only if conducted 
‘on employer's time and without reduction of pay; the mili- 
tary organization thus established to be managed demo 
craticallly through’ the election of officers, abolition of salut- 
ing and other “useless discipline,” with the further condi- 
tion that those in training should retain their arms upon 
completion of term of training. 

The detailed peace terms of Australian labor as formu- 
lated by the conference include the right to political 
independence of small nations (Ireland being speci 
mentioned), simultaneous abolition of conscription 
countries, democratic diplomacy, democratic 
against future wars through a world federation. 

hhe conference repudiated Prime Minister Hughes, now 
in England, as representative of Australian Labor, and in- 
formed the British Labor Party of this ac 

‘The Melbourne 
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ind Sydney Trades Hall has raised the   

red flag as a demonstration of the internationalism of the 
Australian Labor movement and will have it flown every 
day,     

Socialism and Labor in France have finally spoken. What 
was long expected by close students of the French Socialist 
and Labor movements has happened. The internationalist 
and revolutionary minorities in both the Socialist and Labor 
ranks have become the overwhelming majorities. ‘The ad- 
herence of the French workers to “L’Union Sacre” is 
ended, and in its stead there emerges from the recent na- 
tional congresses of both the Socialist and Labor forces a 
determination to wage a relentless class struggle in the po- 
litical and economic fields until the ultimate victory of the 
French working class is secured. 

At the ‘end of July came the long awaited convention of 
the Confederation General du Travail, its first regular 
meeting since the war began, 

‘The policy of the last four years was attacked by the 
minority, led by Merheim, General Secretary of the Metal 
Workers’ Federation, the most powerful French labor 
organization, and Bourderon, General Secretary of the 
Coopers’ Federation, both well known Zimmerwaldians. 
The majority, under the leadership of Leon Jouhaux, Gen- 
eral Secretary of the Confederation, has, however, learned 

great deal since it first entered into the “sacred union” 
and suspended the class struggle. Jouhaux, himself, who 
in the first years of the war would not hear of an interna 
tional conference, has become one of its strong advocates. When it came to voting on the resolution of the minority, 
it was found that the majority voted for 
cating in favor of the minority. ‘T ity how- ever, which voted against the resolution because it did not go far enough 

  

   
    

  

  

   

  

  

    

  

The resolution makes a clear demand for an early con- vocation of an international Socialist Congress, for a nego- tiated peace based upon the Russian formula, for freedom of the seas, democratic diplomacy, league of nations, and other democratic guarantees agreed upon at the Inter-Allied Socialist and Labor Conference. It condemns intervention in Russia, and promises refusal to vote war credits if pass- ports are denied for the International. On the eve of the National Congress there was held 4 conference of the Socialist organizations of the Department of the Seine. The Paris subdivision of the party is naturally the strongest and includes some of the most noted leaders Its decisions cari be taken as indicative of the trend of the movement. 
Three resolutions dealing with the general policy of the Party were presented at the Paris Conference, one an out. 
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and-out anti-war resolution, containing a refusal to vote 
war credits, calling upon the French workers to fol- 
low the example of revolutionary Russia and generally spon- 
soring the program of the Zimmerwald and Kienthal Con- 
ferences. The second, introduced by Jean Longuet on behalf 
of the minority, came out unqualifiedly for an early mee 
ing of an inter-belligerent Socialist Confe denounced 
the government's attitude toward the Russian Soviets, pro. 
tested against the proposed intervention in Russia, and de- 
manded a revision of the war aims of the Allies. ‘The third 
resolution introduced by Cachin, while still adhering to the 

pri ‘ored an international con- 
BP eet te Vanes Go ser ee eee 
right. This group now in a hopeless minority, did not even 
think it worth while to bring in a resolution. 

‘The vote stood 885 for the first resolution, 6,099 for 
Longuet’s resolution, and 1,077 for the third, or Centrist 
resolution. It was the Longuet resolution which was re- 
enacted at the National Congress by a substantial majority 
‘Thus the minority emerged from this Congress as the bona 
fide majority of the party. Jean Longuet was acclaimed the 
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leader of the party—capitalist reports of Thomas’ leadership 
to the contrary notwithstanding. 

It is reported that at a meeting to commemorate the death 
of the martyred Jaurés, the Paris Socialists gave Longuet a 
tremendous ovation, while they did not care to listen to 
‘Thomas. Longuet at that meeting declared for unity of 
the international proletariat, denounced the imperialistic 
aims of the French government, and insisted that the Social- 
ists of France were fighting the same battle as Liebknecht, 
Luxemburg, Bernstein, Ledebour and Haase in Germany. 

Longuet’s paper, Le Populaire, has recently become a 
daily, with Henri Barbusse as its literary editor, and Romain 
Rolland among its chief contributors. 

  

   

Great Britain 
Much to the surprise of M. Gompers, and apparently in 

his very presence, the recent Trades Union Congress voted 
by an overwhelming majority to support the international 
position of the British Labor Party. (Full report on this 
Congress next month after the text of the resolutions has 
arrived.) 

  

  

  

    Citizen: “I want 

The System: 

newspaper that contains the whole trutl 
Mister, your ration has been reduced to 5% in each newspaper.” 

   



  EFORE the war the industrial life of every great nation 
‘was controlled by private individuals for private gain, A 

rapidly increasing cost of living, widespread poverty among 
the wage workers, meagre incomes for the professional class, and 
the concentration’ of immense wealth in the hands of a com- 
parative few,—these were the natural results of a world run 
in the interests of big business, 

Every civilized nation was split into two warring camps: 
the non-producers who owned, and the producers who served. 

‘Then war came. It has challenged the domination of our 
economic life by private enterprise. Private operation and com- 
petition are being found totally unequal to the strain of war. 
‘The interests of the state become supreme. 

‘Underlying all the problems of international reconstruction 
is the greatest of all issues with which the world stands faced, 
‘The state is dominating industry. Who shall dominate the 
state? On the answer to this question depends the future of 
mankind. 

Already the lines are forming, 
is every belligerent country, friend and foe alte; the men 

of power in commerce and industry are laying their plans open- 
ly to capture the trade of the world. 

Already these men seek to enlist the active support of their 
‘governments in these schemes of conquest to follow peace, ‘The 
future of the world for them is a super-struggle for wealth 
and power; but in that game no mere individual, but nations 
and governments themselves would be the pawns. 

Opposed to this, the ranks of labor are taking form. Within 
the belligerent nations the mass of the workers are gathering 
strength. The toilers, of hand and brain alike, are building a 
new brotherhood in the unity of their demands, 
“No forcible annexation, no punitive indemnities, self-deter- 

mination of all nations.” ‘To the famous formula is now adde 
“No economic nationalism, no war after the war.” 

‘True to its historic mission, the Socialist Party of the United 
States seeks to prepare the workers of America to take their 
part in the new fraternity of labor. 

‘The Socialist Party comes before the people pledged to the 
service of democracy. Democracy in government, democracy in 
industry, democracy in education—during the war as well as 
after the war; government, industry and education, all three 
must be owned and managed by the people, with no thought of 
profit. 

In the achievement of these aims the candidates of the So- 
cialist Party in the congressional campaign stand pledged to 
the following principles and demands: 

A. 

  

  

  

  

   

  

     
   

      

International Reconstruction 
1. Peace Aims 

JN ALL that concems the settlement of this war, the Ameri 
can Socialist Party is in general accord with the announce 

aims of the Inter-Alllied Conference. We re-aflirm the prin- 
ciples announced by the Socialist Party in the United States in 
1915; adopted by the Socialist Republic of Russia in 19175 pro- 
claimed by the Inter-Allied Labor conference in 1918 and en- 
dorsed by both the majority and minority Socialists in the 
Central empires; no forcible annexation, no punitive indemni- 
ties and the free determination of all peoples. 

‘The Socialist Party believes that the foundation for inter- 
onal understanding must be laid during the war, before the 

  

  

    

srofessional diplomats begin to dictate the world’s future as 
hey have in the past. 

Tt therefore supports the demand of the Inter-Allied Con- 
  

Socialist Party Congressional 

Program 

      

ference for a meeting with the German workingmen, convinced 
thet such a mecting will promote the cause of democracy, and 
SiH Sncpurage the German people to. throw off the malitary 
Trtocracy Giae_now oppeeses them, We jois our pledge to 
AMP of the later Aid. Conference tha, this done, as far in 
Gur power les, we shall not petmit the German ‘people to be 
tna the victias oF imperialistic design. We protest against the 
fefusal of various Allied governments to permit the free ex: 
Sfange of opinion beqween the labor groupe of the Allied na- 
fiom and qwe demand that passports be granted to bona fide 
Sepréscntaives of labor groups regardless of their polite and economic aliatons, 

  

2. Federation of Peoples 
We call for a Federation of the Peoples of the World, 

neutral as well as present belligerents, and that this Federation 
be organized at the time of the peace conference. 2 

Under the control of capitalist nations such 'a Federation 
would, of course, be used mainly for the purpose of making 
ules to govern the international struggle for the markets of 
the world and to aid the capitalist powers of different nations 
to keep down their own working classes whereas the Socialist 
Party desires a federation of socialized nations for the purpose 
of co-ordinating the affairs of the world and establishing uni- 
versal brotherhood. 

‘To minimize this danger, we demand as a first requisite to 
success, an adequate representation of labor and socialist groups, 
women and suppressed races and nationalities, in each belliger- 
ent nation at the peace conference and in all departments of 
the permanent Kederation of Peoples. ‘ 

‘We further demand that in the organization of such  Federa- 
tion there be adequate provision for the exercise of legislative 
and administrative as well as judicial functions. ‘The Federa~ 
tion should prevent international disputes rather than try 
merely to settle them after they arise 

‘We propose that this Federation develop a uniform mone- 
tary system and an adequate international control of credit and 
exchange, as well as such a regulation of the movement of trade 
as will best meet the needs of the various nations of the world 

‘Under the authority of this Federation must come all those 
matters which transcend national boundaries, especially those 
concerned with colonization and foreign investment. 

‘We demand that the Federation take measures looking to 
the reduction of armaments to the point of eventually climina- 
tion. If will to peace is there, economic pressure will be an 
adequate weapon against recalcitrants, And, finally, we de- 
mand that this Federation shall give international recognition 
to the union principles of the minimum wage, systematic reduc- 
tion of the hours of labor based on the development of machin 
ery,_and the abolition of child labor. 

‘The keeping of the peace must be placed in the hands of 
those to whose interests it is to keep the peace—the workers of 
the world, and we therefore urge upon them the necessity of 
seeking continually and aggressively to secure control of their 
respective governments to the end that these policies be officially 
adopted by all nations concerned. 

B. Internal Control 
1. Industrial Control 

"THE private domination of industry for private gain has K brought such disastrous consequences both. among. and within the nations of the world as to make public owner 
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for public service the first necessity in any forward looking plan 
of reconstruction both national and international, 

‘The Socialist Party, therefore, demande tat all public tlie 
ties and basic industries of the United States be taken over by the people, and that this process shall be undertaken as speedily 
as is consistent with public order and security, and allowing 
for the utmost possible degree of local autonomy 

Tn the accomplishment of these ends the Socialist Party de- 
mands that compensation if any, paid to the owners in no case 
exceed the original cost of the ‘physical property taken by the 
people; that such compensation be paid as far as possible out EE tavation tnd bperatig revenues chat te ukie ef cen. 

federal, state or city—should coincide as. closely. as. possible 
‘with the scope of the industry concerned; and that the operation 
of all public services be on a strictly cost basis after allowing 
suitable reserves for depreciation retirement of debts and new foericton: 
[The Socialist Party candidates for Congress stand pledged 

to the support of the following specific proposals: 
(1) Railroads and Express Service. The full and per- 

manent nationalization of the railroads and other means of 
transportation, The canals, waterways and all essential means of transportation should be developed ao rapaly as posible end 
co-ordinated with the other means of transport into one unified, tdisent ond adequate system under publi cwnership, 

In the taking over of some 260,000 miles of railways by the 
United States Government, the correctness of the principles for which the Socialist Party stands, hus been sustained ‘The 
igiszantced highest profits to the companies and the imethod of 
administration, however, have proven the futility of all sham Pee epee rere ol aco pee eal eee one a 
truly co-operative basis. So long as the ownership of the roads islet in private hands, the government; and through the gov- 
ernment, the people, must continue to bear a vast burden of 
unearned income of over a bi dollars a year that represent nothing but the tribute pad to private capil 

(2) | Steamships and Steamship Lines. The Socialist Party 
demands full and permanent nationalization of the existing ‘Amerlean steamship’ Ines and, the permanent ownership. snd 
‘operation by the government of all merchant vessels under the 
jurisdiction of the United States Shipping Board. 

The vast additions now being made to our merchant marine 
should never be permitted to become the weapons of private 
interest in a struggle for trade supremacy. ‘The sea-going ves- 
sels of the nation should be owned and operated by the govern- 
men 

(3) Telegraph and Telephone. The telegraph and tele- 
phone are astmuch essential parte of a national system of com- 
Ihunication as the ralgonds, “Every consideration which has de” 
ancl a national ralroed sytem: demands also. dhe national 
ization of the telegraph and telephone as an absolute social 
ecsrty and the eheraton of these lines as part of the postal 

soit 
(4) Power. The co-ofdinaton of coal mines, water power 

andthe generation of electricity under national ownership and 
control has already been proposed by the English Ministry of 

Reconstruction as the only possible policy for the British nation. 
‘The establishment of immense super-power electrical plants 
in the vicinity of mines and waterfalls for the purpose of su 

it rent to large areas of consumers, including the rail 
fiers unparalled advantages in economy and ficiency 

of public service and the prevention of fuel famine. By such 
f ostem the cost of electricity could beso reduced and the srv- 
ive so extended that every houschold in the nation as well as 
very industralcrablchment and farm could be supplied with 
clectrical energy at almost incredibly low rates. This is the 
ineitable future of electri te 

He "Party demands the immediate appointment 

    

  

  

  

      

  

  

    

     

  ‘The So 
of a Federal Power Commission with! adequate representation 
of labor to make an exhaustive investigation into this subject 
and to recommend legislation to Congress which will embody 
4 comprehensive power development policy, as well as proposals 

48 

for the immediate nationalization of the coal mines and the 
reclamation and conservation of all the great sources of water 
power. 

(5) Large Scale Industry. Like the British Labor Party, 
we believe that the people will not tolerate “ any reconstruction 
‘or perpetration of the disorganization, waste and inefficiency 
involved in the abandonment of industry to a jostling crowd of 
separate private employers, with their minds bent, not on the 
service of the community, but—by the ve 
‘only on the utmost possible profiteering.” 

Every large scale essential industry whose operations extend 
beyond the borders of a single state must eventually be owned, 
and operated by the Federal Government at cost, for the benefit 
Of the people as a whole. 

As immediate means to this end the Socialist Party demands 
a co-ordination and extension of functions now exercised by the 
Government War Industrial Board, the War Trade Board, 
the Federal Trade Commission, and the Federal Food and Fuel 
Administration so that there may be built up a democratized 
‘and unified system of public regulation and control over all 
phases of large-scale industry in the interest of all the people. 

  

Taw of their being— 

  

2, Democratic Management 
Government ownership without democratic management may 

become a greater menace to the world than the system of 
private ownership and exploitation which is passing away. 
Without the control of industry a democratic government may 
be a menace to the liberty of the individual. ‘The addition of 
the immense’ power over public policy, and over the happiness 
of the masses, incident to industrial domination, intensifies the 
menace a thousand-fold 

Self-government in industry: is the first essential of a truly 
democratic nation, and the omly guarantee of real freedom for 
the workers. ‘The Socialist Party, therefore, demands that 
the right to organize be a fundamental right for all government 
employes; and that the right to strike be in no case denied or 
abridged, 

Tn all industries controlled by the government, there shall be 
established principles of democratic management of the condi 
tions of employment by shop committees, elected by the workers 

“To prevent the use of the immensely increased number of 
government positions for purposes of political patronage, we 
demand that the merit system of appointment to civil service 
be extended to every plant or industry as itis taken over by the 
government, but the political rights of such employes must be 
safe-guarded. ‘As a means Of strengthening the working class in its every 
day struggle and fit it for this complete emancipation, we en- 
dorse the principles of industrial unionism 

3. Demobilization 

‘With the problem of the returned soldier, and the cessation 
of war industries imminent, there is urgent necessity for a na~ 
tional policy. in the field of employment. 

“The Socialist, Party demands that the present efforts at co 
ordination by the Department of Labor of federal and state 
employment agencies be developed into a permanent system to 
supplant private agencies, as follows: 

(a). The use of present labor union organizations as far as 
possible as bases for a service conducted under union conditions 

(b) The rapid development of a system of vocational edu: 
(c) The organization of a construction service, under 

proper standards of labor, to carry on the various government 
works and to provide apprenticeship to returning soldiers and 
other workers for permanent employment in developing the land 
and natural resources of the nation; 

(d)_ The acquisition and permanent holding by the govern- 
‘ment of tracts of agricultural lands needed by returning soldiers 
and other workers; 

(©) Guaranteed employment for all willing workers. 

  

   

  

  

   



4. The Structure of Government 
‘The present structure of government is totally inadequate 

to assume the additional burden of industrial control. 
Organized on the theory of separation of powers and con- 

strained by a rigid constitution, the President, two: houses of 
Congress, and the courts have been checks and balances upon 
fone another that have destroyed efficiency, and made ineffecti 
the will of the people. Only by the domination of the executive 
and the servility of Congress has any effective action been 
secured, But the loss to democracy has been immense, 

‘The dictates of both efficiency and democracy demand a fle 
ble constitution and a unified form of government. ‘The Pre 
dent and the courts must be responsible to Congress and 
‘members elected by the people without regard to sex and subject 
to their continual control 

‘The Socialist Party, therefore, demands: 
1. That amendments to the United States Constitution may 

be made upon the recommendation of a majority vote of Con- 
gress and ratification by a majority of the voters of the nation; 
or by initiative of the people. 

2, The abolition of the Senate, and the election of members 
of Congress by proportional representation subject to recall. 
Democratization of congressional procedure, the terms of con- 
gressmen to begin soon after their election. ‘The election of 
federal judges by the people subject to recall. 

3. “The direct election of the President and the Vice-Presi- 
dent subject to recall, and the abolition of the veto power. 

4. The abolition of the usurped power of the courts to de- 
clare acts of congress unconstitutional, and 

5. Responsibility of the President and his cabinet to Con- 
gress through the power of interp 6. Self government for the Dist 
vedi and referendum applied to federal legis- 
ation, 

8. “The immediate passage of the amendment to the Con- 
stitution of the United States establishing the right of women 
to the franchise, and 

Adequate representation of women in legislative, judicial and 
administrative fields of government, that the interests of women 
may be better safe-guarded. 

5. Civil Liberties 
‘The war has brought restrictions on our constitutional rights 

of freedom of speech, press and assemblage which are not only 
unnecessary, but which menace the whole future of democratic 
institutions and individual liberty. 

Mob violence, spurred on by the utterances of the conser- 
vative press, and of many men well known in public life, ch 
Tenges the orderly processes of democratic institutions, Explo 
ing business interests are deliberately using these “rest 
‘measures to crush radical labor. Under the cloak of patriotism, they, rob the consumer with one hand and pile up huge war 
profits with the other. 

‘The vague language of the Espionage Act is being used not 
so much to, deal with enemy spies, as to suppress all independ- 
ent expression of opinion, particularly in relation to war policies 
and the class struggle. ‘The post-office censorship, under which 
scores of papers have been deprived of their second-class mailing 
privileges, is destroying the freedom of the press. 

‘The Socialist Party, therefore, demands: 
1. The literal interpretation of the constitution and app cation of the ci liberties provisions of the constitution during war ag well as peace. 
2. That mob violence be suppressed through the power of 

the Federal Government. 
3. The immediate repeal of those clauses in the federal 

ites which gives the Postmaster General powers of censor- 

  

  

  

  

        

    

  

  

     

  

  

  

  

   
ship over periodicals suppressed and printed matter. It should 
he the business of the Post-Office Department only to transmit 
‘mail matter, not to pass upon its mailability. ‘The administra- 
tion of sedition laws is the function of the Department of Jus- 
tice.     
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4 The immediate: reversal of the arbitrary acts of censor- 
ship by the Post-Office Department, and the readmission to 
second-class. privileges of all newspapers and periodicals sup- 
pressed during the war for criticising the conduct of the war, 
the acts of government officials, or economic and social condi- 
tions, or for discussing terms of peace. ‘ 

5. The amendment of existing espionage legislation wh 
will restrict its application to actual agents or supporters of 
the enemy and which will render impossible its further use as 
‘a weapon of the government against political opposition. 

6. ‘The immediate repeal of all legislation restricting. free- 
dom of speech and of the press, and the immediate unconditional 
pardon of all politieal prisoners. 

6. Taxation 
‘The war has brought to the very forefront of importance 

the question of tax: ‘The colossal expenditures, already 
made in this war, of which, against the protests of the Socialists, 
but a small proportion has been raised through taxation, place 
a heavy burden of debt upon the future. After the war is over, 
capital will be needed for many social enterprises and the re- 
sources of the government must be vastly greater than ever 
before. “Meanwhile colossal fortunes, are being, made over 
night, developing new and powerful spheres of financial influ- 
nee: Means must be found to discharge our huge public debt, 
raise the revenue necessary for the rapidly increasing functions 
of government, and at the same time solve the ever menacing 
problem of wealth concentration. 

To this end, we favor: 
1. The imposition of an excess profits tax approximately 100 

per cent. No one should be permitted to secure profit from 
this war while others are enduring untold sacrifice. 

2.” A progressive income tax, aiming at the abolition of all 
incomes above the needs of a comfortable and secure livelihood. 

3. A progressive inheritance tax, rising to 100 per cent,, in 
large estates, 

‘4. Taxation of the unearned increment of land; all lands 
held out of use to be taxed at full rental value, 

5. A more adequate corporation tax. 
7. Credit 

During the past few decades, we have witnessed the creation 
of a huge empire of finance, dominated by a few financial mas- 
ters. This control has led’ to the creation of great unearned 
fortunes, to the making and unmaking of gigantic businesses, 
to the manipulation of national policy for the benefit of the few. 

‘The United States is rapidly becoming then the greatest in- 
vesting nation of the world. If private interests still control 
the nation’s credit, a policy of economic imperialism following 
the war will be inevitable. 

If this disastrous policy is to be avoided and the community 
relieved of the burden of billions of dollars now exacted by 
private financiers, the government must completely and demo- 
cratically control its banks and credit system. 

In the direction of such control the Socialist Party demands: 
1. That all banks essential to the conduct of business and 

industry be acquired by the government and incorporated in 
unified public banking system. 

2. As the government acquires ownership of industries, it 
shail substitute for metallic money and the present form’ of 
Paper money an increasing proportion of notes redeemable in 
the service and commodities furnished by the government, there- 
by ultimately eliminating entirely the necessity of maintaining a 
gold reserve, except for international trade relations. 

8. Agriculture 
Exploited by those in control of the railroads, the grain cleva- 

tors, and creameries, the packing houses, cold storage plants, 
banks, agricultural machinery, as well as by other owners of 
land, ‘capital and life's necessities, many farmers have been 
reduced to a condition of poverty. 

‘Their ultimate interest and that of society at large may lie 
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in the public or voluntary co-operative operation of farms su 
Dlied with the sost improves machiacg end the services of 
scientific experts—free scope being given to those famers so de- 
siring to continue individual operation. Immediately, however, 
the workers on the farms should be relieved of the oppression 
of big business which fixes the prices. Especially designed to 
afford relief in this direction, the Socialist Party pledges itself 
tothe following 

1, Collective ownership of elevators, warehouses, flour mills, 
stockyards, packing houses, creameries, cold storage plants, and 
factories for the production of agricultural implements 

2. Public insurance against diseases of animals, diseases of 
plants, insect pests, hail, flood, drought, storm and fire. 

3. ‘The leasing of farm machinery by public bodies at cost. 
4. The encouragement of co-operative societies for agricul- 

tural purposes. 
5. ‘The application of land values tax to land held for 

gpeculation and exploitation; exemption of farm improvements 
rom taxation 
6. The retention by the national, state and local govern- 

‘ment of all land owned by them, and the continuous acquire- 
ment of other land by reclamation, purchase, condemnation, 
taxation or otherwise, such land to be organized as practicable 
into socially operated farms, 

7. Encouragement of unions of agricultural workers. 
8. Extension of labor laws to agriculture and the securing 

to agriciltural laborers of minimum standards requisite for @ 
healthy life and worthy citizenship, 

9, We also call attention to the fact that the elimination 
of farm tenantry and the development of socially owned and 
operated agriculture resulting from the foregoing measures will 
‘open. new opportunities to the agricultural wage-worker and 
free him from dependence on the private employer. 

  

9. Conservation of Natural Resources 
‘The steadily increasing concentration of natural resources 
private hands has led to untold exploitation and to ruthless 

wastage of the nati jal. If industrial democracy is 
to be secured, and if the material heritage of America is to 
be utilized in the interests of the entire people, all natural re- 
sources—including mines, quarries, oil wells, forests and water 
power—must be brought under public ownership and operation. 
‘As immediate measures toward this end the Socialist Party 
‘urges! 

1. The retention by the Federal Government of all re- 
maining public lands, and of all powers over public streams. 

2. Development by the government of a comprehensive sys- 
tem of national river regulation for the storage of flood waters 
and their use for irrigation, hydro-electric power and navigation, 

3:_ ‘The acquisition and permanent holding by the government 
‘of all mountain and other lands necessary for the protection 
of storage reservoirs and the conducting on such lands of timber 
‘operations, under forestry principles, of mineral resources and 
of coal from the public domain. 

4. A comprehensive system of reclamation of waste and 
arid lands. 

      

  

  

10. Labor Legislation 

{MWe tee thatthe tla nd manuel predces cpat 
obtain equality of opportunity in the struggle of life until chey 
democratically contra! the fundamental industries of the covn- 
fy But ar 2 means of strengthening them in their strugele for 
industrial democracy we advocate: 

1 Fike sevenactment of legislation prohibiting the employ- 
ment of chilé labor. 

ST Tegulstion securing absolute freedom of labor to or- 
stot sre 0 e288 brat ay 

a, Special legislation, for women providing. for equal, pa 
for equal work restriction of hours and proper safeguards to 
health and safety. 

{. The securing to, every worker of a rest period of not 
Tess than a day and a half in each week 
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5., The enactment of s:miniswum wage for men and women 

6. Legislation providing for social insurance against sick- 
ness, injury, old age and unemployment. 

7. Legislation providing for a more effective system of in- 
spection of workshops, factories and mines. 

11. Prisons 
Our penal system, conceived in barbarity and maintained 

through the callous indifference of those who frame and execute 
our laws, is a disgraceful survival of the feudal attitude toward 
life. With rare exceptions, our prisons continue to be, as they 
have always been, breeding places of depravity and sources of 
‘moral and physical contamination. 

“We demand that the entire system be replaced by a system 
governed by humanity and intelligence. 

"To this end we pledge our best efforts through federal and 
state action to the following specific proposals: 

1. To substitute for punishment, such methods of treatment 
as may, in the shortest possible time, restore delinquents as use- 
ful members of society. 

2, The extended use of the suspended sentence and proba- 
tion to the end that the benefits of the system may be applied 
to the poor and friendless as well as to those who have social 
or political influence. 

3. The application of the indeterminate sentence to all who 
may be committed to penal, correctional or reformatory institu- 
tions, with adequate provision for parole and after-care of 
such persons, 

4 The abolit 

   

n of the death penalty. 
§. ‘The abolition of the present system of arbitrary and bar- 

barous prison discipline and the substitution therefor of = sys- 
tem combining humanity, honor and self-government, with in- 
creasing emphasis on productive industry, education and voca- 
tional training. 

©. The immediate and complete abolition of the contract 
system in prison labor. 

12, The Negro - 
‘The negroes are the most oppressed portion of the American 

population of which they form one-ninth. They are the victims 
of lawlessness, including hanging and_ burning; widespread 
political disfranchisement, and loss of civil rights. ‘They are 
Especially discriminated against in economic opportunity. 

"We therefore demand: 
1. That the negroes be accorded full benefits of citizenship, 

political, educational and industrial. 
2, ‘That Congress shall enforce the provisions of the 14th 

‘Amendment by reducing the representation in Congress of such 
states as violate the letter or spirit of the amendment, 

   

    

  

  

Conclusion 
'N offering the above program, the Socialist Party warns 

the masses that it has reference to a dying social order. Our 
program is designed to assist in the passing of this bankrupt 
System of capitalism, not as a final substitute for it. No security 
can be had from imperialism, trade and investment rivalries, 
reactionary diplomacy, intrigues against backward lands and 
peoples, militarism, and exploitation of the masses, without a 
Complete transformation of capitalist society. Anything short 
Of this complete transformation, any program that leaves in- 
Gustry, finance, transportation and natural resources in the 
hands of exploiting groups, will perpetuate the causes of inter 
national discord and lead to another world tragedy. The mai 
struggle of the masses is to secure control of these basic institu 
tions and this requires an education of the people to the neces- 
sity of such control. 

Tn this work of education. we, invite, the co-operation of all 
who recognize the opportunities for re-building the world on a 
basis of equity, democracy and fraternity for all. 

   

  

  

  

     



BOOKS 
A Free Man’s Worship 
Logic and Mysticism, and Other Essays, by 

Bertrand Russell. Longmans, Green & Co. 
$2.50 net. 
ERTRAND RUSSELL'S is a mind which interests me 
more when it deals with facts than when it deals with 

ideas. Its powerful and acute logic and its vivid sympa- 
thetic, understanding of the frailties of our human nature, 
make such books as “Why Men Fight” and “Political 
Ideals” of trentendous value to us in our present struggle. 
In the consideration of philosophical questions he seems to 
prefer to use a niore narrowly mathematical method—which 
doubtless has its justification. The present volume for the 
most part deals with ideas in too austere a manner 
for me to profit by it (though I sometimes suspect that this 
method has really been invalidated by the newer discoveries 
in unconscious psychology.) But there is one deeply wel- 
come digression from his method of philosophic discussion in 
this volume, in the essay on “A Free Man’s Worship.” 
Recognizing the desire of our weakness for some strength 
upon which to rely, some reason for confidence and trust 
in life, some reassurance against the terrors of the unknown 
—recognizing, in a word, the emotional human need for a 
religion, he ‘undertakes the magnificent task of finding one 

hh a free man can cherish. 
Te is difficult—and by way of making.clear that difficulty 

he states the fundamental truths which such a religion dare 
not attempt to evade. 
“Man is the product of causes which had no prevision 

of the end they were achieving. His origin, his growth, his 
hopes and fears, his loves and his beliefs, are but the outcome 
of accidental collocations of atoms.” Thus, to begin with, 
such a philosophy cannot surmise any purpose in the universe. 
And—no fire, no fire, no heroism, no intensity of thought 
or feeling, can preserve an individual life beyond the grave.” 
Nor has the human race any, more right than the individual 
to expect ultimate compensation for its ills and hurts. “All 

the- labors of the ages, all the devotion, all the inspiration, 
all the noonday brightness of human genius, are destined to 
extinction in the vast death of the solar system. The whole 
temple of man’s achievement must inevitably be buried be- 
neath the debris of a universe in ruins.” 

In such a world of purposeless accident we must still find 
something to believe, something to worship. But it must be 
a belief, a worship, that does not—if we are free men—drug 
us with illusions. Tt must be in accord with the universe 
as it is. “Only within the scaffolding of these truths, only 
on the firm foundation of unyielding despair, can the soul’s 
habitation henceforth be safely built.” 

‘What is there left to believe, to worship? Not the omnipo- 
tence of Accident. No—but rather the human spirit, which 
is greater than the Supreme Accident which slays it—greater, 
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because it is nobler-—because its own nobility has given to the 
universe whatever beauty or grandeur it seems to have— 
greater, because it can face that universe; seeing, yet—not 
merely unafraid, as Henley would say—but, as Arnold Ben~ 
nett would perhaps say—interested: creating out of the blind 

welter of things, Beauty. For “ when, without the bitterness 
of impotent rebellion, we have learned both to resign our~ 
selves to the outward rule of Fate and to recognize that the 
non-human world is unworthy of our worship, it becomes 
possible at last so to transform and refashion the unconscious 
‘universe; so to transmute it in the crucible of imagination, 
that a new image of shining gold replaces the old idol of 
clay. In all the multiform facts of the world—in the visual 
shapes of trees and mountains and clouds, in'the events of the 
life of man, even in the very omnipotence of Death—the 
insight of creative idealism can find the reflection of a beauty 
which its own thoughts first made,” 

‘Understanding—the only ultimate victory possible in this 
world of blind triumphant accident! “In this way mind 
asserts its subtle mastery over the thoughtless forces of 
nature, The more evil the materials with which it deals, 
the more thwarting to untrained desire, the greater is its 
achievement . . . the prouder its victory in compelling the 
opposing forces to swell the pageant of its triumph.” 

‘That is why “‘of all the arts, Tragedy is the proudest, 
for it builds its shining citadel in the very center of the 
enemy's country... .” Within its walls, he continues, the 
free life goes on; the surrounding legions of death and pain 
and despair are from this vantage point new forms of beauty. 
“Happy those sacred ramparts, thrice happy the dwellers on 
that all-seeing eminence.” He does not mean, as his own. 
life shows, that we should refrain from the struggle with 
evil—but rather that in the intense midst of struggle we 
should hold that understanding serenity which no, defeat 
however tragic can disturb. 

“To take into the inmost shrine of the soul the irresistible 
forces whose puppets we seem to, be—Death and change, 
the irrevocableness of the past, and the powerlessness of man 
before the blind hurry of the Universe from vanity to vanity 
—to feel these things and know them is to conquer them.’ 

“_., The slave is doomed to worship Time and Fate 
and Death because they are greater than anything he finds 
in himself... . But great as they are, to think of them 
greatly, to feel their passionless splendor, is greater still.” 

“Brief and powerless is man’s life...” [Ah, what a 
strain of music!) ‘On him and all his race sure doom falls 
pitiless and dark. Blind to good and evil, reckless of de~ 
struction, omnipotent matter rolls on its relentless way; for 
Man, condemned today to lose his dearest, tomorrow him- 
self to pass through the gates of darkness, it remains only 
to cherish, ere yet the blow falls, the lofty’ thoughts that 
ennoble his little day; disdaining the coward terrors of the 
slave of fate, to worship at the shrine his own hands have 
built; undismayed by the tmpire of chance, to preserve a 
mind free from the wanton tyranny. that rules his outward 

(Continued on pave 48) 

    

  

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

    

  
      

   

     

   
        



  

Liberator Book- Shop 
pee will some day come. 

What kind of peace? 
A real peace must not only be fought for; it must be 

thought for. 
Are you doing your part to prevent an unsatisfactory 

peace that will be only a breathing-space before the Next War? 
Do you really believe in the possibility of a League of 

Nations? 
How do you think it will be brought about? 

‘Do you know the obstacles and dangers which block the way? 
Do you know how to help overcome these obstacles and 

dangers? 
Do you know enough to be of service in the struggle 

for the right kind of peace? 
Do you know concretely what measures are being pro- 

posed in industry, in politics, in diplomacy, to help democ- 
racy right now in its struggle with imperialism? 

Do’ you know whether through ignorance or careless- 
ness, you are missing your chance? 

H. G. Wells was asked what is the most important thing 
for everybody, whatever his convictions, to do in order to 
bring about the right kind of peace. His answer was: 
“THINK HARD.” 
Isthe thing you are doing hard thinking—or easy thinking? 

  

Are you really on’ the job? 

Look over this list of books, and check off those you 
have not read. Then borrow or beg the money, and get 
them: _ Read three of them—and if you find yourself more = ne Seo’ 
22 SS ey ave to tte 
dangers and its opportunities, more uncertain of your pet 
formulas of thought, more anxious to know—then read the 
others and make your friends read them. 

  

  

A word to Socialists: Come to these books with a mind 
full of challenge; see if they are but bourgeois evasions of 
the plain truths you know—or whether, between the lines, 
these books accept those plain truths, and endeavor to 
apply them to the current situation. Find out whether or 
not Weyl and Veblen and Brailsford and Russell and Nor- 
man Angell are working for an international working-class 
commonwealth—and see if they have anything to teach you 
about how to bring it about. 

‘To those who have read everything that has been written 
on this subject and want something still more profound, 
more searching, more candid: You can get such books only 
by helping create in others your own desire. Only when 
everybody has faced these truths will there be a demand 
for sterner truths. Create that demand by talking about 
these books. FD. 

Six Indispensable Books 
THE END OF THE WAR 
By Walter E. Weyl 
Macmittan 

THE WAR 
$2 net 

“The most courageous book on polities pub- 
fished in America sinee the war began.” 

‘Macmillan 
Points the way to a permanent vietory over 
anti-democratic forees.   

THE POLITICAL CONDI- 
TIONS OF ALLIED SUCCESS: 
A Plea for the Protective Union of 
the Democracies 
By Norman Angell 
Putnam $1.50 net 
Presents definite plans by which a demo- 
‘ratic international victory may be achieved. 

Please Order! from 

Macmillan 

DEMOCRACY AFTER 

By John A. Hobson 

  

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

By H.N. Brailsford, 

« Already a classic,” says H. G. Wells. 

THE NATURE OF PEACE 
AND THE TERMS OF ITS 
PERPETUATION 

By Thorstein Veblen 
Huebsch 

$1.25 net 
$1.60 net 

The best presentation of the obstacles to 
permanent peace, 
  

POLITICAL IDEALS 
By Bertrand Russell 
Century. $1 net 

‘The best presentation of the view that a 
permanent peace is possible. 

$2.00 net 

the Liberator Book Shop, 34 Union Square, N. ¥.  



  

  

life; proudly defiant of the irresistible forces that tolerate 
for a moment his knowledge and his condemnation, to sus- 
tain alone, a weary but unyielding Atlas, the world that his 
‘own ideals have fashioned in despite of the trampling march 
of unconscious power.” 

“Such thought makes us free men; we no longer bow 
before the inevitable in Oriental subjection, but we absorb 
it and make it a part of ourselves.” And it promises us 
freedom from the tyranny of Desire—Desire that 

“ Cannot add another hour 
Nor a lost hour recall.” 

“Tn these moments of insight” (and many of us do have 
such moments, though most of us renounce the wisdom that 
we gain in them) “we lose all eagerness of temporary 
desire, all struggling and striving for petty ends, all care 
for the trivial chings that, to a superficial view, make up the 
common life of day by day; we see, surrounding the narrow 
raft illumined by the flickering light of human comradeship, 
the dark ocean on whose rolling waves we toss for a brief 
hour; from the great Night without, a chill blast breaks in 
‘upon our refuge; all the loneliness of humanity amid hostile 
forces is concentrated on the individual soul, which must 
struggle alone, with what of courage it can command, against 
the whole weight of a universe that cares nothing for its 
hopes and fears. Victory, in this struggle with the powers 
of darkness, is the true baptism into the glorious company 
of heroes, the true initiation into the overmastering beauty of 
human existence. From that awful encounter of the soul 
with the outer world, wisdom and charity are born: and 
with their birth a new life begins.” “In the spectacle of 
death, in the endurance of intolerable pain, and in the irre- 
vocableness of a vanished past, there is a sacredness, an over- 
powering awe, a feeling of the vastness, the depth, the in- 
cexhaustible mystery of existence, in which, as by some strange 
marriage of pain, the sufferer is bound to the world by bonds 
of sorrow.” In this long march of mankind “ through the 
night, surrounded by invisible foes, tortured by weariness 
and pain, toward a goal that few can hope to reach and 
where none may tarry long,” our comrades one by one 
vanish from our sight. “ Very brief is the time in which 
wwe can help them.” An English poet has said it not less 

“ nobly— 

  

“ From far, from eve and morning 
And yon twelve-winded sky, 

The stuff of life to knit me 
Blew hither: here am I 

Now—for a breath I tarry, 
Nor yet disperse apart— 

‘Take my hand quick and tell me 
What have you in your heart? 

  

Speak now, and I will answer; 
How can I help you, say— 

Ere to the wind’s twelve quarters 
T take my endless way.” 

—This, then, is the free man’s religion—“ To abandon the 
struggle for private happiness, to expel all eagerness of tem- 
poral desire, to burn with the passion for eternal things.” 

FD. 
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    TAKE NOTICE! We will pay a liberal 
reward for information leading to 
the discovery of Ambrose Bierce who 
disappeared in 1914 

SU ns RIDE SESS Seas at So 

IN THE MIDST OF LIFE | 

(Tales of Soldiers and Civilians) ‘ 

  

        

    

    
    

   

by AMBROSE BIERCE od 
One of the few really great collections of “thrillers.” 
‘The greatest or one of the greatest according to Ger- 
trude Atherton, Conan Doyle, 
Arthur Macher, and many others. 

  
‘Wm. Marion Reedy, 

$1.50 

MARIE GRUBBE 
by JENS PETER JACOBSEN 

George Brandes call this book, the 
   
   

| ia De gare in 
Sean" ete. ee 

Coming Soon 

CAN SUCH THINGS BE? 
| by AMBROSE BIERCE 

Posrscr 100 xem 
$1.50 

  

BONI & LIVERIGHT, 103 W. 40th St., New York      
Plays: Irish, Yiddish and 

Middle Western 

Exiles, by James Joyce. $1.00 net. B. W. 
Huebsch, New York. 

Wisconsin Plays, second series. $1.50 net. B. 
W. Huebsch, New York. 

The God of Vengeance, by Sholom Ash. $1.00 
net. The Stratford Co., Boston. 

‘HIS Irishman, Joyce, has a rich flavor. With relish 
have dined off his stories, “Portrait of the Artist as a 

Young Man,” “ Dubliners” and ‘ Ulysses,” the latter now 
appearing serially in The Little Review, but his play 
“Exiles” is a dish of another essence. In it there is none 
of the impressionistic, machine gun style which has so dazzled 
us in his stories. ‘The tempo of “Exiles” is measured and 
sometimes halting. ‘Through it we hear the sighs, in it we 
witness the spiritual harassments of modern men and women 
who are trying so desperately to readjust themselves each 
toward the other. It converts the Eternal Triangle into a 
quadrangle. There is a duel between male friends, and a 
lesser one between female enemies, It is in spots strongly 
tinctured with Ibsen. It is high above earth. The reader 
must watch his step. It is not easy going. 

‘The four Wisconsin plays, by S. Marshall Isley, Laura 
Sherry, Howard Mumford Jones and Thornton Gilman, are 
chiefly interesting in the promise that they offer of better 
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eee tcn playwriting? They re | SIMPLIFIED STENOGRAPHY veal sincerity, keen observation, and an ap- 
‘ation of the humors in American life. New Book TiGilman's play," We Live Agri,” hed| Learn FREE been a translation from the Russian, I sus- Easily 

pect that we all would be in ecstasies 
over it. 
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But I cannot do justice to the two first- 
named volumes. I am too impatient to call 
‘on the population not to miss “The God | 
of Vengeance,” written by Sholom Ash, ate of Warsaw and now of New York, 

| and beautifully translated by Dr. Isaac 
Goldberg. This man Ash is acquainted 
with the thing called Life. He has seen 

| it donning its gargoyle’s mask, observed it 
| making a potpie of human ambitions, and | 

watched it retreating into the chuckling 
silences. ‘The play is as Jewish as a second- 

| hand clothing shop and as universal as de- 
feat. Its denouement accomplishes as thun- 
derous a collapse as the temple against 
which the infatuated Samson exerted his 
thews. In it there is not one character that 
is not repulsive, and yet not one, finally, 
against whom we find ourselves able to cast 
a stone. It is drama as red and pitiless 
a a surgeon’s table and yet, withal, as 
tender as a summer shower. : 
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     2 ‘no shading: no bother feiloata™ Ree bout bratons on over cr under ruedlincs”and you ea reat your Gscisi°t, Petrus, live the proprietor, “Uncle” Yekel, his ‘slihleerbrisienoterenemcec ete: Mont ST SNNEI Teachers Endorse Ie Bold-toothed wife, and his daughter. ‘The FRE nce'g Shorthand can be learned to guickiy andjeasily thatitia siastic ate efforts of the father to achieve respect- ee ee a 2a ie at 
‘hese, conterencen leans, erence: For tae apiinetatins gruaieay at! ability, to keep his flower-like daughter un- hile working probleme, confdential dary or memorandac etc. Let ge ELL Berhad propate you to was its Opoortanty thosghtie hi contaminated from the soil out of which : 
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Beet joe fe We ive Yea a compte corrapondence course, 1 she draws her sustenance and to. provide pagel een Be ots Tae hher with a husband and a position in good, | 5.1 gurtnand, seis theft Paagestise eet aa TT 
Hours society; and the final ruin| ig ttre saceas einen tcmuie brought about by the very institution which JECESS. “De not man ths opnattanity of a fetana Ro teses EL Shorthand walla fa yongefieny ao uring sth is he had himself created, grips the heart and | fie Beara gf yor te Weteor te cnpen tise tugs irresistibly at the sympathies. Soe : 

Ieis an Oriental story, plump with greed! KING INSTITUTE and oily with hypocrisy, garbed in rich col-| 154 East 32nd Street, New York, N. Y. ors and smelly with money. It is an Ara- bian night of the Warsaw ghetto. It is 
unforgettable, 
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THE RADICAL REVIEW 
Devoted to the Critical Investiga- 

tion of Scientific Socialism. 
It represents a partisan Effort to 

spread Socialist Bducation, and to 
establish Clarity in the Labor 
Movement. 

Its Editorial Polley Is outspok- 
enly Marxian—aggressive, revolu- 
tlonary and destructively construc- 
a 

   

  

It advocates Revolution not Pal- 
Uatlon; the Industrial Republic not 
State Capitalism; and holds that 
the. Reconstruction of Socialist 
Principles and ‘Tacties must essenti- 
ally be predleated upon the Recogni- 
tion of that irrefutable Contention: 
‘that Right without Might is Moon- 
shine. 

Tt is the Official Organ of the 
Socialist League of America. 

  

From the October Number 

THE 
LABOR MOVEMENT 

IN AUSTRALIA 
Jas. 0. Moroney 

ANENT LIBERTY 
I. A. Goldstein 

SOCIALISM AND WAR 
Arthur E, Reimer 

THE S. P. AND THE 
A.F. OF L. 

MR. 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF 

MARX 
Harry Waton 

SAVE US FROM OUR 
DISCIPLES 

Fred H. Hartman 
THE RUBAIYAT OF A 

PROLETARIAN 
Maximilian Cohen 

‘And articles by Prof. Oppenheimer, 
David S. Relsz, Dr. J. J. Kallen, 
Karl Dannenberg, Clarence Hotson 
and others 

  

   
      
          
    
            
       
       

        

          
       
     
     

‘Twenty-five Cents per Copy. 
112 Paors. 

One Dollar per Year. 
Poblished quarterly by 

THE RADICAL REVIEW 
PUBLISHING ASSOCIA- 

‘TION 
202 East 17th Street, New York City     
   

THE LIBERATOR 

      

Conventions, Hearings, 
Mass Meetings, Etc. 
  

REPRODUCED VERBATIM 
  

Complete Stenographic Re- 
ports furnished in record 
time and in any quantity 

Translations in All Languages, 
Multigraphing, Addressing, 
Mimeographing, Public Stenog- 

raphy, Ete. 
CONVENTION REPORTING 

COMPANY 
82 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 

‘tuyvenant 1063-5206 
‘Room #10) 

  

  

  

  

  

“The Latin of Democracy” 

12 the eommon. peopte of ail nations, 

Seer een at Seep SG "ereston Avenue, New ork 
Bis 

     
            

  

NOTES 
OHN REED'S next article, “The Soviet 
State,” will appear in the November 

Liberator. It will explain the political and 
organization of Russia under the 

Bolsheviki, the part played by Land Com- 
mittees, Labor Unions, Factory Shop Com- 
mittees, and the Supreme Council of Public 

  

Economy. 
‘The Editors. 

  

tion of my opinions. 
which were intended as criticism of a some- 
what rash theory of aesthetics propounded 
by Louis Untermeyer in his preceding re- 
view of Francis Hackett’s book, “Horizons,” 

appearance an impassioned though became i   
unintelligible denunciation of Mr. Hackett’s 
book! \At this late date it seems unnecessary 
to correct these. typographical errors at 
length, and I trust this explanation will 
suffice, FD. 

        ats 
  

N the book-note entitled “A Minority 
Report” in the last issue, several typo- 

graphical errors resulted in a misrepresenta- 
Parts of sentences     

September-October Issue 

THE CLASS | 
STRUGGLE 

Features—Reconstruc- 
tion in Russia, the official 
decrees — full text—on 
the work of the Soviet 
Government, with an in- 
troduction describing the 
general process of recon- 
struction, important and 
illuminating. 

Other articles: Soviet 
Russia Speaks to Britain, 
by Bolshevik Ambassador 
Maxim Litvinoft; Labor- 
ism and Socialism, An 
Interpretation of the 
British Labor Party Pro- 
grams on Peace and Re- 
construction, by Louis C. 

Fraina; Japan and Amer- 
ica, by Sen Katayama; 
The National Party of 
Germany, by Ludwig 
Lore; etc. ‘Thirty-five 
pages of compelling edi- 
torials. 

    

Issued every two months 
2c A COPY $1.50 A YEAR 

IMPORTANT, 
TIMELY BOOKS 

The Crisis in The German 
Social-Democracy 

By Karl Liebknecht 
Rosa Luxemburg and 

Franz Mehring 
A searching, searing, 

fundamental analysis of 
the problems of Social- 
ism and the war. Pre- 
vented from being pub- 
lished in Germany. 
128 PAGES 5c A COPY 

431 Pulasta St Brooklyn, No.       
  

                          



    

“THE INFERNO” 
will surely be the most diseussed 

ook of the 
Now in Third Edition 

DREISER WRITES 
SOME SHORT STORIES 

Now in Second Edition 

HE FORGOT THE 
WOMAN HELOVED 

All book stores, $1.50 each 
postage 1c extra 

Every title in the MODERN 
es to be a 

Thave sold as 
has fifteen thousand copies 
Tess than six. months’ time, 

fifteen 

Price 70e per copy 
postage 6c extra 

BONI & LIVERIGHT 

Publishers 
Fortieth Street 
York City 

GREENWICH VILLAGE. 
= pIRECTORY = 

The Devonshire Lace Shop 
60 Washington Square, New York 

  

HOUSE CAFETERIA 
East Fifteenth Street 

  

  
EAT WHERE 

The food is good 
The prices moderate 

The environment ples 

  

TWO BOOKS BY JOHN SPARGO 

Americanism and Social Democracy 

  

  

  

115 EAST TENTH STREET 

DINING ROOM—EXCEL CUISINE 

  

  

DR. MAXIMILIAN COHEN 

Surgeon Dentist 
(Sear Bighth Street) 100 SIXTH AVENUE       

“INTERNATIONALISM, | 

The Problem of the Hour” 

IRWE JOHN TUCKER 
50 cents 

CHAPTERS 
THE GERMAN IDE. 

THE BRITISH IDEA: 
Britannia Rules the 
Waves 

THE AMERICAN IDEA: 
Phrases versus Facts 

THE RUSSIAN IDEA: 
The Proletarian Revolt 

THE LABOR IDEA: 
The History and Fu- 
ture of the Interna- 
tional       Order through Liberator Book Shop 

   



  

    

A Book You Have Been Waiting For 

THE PROFITS OF RELIGION 
By Upton Sinclair 

FROM THE PREFACE: 

his book is a study of Supernaturalism from a new point of view—as a Source of Income 
da Shield to Privilege. I have searched the libraries through, and no 01 

will see that it needed to be done. It has meant twenty-five years 
It contains the facts.” 

FROM THE TEXT: 
“And do you think that the late Bishop of J. P. Morgan and Company stands alone as 

rer of scholarly blasphemy, a driver of golden nails? In the course of this book there 
will march before us a long line of the clerical retainers of Privilege, on their way to the New 
Golgotha to crucify the carpenter's son: the Rector of the Money ‘Trust, the Preacher of the 
Coal Trust, the Priest of the Traction Trust, the Archbishop of Ts x 
the Millionaire's Club, the Pastor of the Pennsylvania Railroad, the Rel 
New Haven, the Sunday-school Superintendent of Standard Oil. We shall try the weight of 
their jewelled sledges—books, sermons, newspaper-interviews, after-dinner _speeches—where- 
with they pound their golden nails of sophistry into the bleeding hands and feet of the pro- 
letarian Christ.” 

HIS book is now ready. It is published $1, postpaid; three copies, $2.25; ten copies, $6. 
by the author, so that you can get it at ‘Or you can get one paper copy as premium 

wholesale prices. These prices are: Single for a one-dollar a year subscription, or one 
copy, paper, 50 cents, postpaid; three copies, cloth copy for two one-dollar a year sub- 
$1.20; ten copies, $3.00. Single copy, cloth, scriptions to 

UPTON SINCLAIR’S 
A Monthly Magazine: For a Clean Peace and the Internation 

Have you seen this publication? We are starting with the 
October issue a new novel which we want all radicals to read: 

JIMMY HIGGINS GOES TO WAR ‘ 
‘The purpose of this story is to portray the Socialist movement in its relation to the war. We have tried 

to play fair, to give all sides a hearing. ‘The hero is one of the rank and file, a ‘* Jimmie Higgins,”” who ex- 
Deriences ail the wild adventures which befall revolutionists in these days—propaganda meetings, German 
gents, mobs, jails, N/T. explosions, conscription, the 
auimarines, he trenches,” We gent & copy of fhe fk 
chapters to the editor of the “ New Appeal,”” and this is 
what he wrote 

UPTON SINCLAIR'S 
a pleasure indeed, Usually 1 ha Peek ikon 

int iting fae sunsror te Enclosed find Send the 
magazine to the following 

In order to get you and your friends in on this story from Name 
Address subscriptions for $2.50. Get busy! (Paste additional names or mention premium below.) 
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